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Date 
1/27/2011 
icial District Court - Canyon Cou 
ROAReport 
User: RANDALL 
Case: CV-2009-0013607-C Current Judge: Renae J. Hoff 
CDA DAIRY QUEEN INC VS. The Idaho State Insurance Fund, eta!. 
Other Claims 
Judge 
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DAIRY QUEEN INC (plaintiff) 
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Appealed To The Supreme Court 
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Renae J. Hoff 
Renae J. Hoff 
Renae J. Hoff 
Donald W. Lojek ISBN 1395 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHTD 
623 West Hays Street 
POBox 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: 208-343-7733 
Facsimile: 208-345-0050 
Philip Gordon ISBN 1996 
Bruce S. Bistline ISBN 1988 
GORDON LAW OFFICES 
623 West Hays Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: 208/345-7100 
Facsimile: 208/345-0050 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the Class 
~ E Q,M. 
DEC 2 ~ 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T EARLS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
CDA DAIRY QUEEN, INC., 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
THE IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
JAMES M. ALCORN, its Manager, and 
WILLIAM DEAL, WAYNE MEYER, 
GERALD GEDDES, JOHN GOEDDE, 
ELAINE MARTIN, and MARK 
SNODGRASS in their capacity as member of 
the Board of Directors of the State Insurance 
Fund 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV 09- 13607-C. 
CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT AND 
DE~FORJURYT~ 
CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1 
()00006 
COME NOW THE PLAINTIFFS, ON BEHALF OF THEMSELVES AND ANY AND 
ALL PERSONS AND ENTITITES SIMILARLY SITUATED, AND FOR THEIR CAUSE OF 
ACTION AGAINST THE DEFENDANTS, DO HEREBY STATE, ALLEGE AND 
COMPLAINT AS FOLLOWS: 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a class action brought on behalf of the named Plaintiffs and a class of persons and 
entities who, at any time during the preceding five years, were subscribers of the Idaho State 
Insurance Fund (hereinafter ''the Fund"), who have paid annual premiums in an amount in excess 
of $2,500.00 (two thousand five hundred dollars) (hereinafter "larger subscriber) and who, 
despite being lawfully entitled to receive a dividend when the payment of a dividend was 
determined to be appropriate by the Manager and/or the Board of Directors of the fund, have 
either not received any dividend in one or more years when other Fund subscribers whose annual 
premiums have exceeded $2,500.00 received a dividend or, alternatively, did not receive a pro 
rata share of the dividend monies distributed by the Fund. The determination that the Fund 
would pay dividends to some but not all of the Fund subscribers or to some but not on a pro rata 
basis appears to have been made by the Fund's appointed Manager, James M. Alcorn (hereinafter 
either "Alcorn" or ''the Manager") but it may also have been made by or with the approval of the 
Board of Directors of the Fund. The payment of dividends by the Fund to Plaintiffs and their 
Class was not in accordance with Idaho law. The named Plaintiffs and the members of the Class 
are seeking first a declaratory judgment ordering and adjudging that the Fund acted in direct 
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contravention of its statutory and contractual authority when it determined that dividends would 
either not be paid to subscribers who losses exceeded their annual premium or to subscribers on a 
less than pro rata share. 
Second, Plaintiffs and the members of the Class are seeking injunctive relief enjoining the 
Defendants from paying out dividends to subscribers in a manner which is contrary to law and 
the terms of the contract between the Fund and to subscribers. 
Third, the named Plaintiffs and the members of the Class are asking the Court to award 
them damages in an amount equal to the dividends which they should have had paid or credited 
to them during each of the five years preceding the filing of this Complaint for or in respect to 
which the Fund issued dividends improperly. 
PART I: PARTIES 
1. 
All of the named Plaintiffs are now and during some or all of the years comprising the 
class period have been conducting business in the State of Idaho. All of the named Plaintiffs 
have during some or all of such period had one or more employees whom they have been 
required by law to provide with worker's compensation insurance coverage. All of the named 
Plaintiffs have, during some or all of the class period, subscribed to the Fund for the purpose of 
obtaining their worker's compensation insurance coverage. 
2. 
Plaintiffs reside and do business in Idaho as follows: 
a. Plaintiff CDA Dairy Queen, Inc. is a corporation doing business in Kootenai 




At all times material and relevant to this action the State of Idaho has had in force 
and effect a comprehensive worker's compensation statutory scheme which, as set forth in I.C. 
72-203, applies to "all public employment and to all private employment including farm labor 
contracting not expressly exempt by the provisions of section 72-212, Idaho Code". These 
statutes establishing this system, and, inter alia, creating the Fund, are found in Title 72 of the 
Idaho Code. 
4. 
The Defendant Fund is "an independent body corporate politic" created by statute 
(specifically, Idaho Code § 72-901) for the purpose of insuring employers against liability for 
compensation under the worker's compensation and occupational injury laws of the State of 
Idaho. The Fund is administered without liability on the part of the state ofldaho. 
5. 
The Fund is governed by a board of five directors (hereinafter '"the Board"), all of whom 
are appointed by the governor. Defendants William Deal (2000 to 2007), Wayne Meyer (2000 
to 2004), Gerald Geddes (2000 to 2007), John Goedde (part of 2001 to current), Elaine Martin 
(2004 to 2007) and Mark Snodgrass (2005 to 2008), Rodney A. Higgins (2007 to current), Terry 
Gestrin (2008 to current), Max Black (2009 to current) and Steve Landon (2008 to current) 
served on during the years noted as members of the Board. 
6. 
The members of the Board appoint a Manager of the Fund who serves at their pleasure 
CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 4 
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(Idaho Code § 72-901). The Defendant Alcorn is now and at all times relevant hereto was the 
duly appointed and acting Manager of the Defendant Fund. 
PART II: FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
7. 
The Fund is the single largest issuer of worker's compensation insurance in the State of 
Idaho. In recent years both the number of worker's compensation policies issued by the Fund 
and the total amount of premiums collected by it for the issuance of such coverage have grown. 
The Fund's reports reflect that its surplus and its reserves have also grown over this same period 
of time. 
8. 
Until May 6,2009, Idaho Code § 72-915 provided as follows: 
At the end of every year, and as such other times as the manager in his discretion may 
determine, a readjustment of the rate shall be made for each of the several classes of 
employments or industries. If at any time there is an aggregate balance remaining to the 
credit of any class of employment or industry which the manager deems may be safely 
and properly divided, he may in his discretion, credit to each individual member of such 
class who shall have been a subscriber to the state insurance fund for a period of six (6) 
months or more, prior to the time of such readjustment, such proportion of such balance 
as he is properly entitled to, having regard to his prior paid premiums since the last 
readjustment of rates. 
This statute provided the sole and exclusive authority under and pursuant to which the 
Fund can lawfully pay dividends to its subscribers. This statute did not provide the Manager any 
authority whatsoever to distinguish among subscribers or to pay dividends based upon whether a 
subscriber has paid some threshold amount of annual premium. This statute was repealed 
retroactively in 2009, but such repeal was unconstitutional, null, void and of no effect as to 
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policies in existence prior to the effective date of the repeal. 
9. 
During some or all of the policy periods beginning on July 1, 2002 or after and continuing 
to all policy periods beginning prior to July 1, 2009 (herein the "class period") the Fund has paid 
a dividend to some subscribers. The payment of such dividends was made after the Board or the 
Manager determined that it was appropriate for the Fund to pay a dividend. In all cases the 
amount of the dividend has been a percentage of the annual premium (adjusted for losses, 
expenses and other factors) paid by each subscriber considered to be qualified to receive a 
dividend and the dividend has been paid without regard to class of employment or industry. 
10. 
For all years in the class period, the Manager and/or the Board arbitrarily, capriciously, 
and without any statutory or contractual authority whatsoever, determined that such dividends 
would not be paid to larger subscribers on a pro rata basis or to subscribers incurring losses 
during the dividend period. 
11. 
Each of the Plaintiffs now, and at all times material and relevant hereto, has had one or 
more employees - not expressly exempted by section 72-212 - for whom such Plaintiff is 
statutorily required at all times to keep and maintain in force a policy of worker's compensation 
msurance. 
12. 
Each Plaintiff now, and for all or portions of the class period, has obtained worker's 
compensation insurance coverage applicable to non-exempt employees by subscribing to the 




For some or all of the years in the class period, all of the Plaintiffs paid annual premiums 
to the Fund which were in excess of $2,500.00 and, for each such year, those Plaintiffs either did 
not receive a dividend because of losses and/or did not receive at least a pro rata share of the 
dividend distributed by the Fund. 
PART m: CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 
14. 
Plaintiffs bring this action as a class action pursuant to Rules 23(a) and (b) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure individually and on behalf of a class of similarly situated persons and 
entities. 
15. 
The Class shall include all Idaho employers who: a.) were larger subscribers to the Fund 
(i.e. purchased worker's compensation insurance from the Fund); b.) for one or more policy years 
during the class period and were charged an annual premium for such insurance to the Fund 
which was more than $2,500.00; and, c.) on one or more instances during the Class Period when 
the Manager or the Fund determined that payment of a dividend was appropriate and acted to 
distribute that dividend to qualified subscribers, did not receive a dividend which was at least 
equal to a pro rata share of the total amount distributed based upon the amount of premiums 
charged to each of them. 
16. 
The Class is so numerous that joinder of all members of the Class as Plaintiffs herein is 
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impracticable. The number of polices issued by the Fund for the year 2002 totaled 29,789. This 
figure rose to 32,320 in the year ended December 31, 2003. On infonnation and belief, Plaintiff 
alleges that the total number of policies issued by the Fund also exceeded 30,000 for 2004 and 
2005 and was even greater in subsequent years. 
17. 
The claims of the named Plaintiffs are typical of the claims of all members of the Class, 
and all members of the Class sustained damages arising out of the same wrongful conduct of the 
Defendants. 
18. 
The named Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class. They 
have retained counsel who are competent and experienced in class action litigation. Their 
counsel have among them over 90 years of experience practicing law in State and Federal Courts 
in Idaho and other jurisdictions and they have been involved in and processed to recovery 
numerous class action lawsuits. 
19. 
A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication 
of the controversy. Joinder of all members of the Class is impractical because the members 
number in the tens of thousands and they reside (or have their principal place of business) 
throughout the entire State of Idaho. It would also be impracticable for each member of the Class 
to bring separate actions because the individual damages of anyone Class member will be 
relatively small when measured against the potential costs of bringing this action, making the 
expense and burden of this litigation unjustifiable for individual actions. In this class action, the 
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court can determine the rights of the named Plaintiffs and all members of the Class with judicial 
economy. The named Plaintiffs do not anticipate any difficulty in the management of this suit as 
a class action. 
20. 
The prosecution of separate actions by individual members of the class would create a 
risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual members of the class 
which would establish incompatible standards of conduct for the Defendant. 
21. 
The Defendant has acted on grounds which are universally applicable to the class, thereby 
making appropriate final injunctive relief and/or corresponding declaratory relief with respect to 
the class as a whole. 
22. 
There are numerous common questions of law and fact that exist as to all members of the 
Class and they clearly predominate over any questions affecting solely individual members of the 
Class. These questions include, but are not limited to, the following: 
a. Whether during the class period the individual class member has been a 
subscriber to the Fund. 
b. Whether, during one of more of those years, the individual class member 
paid an annual premium in excess of $2,500.00 for a policy of workers 
compensation coverage. 
c. Whether the Fund's failure to pay a pro rata dividend to those subscribers 
whose annual premium for that year equaled or was greater than $2,500.00 
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was contrary to the law and the terms of the contract between the Fund and 
its subscribers. 
d. Whether, during one or more years included in the class period, a Plaintiff 
or an individual member of the class was a subscriber entitled to a 
dividend on a pro rata basis once the manager had determined it was 
appropriate to pay dividends. 
e. Whether the retroactive repeal of I.C. § 72-915 in 2009 was 
unconstitutional. 
f. How the dividends to be paid to each such subscriber shall be calculated 
for each such year. 
g. Whether one or more of the Defendants must pay the Plaintiffs and 
members of the class interest on such sums as the Fund should have paid 
to them for each year during the class period. 
h. If the Plaintiffs and the members of the class are entitled to recover 
interest, then it will be necessary to determine the applicable rate of 
interest and the date or dates from which interest will be assessed. 
i. Whether the members of the class are entitled to an order enjoining the 
Defendants from, in future years, reducing dividends because of incurred 
losses or refusing to pay to the larger subscribers less than a pro rata share 
of the dividend monies distributed by the Fund. 
J. Whether the members of the Class are entitled to recovery ofattomey's 
fees for the Defendants. 
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COUNT I: DECLARATORY RELIEF - PAYMENT OF DIVIDENDS 
23. 
Plaintiffs and the members of the class are, based upon all of the foregoing allegations 
which are incorporated herein as though set out in full, seeking a Declaratory Judgment pursuant 
to Idaho Code title 10, chapter 12. 
24. 
There is an actual controversy within the jurisdiction of this Court and declaratory relief 
will provide an effective and efficacious means for terminating uncertainty and resolving 
controversy by adjudicating the rights and interests of the parties with respect to the following 
acts and events: 
a.) One or more of the Defendants have, for each annual policy issued during the class 
period, used an unlawful, arbitrary and/or improper benchmark or calculation to 
determine which of its subscribers were entitled to receive a dividend and, as a 
consequence, have denied appropriate dividends to subscribers who were otherwise 
lawfully entitled to receive a dividend once the Manager or the Fund determined that it 
was appropriate to pay dividends. 
b.) One or more of the Defendants will, absent an order from this Court, continue to 
use an unlawful, arbitrary, and/or improper benchmark or calculation to determine which 
of the Fund's subscribers are entitled to receive a dividend 
c.) For each of the years in the class period, the Plaintiffs and members of the class 
have not received appropriate dividends when dividends have been paid out by the Fund 
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and they will, absent an order from this Court, continue to be denied the appropriate 
dividends which are due to them. 
25. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code §§1O-1201 & 10-1205, this Court has the authority to declare that 
the acts and actions of one or more of the Defendants, as set forth in this Complaint, are not now 
and, at no time during the class period, have been lawful, and that such acts and actions are in 
derogation of the contractual and statutory provisions authorizing the Defendants to declare and 
pay dividends to its subscribers. 
26. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code §§10-1201 & 10-1205, this Court has the authority to declare that 
by reason of the conduct alleged herein one or more of the Defendants should also pay interest on 
all amounts found due to any Plaintiff or class member as unpaid dividends from the date( s) that 
such dividend(s) should have been paid to the date of judgment herein. The Court has the 
authority to determine the applicable rates of interest. 
27. 
This Court has the authority to make all such other, further and additional rulings as are 
needed fully and completely to resolve any and all issues that are raised by this Complaint. 
28. 
It has been necessary for the Plaintiffs to engage the services of the undersigned attorneys 
in order to represent them in this action and the Plaintiffs and the members of the Plaintiff class 
are entitled to their attorneys fees and costs incurred in the prosecution of this action. These fees 
should be paid to Plaintiffs and each member of the class by one or more of the Defendants. 
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COUNT II: DECLARATORY RELIEF - INJUNCTION 
29. 
Plaintiffs and the members of the class are, based upon all of the foregoing allegations 
which are incorporated herein as though set out in full, seeking a Declaratory Judgment 
providing for injunctive relief, pursuant to Idaho Code title 10, chapter 12. 
30. 
This Court has the authority to declare that, under the circumstances set forth above, the 
Defendants have acted in violation of Idaho law and the provisions of the contract between the 
Fund and its subscribers. This Court may, therefore, order that the Defendants should be 
permanently enjoined :from conditioning any future distribution of dividends to its subscribers on 
less than a pro rata basis and :from reducing or eliminating dividend payments because of 
incurred losses. 
31. 
It has been necessary for the Plaintiffs to engage the services of the undersigned attorneys 
in order to represent them in this action and the Plaintiffs and the members of the Plaintiff class 
are entitled to their attorneys fees and costs incurred in the prosecution of this action. These fees 
should be paid to Plaintiffs and each member of the class by one or more of the Defendants. 
COUNT III: DAMAGES 
32. 
Plaintiffs reallege the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1. through and including 32. of 
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this Complaint, and incorporate the same by reference herein. 
33. 
For each annual policy issued during the class period for which each Plaintiff and each 
and every member of the class was entitled to but did not receive an appropriate dividend, such 
Plaintiffs and class members have been damaged by the acts and actions of the Defendants as set 
forth herein. The amount of the damages sustained by each Plaintiff and each and every member 
of the class is easily ascertainable. It is equal to the amount of the dividend which should have 
been, but was not, paid to each such Plaintiff and each such member of the class reduced by the 
amount of dividend actually paid. These damages should be paid to Plaintiffs and each member 
of the class by one or more of the Defendants. 
34. 
For each year during the class period, Plaintiffs and the members of the class are entitled 
to pre-judgment interest on the dividends that were not paid, commencing on the date that 
dividends were checks issued to the Fund's subscribers and continuing to the date of judgment. 
Interest should be paid to Plaintiffs and each member of the class by one or more of the 
Defendants. 
35. 
Plaintiffs have been required to engage the services of the attorneys named in this 
Complaint in order to represent them and the members of the class in connection with this action. 
Plaintiffs should be awarded the attorneys fees and costs which they incur in the prosecution of 
this action. These fees should be paid to Plaintiffs and each member of the class by one or more 
of the Defendants. 
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WHEREFORE, THE PLAINTIFFS PRA Y FOR RELIEF AS FOLLOWS: 
1. That the Court certifY the class as herein above requested and conduct proceedings t& 
establish an appropriate class notice and method of sending notice to the class; 
2. That the retroactive repeal of I.C. § 72-915 by the 2009 legislature be deemed to be 
unconstitutional as to all policies issued prior to July 1,2009. 
3. That the Court order, adjudge, decree and declare, pursuant to Idaho Code §§1O-1201 & 
10-1205, that the Defendants do not now have, and at all times material and relevant to 
this action, did not have any lawful or contractual authority to fail to pay larger 
subscribers on a pro rata basis or to take into consideration incurred losses when 
calculating the amount of dividends to be paid to each larger subscriber. 
4. That the Court order, adjudge, decree and declare, pursuant to Idaho Code §§1O-1201 & 
10-1205 that, for each year during the class period, as herein defined, it was wrongful for 
one or more of the Defendants to cause the Fund to fail or refuse to pay appropriate 
dividends to the larger subscribers. 
5. That the Court find and rule that the Plaintiffs and the members of the class were 
damaged by the acts and actions of one or more of the Defendants and that the amount of 
the damages sustained by each Plaintiff and each member of the Class is the total 
dividends which such Plaintiff or such class member should have received but did not 
receive from the Defendants during the class period, together with pre-judgment interest 
thereon. 
6. That the Court order, adjudge, decree and declare, pursuant to Idaho Code §§1O-1201 & 
10-1205 that, for each year during the class period as herein defined one or more of the 
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Defendants must, to the extent that the Fund failed to do so, pay to the Plaintiffs and the 
members of the Class the difference between the dividend that each is otherwise qualified 
to receive for each year in which each Plaintiff and each member of the class was a 
subscriber to the Fund and the dividend that each did receive. This dividend should be on 
a pro rata basis with no adjustment for incurred losses. 
7. That the Court order, adjudge, decree and declare, pursuant to Idaho Code §§1O-1201 & 
10-1205 that, for each year during the class period, as herein defined, that one or more of 
the Defendants must pay to the Plaintiffs and the members of the class, pre-judgment 
interest on such sums as are found to be due. 
8. That the Court ascertain the correct rate of interest to be applied and make all 
determinations necessary to compute the dividends and interest that is due to the 
Plaintiffs and members of the class in connection with any and all dividends which were 
wrongfully withheld from or not fully paid to them at any time after the commencement 
of the class period. 
9. That the Court enter a temporary injunction, enjoining the Defendants from paying less 
than pro rata dividends to some, but not all of its subscribers whose policies were issued 
prior to July 1, 2009, based either upon the total amount of the annual premium charged 
to such subscriber in the year to which such dividends are attributable. 
10. That the Court make all such other, further and additional rulings as are needed in order 
to fully and completely resolve any and all issues that are raised by this Complaint. 
11. That the Court order one or more of the Defendants to pay the attorney's fees and costs 
incurred by the Plaintiffs and members of the class in connection with this action. 
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12. For such other and further relief as is just and equitable in the premises. 
DATED This ..2/fr;[:y of December, 2009. 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHID. 
By dlJL· 
Donald W. Lojek 
GORDON LAW OFFICES 
B;B\\»rY=-: <S ~ ~ ~ 
Bruce S. Bistline 
DEMANDFORJURYT~ 
Plaintiffs hereby demand a trial by jury on any and all issues properly triable by jury in 
this action. 
DoiJd;' 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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COME NOW THE PLAINTIFFS, ON BEHALF OF THEMSELVES AND ANY AND 
ALL PERSONS AND ENTITIES SIMILARLY SITUATED, AND FOR THEIR CAUSE OF 
ACTION AGAINST THE DEFENDANTS, DO HEREBY STATE, ALLEGE AND 
COMPLAIN AS FOLLOWS: 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a class action brought on behalf of the Plaintiffs and a class of persons and entities 
(hereinafter "the Class"). During the "Class Period" (as defined below in Paragraph 12), 
Plaintiffs and persons and entities qualified to be members of the Class entered into contracts to 
secure worker's compensation insurance policies from the Idaho State Insurance Fund 
(hereinafter "the Fund"), retained those policies for at least six months and were billed annual 
premiums in an amount in excess of $2,500.00 (two thousand five hundred dollars). These 
contracts included a provision which entitled Plaintiffs and the members of the Class to receive, 
as a "readjustment of the rate" upon which premiums were determined (hereinafter a "dividend"), 
a pro rata (based upon premiums paid) share of all amounts distributed, in those instances when 
the payment of a dividend was determined to be appropriate by the Manager and/or the Board of 
Directors of the Fund. In one or more of the years during the Class Period, Plaintiffs and the 
members of the Class, despite being otherwise qualified to receive a pro rata share of the total 
amount distributed by the Fund as a dividend, have received less than a pro rata share of the total 
amount distributed as a dividend. The determination that the Fund would not distribute dividend 
monies on a pro rata basis appears to have been made by the Fund's appointed Manager, James 
M. Alcorn (hereinafter either "Alcorn" or "the Manager") with the approval of the Board of 
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Directors of the Fund. Each time during the Class Period that the Fund failed to pay the 
Plaintiffs and the members of the Class pro rata shares of the total amount distributed as a 
dividend, the Fund breached the terms of its contracts with them and violated the law. 
The named Plaintiffs for themselves and for the Class are seeking: 
1. A declaratory judgment, determining that the Fund acted in direct contravention of its 
contract with the Plaintiffs and the members of the Class and the law of the State when it 
determined not to utilize the contractually applicable formula (pro rata basis) for 
allocating the dividends which were distributed and determining the amount due to the 
Plaintiffs and each Class member, including an award for prejudgment interest, 
attorneys' fees and the cost of suit, Class notice and Class administration expenses. 
2. Injunctive relief, enjoining the Defendants in respect to any dividends distributed to any 
policyholders who acquired policies with inception dates on or before June 30, 2009, 
from paying out dividends to Plaintiffs and the members of the Class in a manner which 
is contrary to the terms of the contracts with the Plaintiffs and the members of the Class 
and the law. 
3. A determination that the Fund breached its contract with Plaintiffs and the members of 
the Class and, based upon that determination, the entry of a judgment awarding damages 
for breach of contract in an amount equal to the dividends which should have been, but 
were not, paid or credited to them during each year within the Class Period, together with 
an award for interest upon the amount due but unpaid from the date upon which the 
relevant distribution occurred, attorneys' fees and the costs of suit, Class notice and 
Class administration expenses. 
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PART I: PARTIES 
1. 
The Plaintiff, CDA Dairy Queen, Inc. is an Idaho corporation which is now and for the 
relevant period prior to the filing of this Complaint has been conducting business in the State of 
Idaho. The Plaintiff, Discovery Care Centre, LLC of Salmon is an Idaho Limited Liability 
Company which is now and for the relevant period prior to the filing of this Complaint has been 
conducting business in the State ofIdaho. 
2. 
At all times material and relevant to this action, the State ofIdaho has had in force 
and effect a comprehensive worker's compensation statutory scheme which, as set forth in I.C. 
72-203, applies to "all public employment and to all private employment including farm labor 
contracting not expressly exempt by the provisions of section § 72-212, Idaho Code". These 
statutes establishing this system, and, inter alia, creating the Fund, are found in Title 72 of the 
Idaho Code. 
3. 
The Fund is "an independent body corporate politic" created by statute (specifically, Idaho 
Code § 72-901) for the purpose of insuring employers against liability for compensation under 
the worker's compensation and occupational injury laws of the State of Idaho. The Fund is 
administered without liability on the part of the State ofIdaho. 
4. 
The Fund is the single largest issuer of worker's compensation insurance in the State of 
Idaho. 
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5. 
The Fund is governed by a board of five directors (hereinafter "the Board"), all of whom 
are appointed by the Governor. Defendants William Deal (2000 to 2007), Wayne Meyer (2000 
to 2004), Gerald Geddes (2000 to 2007), John Goedde (part of 2001 to current), Elaine Martin 
(2004 to 2007), Mark Snodgrass (2005 to 2008), Rodney A. Higgins (2007 to current), Terry 
Gestrin (2008 to current), Max Black (2009 to current) and Steve Landon (2008 to current) 
served, during the years noted, as members of the Board. 
6. 
The members of the Board appointed a Manager of the Fund who serves at their pleasure 
(Idaho Code § 72-901). The Defendant Alcorn is now and at all times relevant hereto was the 
duly appointed and acting Manager of the Defendant Fund. 
PART II: FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
7. 
Plaintiffs and the members of the Class now, and at all times relevant hereto, have had 
one or more employees - not expressly exempted by Idaho Code § 72-212 - for whom Plaintiffs 
and the members of the Class are statutorily required at all times to secure compensation for 
work-related injuries. 
8. 
Plaintiffs and the members of the Class now, and at all times relevant hereto, have 
obtained worker's compensation insurance coverage applicable to non-exempt employees by 
contracting with (also referred to in statute as "subscribing") the Fund. 
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9. 
Under the applicable Idaho law, the terms of the contract between the Plaintiffs and the 
Fund includes the statutes included within Chapter 9 of Title 72 of the Idaho Code. 
10. 
As of June 30, 2009, Idaho Code § 72-915 provided as follows: 
At the end of every year, and as such other times as the manager in his discretion may 
determine, a readjustment of the rate shall be made for each of the several classes of 
employments or industries. If at any time there is an aggregate balance remaining to the 
credit of any class of employment or industry which the manager deems may be safely 
and properly divided, he may in his discretion, credit to each individual member of such 
class who shall have been a subscriber to the state insurance fund for a period of six (6) 
months or more, prior to the time of such readjustment, such proportion of such balance 
as he is properly entitled to, having regard to his prior paid premiums since the last 
readjustment of rates. 
This term of the contract between the parties requires that any dividend which the Fund 
elects to distribute must be distributed among all "Qualified Policyholders" (those who had 
entered into a contract for a policy during the period covered by any dividend being distributed 
and who held that policy in effect for at least six months). The term of the contract requires that 
total amount of the dividend be allocated into shares based upon the ratio between the amount of 
annual premiums billed to each Qualified Policyholder during the Dividend Period and the total 
annual premiums billed to all Qualified Policyholders during the same period. Neither this term 
of the contract nor any other term of the contract or any applicable law provides the Manager any 
authority whatsoever to distribute the dividend based upon any other allocation formula. 
11. 
In May of 2009, the Idaho Legislature attempted to repeal Idaho Code § 72-915. This 
enactment, Section 1 of S.L. 2009, ch.294 could not have become effective before July 1,2009. 
The enactment repealing this statute purports to make the repeal retroactive to January 1, 2003, 
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but such attempted repeal is, pursuant to Article I, Section 16 of the Idaho Constitution and 
Article 1, Section 10 of the United States Constitution, unconstitutional, null, void and of no 
effect as to contracts of insurance in existence prior to the effective date of the repeal. 
12. 
The Fund has, in all relevant years prior to the filing of this action, distributed dividends 
either a few days before the end of the calendar year or early in the following year. In all cases, 
the amount of the dividend has been distributed without regard to class of employment or 
industry of the subscribers who received a share of the dividend. Each dividend is distributed 
relative to policies which were acquired and held during a twelve month period (the "Dividend 
Period") between the July 1 which falls about 30 months prior to the distribution and the June 30 
which falls about 18 months prior to the distribution. Thus, for example, the dividend 
distribution which occurred on or about January 5, 2009, applied to policies issued in the 
Dividend Period which began on July 1, 2006, and ended on June 30, 2007. As this action 
pertains to any dividends distributed after December 24, 2004, the Dividend Periods at issue 
begin with policies purchased on or after July 1, 2002. As this action also pertains to any 
policies acquired before July 1, 2009, the Dividend Periods at issue end with policies purchased 
on or before June 30, 2009, (as to which dividends, if any, will be distributed in approximately 
January of 2011). During some or all of the Dividend Periods beginning on July 1, 2002 and 
including all Dividend Periods ending on or before June 30, 2009 (herein the "Class Period") the 
Fund has distributed (as to Dividend Periods ending on or before June 30, 2008) and may, in the 
future, distribute (as to Dividend Periods beginning on July 1, 2008 and ending on June 30, 
2009) a dividend to subscribers. 
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13. 
For some or all of the Dividend Periods falling within the Class Period, the Plaintiffs and 
the members of the Class purchased a worker's compensation insurance policy from the Fund, 
were billed annual premiums which were in excess of $2,500.00, retained each such policy for at 
least 6 months, and, for each such Dividend Period, did not receive an amount which was equal 
to or greater than a pro rata share of the dividend distributed by the Fund. In each such instance, 
the Plaintiffs and the members of the Class did not receive a dividend because the Manager 
and/or the Board arbitrarily, capriciously, and without any lawful authority, violated the terms of 
the contract and the law by determining that such amounts which were distributed as dividends 
would not be allocated among policyholders on a pro rata basis. 
PART III: CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 
14. 
Plaintiffs bring this action as a class action pursuant to Rules 23(a) and (b) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure individually and on behalf of a class of similarly situated persons and 
entities. 
15. 
The Class shall include, for each of the Dividend Periods during the Class Period as to 
which a dividend was or may be distributed, all Idaho employers who: a.) were subscribers to the 
Fund (i.e. contracted with the Fund to secure worker's compensation insurance); b.) were billed 
an annual premium for such insurance which was more than $2,500.00; c.) retained the coverage 
for at least 6 months; and, d.) did not or may not, with respect to the Dividend Period in which 
the policy was acquired, receive a dividend which was at least equal to a pro rata share of the 
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total amount of dividend being distributed (a share detennined based upon the ratio between the 
amount of annual premiums billed to each Qualified Policyholder during the Dividend Period 
and the total annual premiums billed to all Qualified Policyholders during the same period). 
16. 
The Class is so numerous that joinder of all members of the Class as named Plaintiffs 
herein is impracticable, The infonnation available to Plaintiffs demonstrates that in excess of 
8500 polices have been issued in each year during the Class Period to employers who were billed 
in excess of $2,500 in annual premiums. 
17. 
The claims of the named Plaintiffs are typical of the claims of all members of the Class, 
and all members of the Class sustained damages arising out of the same wrongful conduct of the 
Defendants. 
18. 
The named Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class. They 
have retained counsel who are competent and experienced in class action litigation. Their 
counsel have among them over 100 years of experience practicing law in State and Federal 
Courts in Idaho and other jurisdictions, and they have been involved in and processed to recovery 
numerous class action lawsuits. 
19. 
A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication 
of the controversy. Joinder of all members of the Class is impractical because the members 
number in excess of ten thousand and they reside (or have their principal place of business) 
throughout the entire State ofIdaho. It would also be impracticable for each member of the Class 
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to bring separate actions because the individual damages of anyone Class member will be 
relatively small when measured against the potential costs of bringing this action, making the 
expense and burden of this litigation unjustifiable for individual actions. In this class action, the 
court can determine the rights of the named Plaintiffs and all members of the Class with judicial 
economy. The named Plaintiffs do not anticipate any difficulty in the management ofthis suit as 
a class action. 
20. 
The prosecution of separate actions by individual members of the class would create a 
risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual members of the class 
which would establish incompatible standards of conduct for the Defendant. 
21. 
The Defendants have acted on grounds which are universally applicable to the class, 
thereby making appropriate final injunctive relief and/or corresponding declaratory relief with 
respect to the class as a whole. 
22. 
There are numerous common questions of law and fact that exist as to all members of the 
Class and they clearly predominate over any questions affecting solely individual members of the 
Class. These questions include, but are not limited to, the following: 
a. Whether during the Class Period the individual Class member has been a 
subscriber to the Fund. 
b. Whether, during one of more of those years, the individual Class member 
was billed an annual premium in excess of $2,500.00 for a policy of 
worker's compensation coverage. 
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c. Whether the Fund's failure to pay a pro rata dividend to all subscribers 
whose annual premium for that year equaled or was greater than $2,500.00 
was, as to those subscribers who did not receive a pro rata dividend, a 
breach of the contract between the Fund and those subscribers and a 
violation of law. 
d Whether the attempted retroactive repeal of I.C. § 72-915 in 2009 was 
unconstitutional. 
e. How the dividends to be paid to each such subscriber shall be calculated 
for each such year. 
f. Whether one or more of the Defendants must pay the Plaintiffs and 
members of the class pre-judgment interest on such sums as the Fund 
should have paid to them for each year during the Class Period. 
g. If the Plaintiffs and the members of the class are entitled to recover 
interest, then it will be necessary to determine the applicable rate of pre-
judgment interest and the date or dates from which interest will be 
assessed. 
h. Whether the Plaintiffs and the members of the class are entitled to an order 
enjoining the Defendants from, in future years, failing to distribute any 
declared dividends among all policy holders on a pro rata basis. 
1. Whether the Plaintiffs and the members of the Class are entitled to 
recovery of attorney's fees and costs (including litigation costs, Class 
notice costs and Class administration costs) from the Defendants. 
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COUNT I: DECLARATORY RELIEF - PAYMENT OF DIVIDENDS 
23. 
Plaintiffs and the members of the class are, based upon all of the foregoing allegations 
which are incorporated herein as though set out in full, seeking a Declaratory Judgment pursuant 
to Idaho Code title 10, chapter 12. 
24. 
There is an actual controversy within the jurisdiction of this Court and declaratory relief 
will provide an effective and efficacious means for terminating uncertainty and resolving 
controversy by adjudicating the rights and interests of the parties with respect to the following 
acts and events: 
a.) One or more of the Defendants have, for each annual policy issued during the Class 
Period, breached the contract between the Fund and its subscribers and violated the law 
by using arbitrary and/or improper benchmarks or calculations to determine which of its 
subscribers were entitled to receive a dividend and, as a consequence, have denied 
appropriate dividends to some subscribers who were otherwise contractually and lawfully 
entitled to receive a pro rata share of the total amount distributed as a dividend once the 
Manager or the Fund determined that it was appropriate to pay dividends. 
b.) One or more of the Defendants will, absent an order from this Court, continue to 
breach the contract and violate the law by using arbitrary, and/or improper benchmarks or 
calculations to determine which of the Fund's subscribers are entitled to receive a 
dividend 
c.) F or each of the years in the Class Period, the Plaintiffs and members of the class 
have not received appropriate dividends when dividends have been paid out by the Fund 
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and they will, absent an order from this Court, continue to be denied the appropriate 
dividends which are due to them. 
25. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code §§10-1201 and 10-1205, this Court has the authority to declare 
that the acts and actions of one or more of the Defendants, as set forth in this Complaint, are not 
now and, at no time during the Class Period, have been in conformity with the terms of the 
contract and the provisions of law. 
26. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code §§10-1201 and 10-1205, this Court has the authority to declare 
that, by reason of the conduct alleged herein one or more of the Defendants should also pay pre-
judgment interest on all amounts found due to any Plaintiff or Class member as unpaid dividends 
from the date( s) that such dividend( s) should have been paid, to the date of judgment herein. The 
Court has the authority to apply the statutory rates of pre-judgment interest. 
27. 
This Court has the authority to make all such other, further and additional rulings as are 
needed to fully and completely resolve any and all issues that are raised by this Complaint. 
28. 
It has been necessary for the Plaintiffs to engage the services of the undersigned attorneys 
in order to represent them in this action and the Plaintiffs and the members of the Class are 
entitled to recover their attorneys' fees and costs incurred in the prosecution of this action and III 
notifying and administering the Class from one or more of the Defendants. 
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COUNT II: DECLARATORY RELIEF - INJUNCTION 
29. 
Plaintiffs and the members of the class are, based upon all of the foregoing allegations 
which are incorporated herein as though set out in full, seeking a Declaratory Judgment 
providing for injunctive relief, pursuant to Idaho Code Title 10, chapter 12. 
30. 
This Court has the authority to declare that, under the circumstances set forth above, the 
Defendants have acted in contrary to the provisions of the contract between the Fund and its 
subscribers and in violation of Idaho law. This Court may, therefore, order that the Defendants 
should be permanently enjoined for the duration of the Class Period from conditioning any future 
distribution of dividends to any of its subscribers on less than a pro rata basis. 
31. 
It has been necessary for the Plaintiffs to engage the services of the undersigned attorneys 
in order to represent them in this action and the Plaintiffs and the members of the Class are 
entitled to recover from Defendants their attorneys' fees and costs incurred in the prosecution of 
this action and in notifying and administering the Class from one or more of the Defendants. 
COUNT III: DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT 
32. 
Plaintiffs reallege the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through and including 31 of 
this Complaint and incorporate the same by reference herein. 
33. 
For each policy issued during the Class Period for which each Plaintiff and each and 
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every member of the Class was entitled to but did not receive an appropriate dividend, such 
Plaintiffs and Class members have been damaged by the acts and actions of the Defendants as set 
forth herein which breach the terms of the contract. The amount of the damages sustained by 
each Plaintiff and each and every member of the Class is easily ascertainable. It is equal to the 
amount of the dividend which should have been, but was not, paid to Plaintiffs and each such 
member of the Class, reduced by the amount of dividend actually paid. These damages should be 
paid to Plaintiffs and each member of the Class by one or more of the Defendants. 
34. 
For each Dividend Period during the Class Period, Plaintiffs and the members of the 
Class are entitled to pre-judgment interest on the amounts which should have been paid but were 
not paid, commencing on the date that dividend checks were issued to the Fund's subscribers and 
continuing to the date of judgment. Pre-judgment interest should be paid to Plaintiffs and each 
member of the Class by one or more of the Defendants. 
35. 
Plaintiffs have been required to engage the servIces of the attorneys named in this 
Complaint in order to represent them and the members of the class in connection with this action. 
Plaintiffs are entitled to recover the attorneys' fees and costs which they incur in the prosecution 
of this action and for notifying and administering the Class from the Defendants. 
WHEREFORE, THE PLAINTIFFS PRAY FOR RELIEF AS FOLLOWS: 
1. That the Court certify the class as herein above requested and conduct proceedings to 
establish an appropriate class notice and method of sending notice to the class; 
2. That the repeal ofLC. § 72-915 by the 2009 legislature be deemed to be unconstitutional, 
void and of no effect as to all policies issued prior to July 1,2009. 
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3. That the Court order, adjudge, decree and declare, pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 10-1201 and 
10-1205, that the Defendants do not now have, and at all times material and relevant to 
this action, did not have any contractual or lawful authority to distribute any amounts as 
dividends using any formula other than one which results in the allocation of the total 
amount of the dividend into shares based upon the ratio between the amount of annual 
premiums billed to each Qualified Policyholder during the Dividend Period and the total 
annual premiums billed to all Qualified Policyholders during the same period. 
4. That the Court order, adjudge, decree and declare, pursuant to Idaho Code §§10-1201 and 
10-1205, that, for each year during the Class Period, it was a breach of contract and 
unlawful for one or more of the Defendants to cause the Fund to fail or refuse to pay 
Plaintiffs and the members of the Class a pro rata share of the total amount of dividend 
being distributed (a share determined based upon the ratio between the amount of annual 
premiums billed to each Qualified Policyholder during the Dividend Period and the total 
annual premiums billed to all Qualified Policyholders during the same period). 
5. That the Court find and rule that the Plaintiffs and the members of the Class were 
damaged by acts and actions of one or more of the Defendants, which were contrary to 
the provisions of the Fund's contracts with its subscribers, and that the amount of the 
damages sustained by the Plaintiffs and each member of the Class as a result of a these 
breaches of contract is the total dividends which such Plaintiff or such Class member 
should have received from the Defendants upon each policy acquired during each 
Dividend Period falling within the Class Period less the amounts actually received, 
together with pre-judgment interest upon the difference between what should have been 
paid and what was paid. 
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6. That the Court order, adjudge, decree and declare, pursuant to Idaho Code §§10-1201 and 
10-1205, that one or more of the Defendants must pay to the Plaintiffs and the members 
of the Class the total dividends which such Plaintiffs or such Class members should have 
received from the Defendants upon each policy acquired during each Dividend Period 
falling within the Class Period, less the amounts actually received, together with pre-
judgment interest on the difference between what should have been paid and what was 
paid. 
7. That the Court ascertain the correct rate of pre-judgment interest to be applied and make 
all determinations necessary to compute the dividends and pre-judgment interest that are 
due to the Plaintiffs and members of the Class in connection with any and all dividends 
which were wrongfully withheld from or not fully paid to them at any time after the 
commencement of the Class Period. 
8. That the Court enter a temporary injunction, enjoining the Defendants from allocating and 
paying to any of its Qualified Policyholders less than pro rata share of the total amount of 
dividend being distributed for any Dividend Period ending prior to July 1,2009, (a share 
determined based upon the ratio between the amount of annual premiums billed to each 
Qualified Policyholder during the Dividend Period and the total annual premiums billed 
to all Qualified Policyholders during the same period). 
9. That the Court make all such other, further and additional rulings as are needed in order 
to fully and completely resolve any and all issues that are raised by this Complaint. 
10. That the Court order one or more of the Defendants to pay the attorneys' fees and costs 
incurred by the Plaintiffs and members of the Class in connection with this action 
including the costs associated with notice an class administration. 
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12. For such other and further relief as is just and equitable in the premises. 
DATED ThiS,l!t1' day of June, 2010. 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
ByCiJJL, 
Donald W. Lojek 
GORDON LAW OFFICES 
B&rv---~~ 
Bruce S. Bistline 
DE~FORJURYT~ 
Plaintiffs hereby demand, pursuant to Rule 38 I.R.C.P. a trial by jury on any and all issues 
properly triable by jury in this action. Plaintiffs will not stipulate to a jury of less than 12 
persons. 
DOnald~O 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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Richard E. Hall 
ISB #1253; reh@hallfarley.com 
Keely E. Duke 
ISB #6044; ked@hallfarley.com 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
_F _____ ' A.k~~M. 
JUL 0 12010 / Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W:\3\3-461.9\PLEADINGS\Answer.doc 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
O.BUTLER,DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD mDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
CDA DAIRY QUEEN, INC., and 




THE IDAHO STATE INSURANCE 
FUND, JAMES M. ALCORN, in his 
official capacity as its Manager, and 
WILLIAM DEAL, WAYNE MEYER, 
GERALD GEDDES, JOHN GOEDDE, 
ELAINE MARTIN, MARK 
SNODGRASS, RODNEY A. HIGGINS, 
TERRY GESTRIN and MAX BLACK and 
STEVE LANDON, in their capacity as 
members of the Board of Directors of the 
State Insurance Fund, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 09-13607-C 
ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST 
AMENDED CLASS ACTION 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL 
COME NOW defendants The Idaho State Insurance Fund, James M. Alcorn in his 
official capacity as its Manager, and William Deal, Gerald Geddes, John Goedde, Elaine Martin, 
Mark Snodgrass, Rodney A. Higgins, Terry Gestrin, Max Black, and Steve Landon in their 
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capacity as members of the Board of Directors of the State Insurance Fund (collectively, the "SIF 
defendants"), by and through their counsel of record, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., 
and in answer to plaintiffs' First Amended Class Action Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
("Amended Complaint"), admit, deny and allege as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint, and each and every allegation contained therein, fails to 
state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
The SIF defendants deny each and every paragraph and allegation of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint unless specifically and expressly admitted in this document. 
INTRODUCTION 
With respect to the allegations contained in the "Introduction" to plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, such allegations in many instances do not require a response because they are 
preliminary statements as to the filing of the action. To the extent a response is required with 
respect to any statement or allegation contained in the introductory paragraph, the SIF defendants 
deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within the 
introduction of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint as an outright denial and/or due to lack of 
sufficient information or knowledge. 
PART I: PARTIES 
1. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in paragraph 1 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and, therefore, 
deny the same. 
2. The SIF defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 2 of plaintiffs' 
At.nended Complaint. 
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3. The SIF defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 3 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
4. The SIF defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 4 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
5. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, the SIF defendants admit that the State Insurance Fund ("SIF") is governed by a 
board of five directors, all of whom are appointed by the Governor. The SIF defendants further 
admit that William Deal, Wayne Meyer, Gerald Geddes, John Goedde, Elaine Martin, Mark 
Snodgrass, Rodney A. Higgins, Terry Gestrin, Max Black, and Steve Landon all served (or are 
serving) on the board of directors for the SIF. The SIF defendants further admit that John 
Goedde, Rodney Higgins, Terry Gestrin, Max Black, and Steve Landon presently serve on the 
board of directors for the SIF. However, the SIF defendants deny the dates plaintiffs identified as 
the dates of service by those individuals on the board of directors for the SIF. 
6. The SIF defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 6 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
PART II: FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
7. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in paragraph 7 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and, therefore, 
deny the same. 
8. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in paragraph 8 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and, therefore, 
deny the same. 
9. The SIF defendants deny the allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, 
contained in paragraph 9 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
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10. The SIF defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 10 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint, as Idaho Code §72-915 had been repealed by June 30, 2009, and as the 
language of Idaho Code §72-915 prior to repeal speaks for itself. Further, the SIF defendants 
deny all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within the last paragraph of 
paragraph 10 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
11. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 11 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, the SIF defendants admit only that the repeal of Idaho Code §72-915 was signed by 
the Governor on May 6, 2009, with a stated retroactive effective date of January 1, 2003. The 
SIF defendants deny all other allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained in 
paragraph 11 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
12. With respect to the first and second sentences of paragraph 12 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint, the SIF defendants deny those allegations given that plaintiffs' use of, and 
reliance on, the terms "all relevant years" and "a few days" is vague and ambiguous. The SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations contained in the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth sentences of 
paragraph 12, including plaintiffs' characterizations. 
13. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in the first sentence of paragraph 13 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint and, therefore, deny the same. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations 
contained in the second sentence of paragraph 13, including plaintiffs' characterizations. 
PART III: CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 
14. Paragraph 14 does not contain an allegation for which a response is required. To 
the extent a response is required, the SIF defendants deny paragraph 14 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint. 
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15. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in paragraph 15 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and, therefore, 
denies the same. 
16. With respect to the first sentence of paragraph 16 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, the SIF defendants deny that sentence. With respect to the remaining three sentences 
contained within paragraph 16, the SIF defendants deny those allegations given that plaintiffs' 
use of the term "issued" is vague and ambiguous. 
17. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 17 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
18. The SIF defendants deny the first sentence of paragraph 18 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. With respect to the remaining two sentences of that paragraph, the SIF 
defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
contained in those two sentences and, therefore, denies the same. 
19. With respect to the first sentence in paragraph 19 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, such sentence does not appear to require a response by the SIF defendants. To the 
extent a response is required, the SIF defendants deny the first sentence of paragraph 19 of 
plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. With respect to the remaining allegations contained within 
paragraph 19 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint, the SIF defendants deny those allegations either 
as being untrue and/or due to a lack of sufficient knowledge or information. 
20. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in paragraph 20 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and, therefore, 
denies the same. 
21. Paragraph 21 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
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defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 21 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
22. Paragraph 22 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
23. Paragraph 22(a) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(a) of plaintiffs , Amended Complaint. 
24. Paragraph 22(b) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(b) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
25. Paragraph 22(c) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(c) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
26. Paragraph 22(d) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22( d) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
27. Paragraph 22(e) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
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defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22( e) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
28. Paragraph 22(f) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(f) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
29. Paragraph 22(g) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(g) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
30. Paragraph 22(h) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(h) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
31. Paragraph 22(i) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(i) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
COUNT I: DECLARATORY RELIEF - PAYMENT OF DIVIDENDS 
32. Paragraph 23 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint does not appear to require a 
response by the SIF defendants. To the extent a response is required, the SIF defendants deny 
any and all claims or relief for declaratory judgment prosecuted by plaintiffs in this action. 
33. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 24 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
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34. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 24(a) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
35. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 24(b) of plaintiffs , Amended Complaint. 
36. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 24(c) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
37. Paragraph 25 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint contains a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required by the SIF defendants. To the extent it is deemed that the SIF 
defendants are responsible for responding to this paragraph, the SIF defendants deny any and all 
allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within paragraph 25 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
38. Paragraph 26 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint contains a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required by the SIF defendants. To the extent it is deemed that the SIF 
defendants are responsible for responding to this paragraph, the SIF defendants deny any and all 
allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within paragraph 26 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
39. Paragraph 27 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint contains a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required by the SIF defendants. To the extent it is deemed that the SIF 
defendants are responsible for responding to this paragraph, the SIF defendants deny any and all 
allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within paragraph 27 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
40. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 28 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
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COUNT II: DECLARATORY RELIEF - INJUNCTION 
41. Paragraph 29 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint does not appear to require a 
response by the SIF defendants. To the extent a response is required, the SIF defendants deny 
any and all claims or relief for declaratory judgment prosecuted by plaintiffs in this action. 
42. Paragraph 30 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint contains a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required by the SIF defendants. To the extent it is deemed that the SIF 
defendants are responsible for responding to this paragraph, the SIF defendants deny any and all 
allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within paragraph 30 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
43. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 31 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
COUNT III: DAMAGES 
44. Paragraph 32 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint does not appear to require a 
response by the SIF defendants. To the extent a response is required, the SIF defendants deny 
any and all claims or relief for declaratory judgment prosecuted by plaintiffs in this action. 
45. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 33 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
46. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 34 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
47. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 35 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
48. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within plaintiffs' prayer for relief. 
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THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims are barred under the doctrine of laches, unclean hands, waiver and/or 
estoppel under the circumstances asserted in the Amended Complaint. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
Any damages that plaintiffs allegedly suffered resulted from the acts or omissions of 
others for whom defendants are not liable. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have failed to mitigate their damages. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs lack standing to assert the causes of action alleged in plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have not complied with all conditions precedent to bringing this action. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
Neither the allegations in the Amended Complaint, nor the facts related to this subject 
matter of this action, call for class action certification. The SIF defendants reserve the right to 
contest any motion or request for certification plaintiffs may file. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' damages, if any, were not proximately caused by the conduct of defendants. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
Some or all of plaintiffs' claims are barred by the applicable statute of limitations, Idaho 
Code §§ 5-215, 5-217, 5-218, 5-224, and/or 5-237. 
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ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have failed to comply with the requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act, 
Idaho Code § 6-901, et seq. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
At all times material hereto, the SIF, Mr. Alcorn, and the Directors of the Board of the 
SIF acted in accordance with Idaho Code § 72-901, et seq. 
THIRTEENTH DEFENSE 
The repeal of Idaho Code §72-915 was signed by the Governor on May 6, 2009, with a 
retroactive effective date of January 1,2003, and, as such, no action based upon Idaho Code §72-
915 can be maintained. 
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have failed to join an indispensible party; to wit, plaintiffs have failed to serve 
the Attorney General's Office, as required by Idaho Code § 1 0-1211. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs cannot any claims arising out of, or otherwise sounding in, contract, as the SIF 
insurance policy does not provide for the payment of a dividend to policyholders. 
RESERVATION OF DEFENSES 
The SIF defendants, by virtue of pleading a defense above, do not admit that said defense 
is an affirmative defense within the meaning of applicable law, and the SIF defendants do not 
thereby assume a burden of proof or production not otherwise imposed upon it as a matter of 
law. In addition, in asserting any of the above defenses, the SIF defendants do not admit any 
fault, responsibility, liability or damage but, to the contrary, expressly denies the same. 
Discovery has yet to commence, the results of which may disclose the existence of facts 
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supporting further and additional defenses. The SIF defendants, therefore, reserve the right to 
seek leave of this Court to amend its Answer as it deems appropriate. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
As a result of the filing of this action by the plaintiffs, the SIF defendants have been 
required to obtain the services of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., Boise, Idaho to defend 
this action, and has and will continue to incur reasonable attorney fees based upon the time 
expended in such defense. The SIF defendants allege and hereby makes a claim against 
plaintiffs for attorney fees and costs incurred pursuant to the provisions Idaho Code §§ 12-120, 
12-121, 12-123, 41-1839, Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and any other 
appropriate provision of law. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
Wherefore, the SIF defendants pray for judgment as follows: 
1. That plaintiffs take nothing against the SIF defendants by way of their Amended 
Complaint and that the Amended Complaint be dismissed with prejudice; 
2. That the SIF defendants be awarded their costs and reasonable attorney fees 
incurred in the defense of this action; and 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 
DATED this \.....r day of July, 2010. 
HALL, FARLEY, OBE, ............ """"' ... 
& BLANTON: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the L day of July, 2010, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Donald W. Lojek 
Lojek Law Offices, Chtd. 
623 West Hays Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Fax No.: (208) 345-0050 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Philip Gordon 
Bruce S. Bistline 
Gordon Law Offices 
623 West Hays Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Fax No.: (208) 345-0050 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
CDA DAIRY QUEEN, INC., and 




THE IDAHO STATE INSURANCE 
FUND, JAMES M. ALCORN, in his 
official capacity as its Manager, and 
WILLIAM DEAL, WAYNE MEYER, 
GERALD GEDDES, JOHN GOEDDE, 
ELAINE MARTIN, MARK 
SNODGRASS, RODNEY A. HIGGINS, 
TERRY GESTRIN and MAX BLACK and 
STEVE LANDON, in their capacity as 
members of the Board of Directors of the 
State Insurance Food, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 09-13607-C 
FIRST AMENDED ANSWER TO 
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST AMENDED 
CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
COME NOW defendants The Idaho State Insurance Food, James M. Alcorn in his 
official capacity as its Manager, and William Deal, Gerald Geddes, John Goedde, Elaine Martin, 
Mark Snodgrass, Rodney A. Higgins, Terry Gestrin, Max Black, and Steve Landon in their 
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capacity as members of the Board of Directors of the State Insurance Fund (collectively, the "SIF 
defendants"), by and through their counsel of record, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., 
and in answer to plaintiffs' First Amended Class Action Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
("Amended Complaint"), admit, deny and allege as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint, and each and every allegation contained therein, fails to 
state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
The SIF defendants deny each and every paragraph and allegation of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint unless specifically and expressly admitted in this document. 
INTRODUCTION 
With respect to the allegations contained in the "Introduction" to plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, such allegations in many instances do not require a response because they are 
preliminary statements as to the filing of the action. To the extent a response is required with 
respect to any statement or allegation contained in the introductory paragraph, the SIF defendants 
deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within the 
introduction of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint as an outright denial and/or due to lack of 
sufficient information or knowledge. 
PART I: PARTIES 
1. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in paragraph 1 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and, therefore, 
deny the same. 
2. The SIF defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 2 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
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3. The SIF defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 3 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
4. The SIF defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 4 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
5. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, the SIF defendants admit that the State Insurance Fund ("SIF") is governed by a 
board of five directors, all of whom are appointed by the Governor. The SIF defendants further 
admit that William Deal, Wayne Meyer, Gerald Geddes, John Goedde, Elaine Martin, Mark 
Snodgrass, Rodney A. Higgins, Terry Gestrin, Max Black, and Steve Landon all served (or are 
serving) on the board of directors for the SIF. The SIF defendants further admit that John 
Goedde, Rodney Higgins, Terry Gestrin, Max Black, and Steve Landon presently serve on the 
board of directors for the SIF. However, the SIF defendants deny the dates plaintiffs identified as 
the dates of service by those individuals on the board of directors for the SIF. 
6. The SIF defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 6 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
PART II: FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
7. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in paragraph 7 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and, therefore, 
deny the same. 
8. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in paragraph 8 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and, therefore, 
deny the same. 
9. The SIF defendants deny the allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, 
contained in paragraph 9 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
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10. The SIF defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 10 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint, as Idaho Code §72-9I5 had been repealed by June 30, 2009, and as the 
language of Idaho Code §72-9I5 prior to repeal speaks for itself. Further, the SIF defendants 
deny all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within the last paragraph of 
paragraph 10 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
11. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 11 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, the SIF defendants admit only that the repeal of Idaho Code §72-9I5 was signed by 
the Governor on May 6, 2009, with a stated retroactive effective date of January 1, 2003. The 
SIF defendants deny all other allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained in 
paragraph 11 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
12. With respect to the first and second sentences of paragraph 12 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint, the SIF defendants deny those allegations given that plaintiffs' use of, and 
reliance on, the terms "all relevant years" and "a few days" is vague and ambiguous. The SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations contained in the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth sentences of 
paragraph 12, including plaintiffs' characterizations. 
13. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in the first sentence of paragraph 13 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint and, therefore, deny the same. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations 
contained in the second sentence of paragraph 13, including plaintiffs' characterizations. 
P ART III: CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 
14. Paragraph 14 does not contain an allegation for which a response is required. To 
the extent a response is required, the SIF defendants deny paragraph 14 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint. 
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15. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in paragraph 15 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and, therefore, 
denies the same. 
16. With respect to the first sentence of paragraph 16 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, the SIF defendants deny that sentence. With respect to the remaining three sentences 
contained within paragraph 16, the SIF defendants deny those allegations given that plaintiffs' 
use of the term "issued" is vague and ambiguous. 
17. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 17 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
18. The SIF defendants deny the first sentence of paragraph 18 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. With respect to the remaining two sentences of that paragraph, the SIF 
defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
contained in those two sentences and, therefore, denies the same. 
19. With respect to the first sentence in paragraph 19 of plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, such sentence does not appear to require a response by the SIF defendants. To the 
extent a response is required, the SIF defendants deny the first sentence of paragraph 19 of 
plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. With respect to the remaining allegations contained within 
paragraph 19 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint, the SIF defendants deny those allegations either 
as being untrue and/or due to a lack of sufficient knowledge or information. 
20. The SIF defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or 
deny the allegations contained in paragraph 20 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and, therefore, 
denies the same. 
21. Paragraph 21 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
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defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 21 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
22. Paragraph 22 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
23. Paragraph 22(a) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(a) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
24. Paragraph 22(b) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(b) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
25. Paragraph 22(c) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22( c) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
26. Paragraph 22(d) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22( d) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
27. Paragraph 22(e) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
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defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(e) of plaintiffs , Amended Complaint. 
28. Paragraph 22(f) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(f) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
29. Paragraph 22(g) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(g) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
30. Paragraph 22(h) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(h) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
31. Paragraph 22(i) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint seeks a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required. To the extent it is deemed a response is required, the SIF 
defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within 
paragraph 22(i) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
COUNT I: DECLARATORY RELIEF - PAYMENT OF DIVIDENDS 
32. Paragraph 23 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint does not appear to require a 
response by the SIF defendants. To the extent a response is required, the SIF defendants deny 
any and all claims or relief for declaratory judgment prosecuted by plaintiffs in this action. 
33. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 24 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
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34. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 24(a) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
35. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 24(b) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
36. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 24( c) of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
37. Paragraph 25 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint contains a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required by the SIF defendants. To the extent it is deemed that the SIF 
defendants are responsible for responding to this paragraph, the SIF defendants deny any and all 
allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within paragraph 25 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
38. Paragraph 26 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint contains a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required by the SIF defendants. To the extent it is deemed that the SIF 
defendants are responsible for responding to this paragraph, the SIF defendants deny any and all 
allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within paragraph 26 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
39. Paragraph 27 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint contains a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required by the SIF defendants. To the extent it is deemed that the SIF 
defendants are responsible for responding to this paragraph, the SIF defendants deny any and all 
allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within paragraph 27 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
40. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 28 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
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COUNT II: DECLARATORY RELIEF - INJUNCTION 
41. Paragraph 29 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint does not appear to require a 
response by the SIF defendants. To the extent a response is required, the SIF defendants deny 
any and all claims or relief for declaratory judgment prosecuted by plaintiffs in this action. 
42. Paragraph 30 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint contains a legal conclusion for 
which a response is not required by the SIF defendants. To the extent it is deemed that the SIF 
defendants are responsible for responding to this paragraph, the SIF defendants deny any and all 
allegations, including plaintiffs' characterizations, contained within paragraph 30 of plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint. 
43. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 31 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
COUNT III: DAMAGES 
44. Paragraph 32 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint does not appear to require a 
response by the SIF defendants. To the extent a response is required, the SIF defendants deny 
any and all claims or relief for declaratory judgment prosecuted by plaintiffs in this action. 
45. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 33 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
46. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 34 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
47. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within paragraph 35 of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
48. The SIF defendants deny any and all allegations, including plaintiffs' 
characterizations, contained within plaintiffs' prayer for relief. 
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THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims are barred under the doctrine of laches, unclean hands, waiver and/or 
estoppel under the circumstances asserted in the Amended Complaint. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
Any damages that plaintiffs allegedly suffered resulted from the acts or omissions of 
others for whom defendants are not liable. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have failed to mitigate their damages. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs lack standing to assert the causes of action alleged in plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have not complied with all conditions precedent to bringing this action. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
Neither the allegations in the Amended Complaint, nor the facts related to this subject 
matter of this action, call for class action certification. The SIF defendants reserve the right to 
contest any motion or request for certification plaintiffs may file. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' damages, if any, were not proximately caused by the conduct of defendants. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
Some or all of plaintiffs' claims are barred by the applicable statute of limitations, Idaho 
Code §§ 5-215, 5-217, 5-218,5-224, and/or 5-237. 
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ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have failed to comply with the requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act, 
Idaho Code § 6-901, et seq. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
At all times material hereto, the SIF, Mr. Alcorn, and the Directors of the Board of the 
SIF acted in accordance with Idaho Code § 72-901, et seq. 
THIRTEENTH DEFENSE 
The repeal of Idaho Code §72-915 was signed by the Governor on May 6, 2009, with a 
retroactive effective date of January 1,2003, and, as such, no action based upon Idaho Code §72-
915 can be maintained. 
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have failed to join an indispensible party; to wit, plaintiffs have failed to serve 
the Attorney General's Office, as required by Idaho Code §10-1211. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs cannot any claims arising out of, or otherwise sounding in, contract, as the SIF 
insurance policy does not provide for the payment of a dividend to policyholders. 
SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
SIF made dividend payments to certain of plaintiffs which, in some dividend periods, was 
in excess of a pro rata amount, which overpayment should serve as a set-off to liability, if any, 
and/or should allow SIF recoupment of any such overpayments. 
RESERVATION OF DEFENSES 
The SIF defendants, by virtue of pleading a defense above, do not admit that said defense 
is an affirmative defense within the meaning of applicable law, and the SIF defendants do not 
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thereby assume a burden of proof or production not otherwise imposed upon them as a matter of 
law. In addition, in asserting any of the above defenses, the SIF defendants do not admit any 
fault, responsibility, liability or damage but, to the contrary, expressly deny the same. Discovery 
has yet to commence, the results of which may disclose the existence of facts supporting further 
and additional defenses. The SIF defendants, therefore, reserve the right to seek leave of this 
Court to amend their Answer as they deem appropriate. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
As a result of the filing of this action by the plaintiffs, the SIF defendants have been 
required to obtain the services of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., Boise, Idaho to defend 
this action, and have and will continue to incur reasonable attorney fees based upon the time 
expended in such defense. The SIF defendants allege and hereby make a claim against plaintiffs 
for attorney fees and costs incurred pursuant to the provisions Idaho Code §§ 12-120, 12-121, 
12-123, 41-1839, Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and any other appropriate 
provision of law. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
Wherefore, the SIF defendants pray for judgment as follows: 
1. That plaintiffs take nothing against the SIF defendants by way of their Amended 
Complaint and that the Amended Complaint be dismissed with prejudice; 
2. That the SIF defendants be awarded their costs and reasonable attorney fees 
incurred in the defense of this action; and 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 
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k 
DATED this 1l day of July, 2010. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the l\~ day of July, 2010, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Donald W. Lojek 
Lojek Law Offices, Chtd. 
623 West Hays Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Fax No.: (208) 345-0050 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Philip Gordon 
Bruce S. Bistline 
Gordon Law Offices 
623 West Hays Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Fax No.: (208) 345-0050 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
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Donald W. Lojek ISBN 1395 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHTD 
623 West Hays Street 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: 208-343-7733 
Facsimile: 208-345-0050 
Philip Gordon ISBN 1996 
Bruce S. Bistline ISBN 1988 
GORDON LAW OFFICES 
623 West Hays Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: 208/345-7100 
Facsimile: 208/345-0050 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the Class 
LED 
A.M. __ -rP,M. 
SEP 2 3 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEtOEMAN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
CDA DAIRY QUEEN, INC., and DISCOVER 
CARE CENTRE LLC OF SALMON, 
Plaintiffs, CASE NO. CV 09-13607-C 
vs. 
THE IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
JAMES M. ALCORN, in his official capacity as 
its Manager, and WILLIAM DEAL, WAYNE 
MEYER, GERALD GEDDES, JOHN 
GOEDDE, ELAINE MARTIN, MARK 
SNODGRASS, RODNEY A. HIGGINS, 
TERRY GESTRIN AND MAX BLACK AND 
STEVE LANDON in their capacity as 
member's of the Board of Directors of the State 
Insurance Fund, 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Defendants. 
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COME NOW THE PLAINTIFFS and the members of the class and, pursuant to Rules 56 
(a), (c) and (d) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby move this Court for its Order, 
finding and ordering that the repeal, by the 2009 Idaho Legislature, ofIdaho Code § 72-915, is 
unconstitutional, insofar as it is made retroactive to January 1,2003. 
The grounds for this Motion are as follows: 
1. Article 1, Section 16 of the Constitution of the State of Idaho, which reads as follows: 
No bill of attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing the obligation of contracts 
shall ever be passed. 
2. The opinion of the Idaho Supreme Court in Farber v. Idaho State Insurance Fund 147 
307, 208 P. 3d 289 (2009). 
3. Idaho Code Section 10-1202, which allows the Court to enter a Declaratory 
Judgment at the request of any person whose rights are affected by a statute. 
Plaintiffs contention is that Farber established that employers who purchased policies of 
insurance from the Fund up to and including six months prior to the effective day ofthe repeal of 
Idaho Code § 72-915 had a right to receive and the Fund had an obligation to pay apro rata 
share of any dividend, based only on the size of each policyholder's premium. Making the law 
retroactive to January 1, 2003 would eliminate the Fund's duty to comply with Idaho Code § 72-
915 as interpreted in Farber. Retroactive application ofthe statute would therefore clearly 
impair the contractual obligation of the Defendant to pay the Plaintiffs and the members of the 
class their portion of every dividend paid on or after January 1 st, 2003. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs and the members of the class grant them partial summary 
judgment, and find and declare that the repeal ofIdaho Code § 72-915, if applied retroactively, is 
unconstitutional, in that it violates Article 1, Section 16 of the Constitution of the State of Idaho. 
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This Motion is supported by the Affidavit of Philip Gordon, one of the attorneys for the 
Plaintiffs and the members of the class, and by an accompanying Memorandum of Law. 
ORAL ARGUMENT IS REQUE~ 
Respectfully submitted this2~ day of September, 2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~~ of September, 2010, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing instrument was served on the following by the method indicated below, and 





U.S. Mail, postage paid 
Overnight Express Mail 
Facsimile Copy: 
395-8585 
Richard E. Hall 
Keely Duke 
Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton 
702 W. Idaho St. Ste. 700 
POBox 1271 
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Donald W. Lojek ISBN 1395 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHTD 




Philip Gordon ISBN 1996 
Bruce S. Bistline ISBN 1988 
GORDON LAW OFFICES 




Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the Class 
LED 
A.M __ ---JP.M. 
SEP 23 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEfDEMAN, DEPUTY 
. IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
CDA DAIRY QUEEN, INC., and DISCOVER 
CARE CENTRE LLC OF SALMON, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
THE IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
JAMES M. ALCORN, in his official capacity as 
its Manager, and WILLIAM DEAL, WAYNE 
MEYER, GERALD GEDDES, JOHN 
GOEDDE, ELAINE MARTIN, MARK 
SNODGRASS, RODNEY A. HIGGINS, 
TERRY GESTRIN AND MAX BLACK AND 
STEVE LANDON in their capacity as 
member's of the Board of Directors of the State 
Insurance Fund, 
Defendants. 
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AFFIDAVIT OF DONALD W. L0JEK IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Affidavit of Donald W. Lojek in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 1 
000071. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
DONALD W. LOJEK, being first duly sworn, upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the attorneys for the Plaintiffs in the above-entitled matter, and I make this 
Affidavit based upon my personal and direct knowledge, unless otherwise stated herein. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of my workers compensation policy 
I received from the State Insurance Fund in 2006 pursuant to my request. 
sT 
DATED: September~/-;-2010. LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
Donald W. Lojek 
.It-
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~/ day ofSeptember,2010. 
Affidavit of Donald W. Lojek in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on th.;zdfseprember, 2010, I caused the foregoing docwnent 
to be delivered by the method indicated below and addressed to the following: 
Richard E. Hall 
Keely Duke 
Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton 
702 W. Idaho St. Ste. 700 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
~ HAND DELIVERY 
U.S. MAIL 
OVERNIGHT MAIL 
__ .FACSIMILE 208-395-8585 
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Home Office: 1215 West 5tflte Street 
P.O. Box 83720 . 
BOise, 10 83720-0044 
In return for the payment of the premium and subject to all terms of this policy, we agree with you as ,follows: 
GENERAL SeCTION 
A. The Policy 
This policy includes at its effective date the Infor-
mation Page and all endorsements and schedules 
listed there. It is a contract at insurance between 
you (the employer named in Item 1 of the Informa-
tion Page) and us (the insurer named on the Infor~ 
mation Page). The only agreements relating to this 
insurance are stated in this policy. The terms Of this 
policy may not be changed or waived except by 
endorsement issued by us to be part of this policy. 
B. Who Is Insured 
You are insured if you are an employer named in 
Item 1 of the Information Page. If that employer is a 
partnership, and if you are one of its partners, you 
are insured, but only in your capacity as an employer 
of the partnership's employees. 
C. Workers Compensation Law 
Workers Compensation Law means the workers or 
workmen's compensation law and occupational dis-
ease law of Idaho named in Item 3.A. of the Infor-
mation Page. This law shall apply to all public em· 
1 
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ployment ani:! to all private employment not expressly 
exempt by the provisions of Idaho Code 72-205 and 
72-212, L1nless you have filed an election to come 
under the law as provided in Idaho Code 72-213. It 
includes any amendments to that law which are in 
effect during the policy period. It does not include 
any federal workers or workmen's compensation law, 
any federal occupational disease law or the provi-
sions of any law that provide nonoccupational dis-
ability benefits; 
D. State 
State means any state of the United States of 
America. and the District of Columbia. 
E. Locations 
This policy covers all of your workplaces listed in 
Items 1 or 4 of the Information Page; and it covers 
ail other workplaces in Item 3A state unless you 




- WORKERS COMPENSATION I ANCE 
A. How This Insurance Applies 
This workers compensation insurance. applies to 
bodily injury by accident or bodily injury by disease. 
Bodily injury includes resulting death. . 
1. Bodily injUry by accident must occur during the 
policy period. 
2. Bodily injury by disease must be caused or ag-
gravated by the conditions of your employment. 
The employee's last day of last exposure to the 
conditions causing or aggravating such bOdily in-
jUry by disease must occur during the policy pe-
riod. 
B. We Will Pay 
We will pay promptly when due the benefits required 
of you by the workers compensation law. 
C. We Will Defend 
We have the right and duty to defend at our expense 
any claim, proceeding or suit against you for benefits 
payable by this insurance. We have the right to in-
vestigate and settle these claims, proceedings or 
suits. 
We have no duty to defend a claim, proceeding or 
suit that is not covered by this insurance. 
D. We Will Also Pay 
We will also pay these costs, in addition to other 
amounts payable under this insurance, as part of any 
claim, proceeding or suit we defend: 
1. reasonable expenses incurred at our request. but 
not loss of earnings; 
2. premiums for bonds to release attachments and 
for appeal bonds in bond amounts up to the 
amount payable under this insurance; 
3. litigation costs taxed against you; 
4. interest on a judgment as required by law until we 
offel' the amount due under this insurance; and 
5. expenses we incur. 
E. Other Insurance 
We will not pay more than our share of benefits and 
costs covered by this insurance and other insurance 
or self-insurance. Subject to any limits of liability that 
may apply, all shares will be equal until the loss is 
paid. If any insurance or self-insurance is eXhausted, 
the shares of all remaining insurance will be equal 
until the loss is paid. 
F. Payments You Must Make 
You are responsible for any payments in excess of 
the benefits regularly provided by the workers com· 
pensation law including those required because: 
2 
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1. of your serious and willful misconduct; 
2. you knowingly employ an employee in violation ot 
law; 
3. you fail to comply with a health or safety law or 
regulation; or 
4. you discharge, coerce or otherwise discriminate 
against any employee in violation of the workers 
compensation law. 
If we make any payments in excess of the benefits 
regularly provided by the workers compensation law 
on your behalf, you will reimburse us promptly. 
a Recovery From Others 
We have your rights, and the rights of persons en-
titled to the benefits of this insurance, to recover our 
payments from anyone liable for the injury. You will 
do everything necessary to protect those rights for us 
and to help us enforce them. 
H. Statutory Provisions 
These statements apply where they are required by 
law.' 
1. As between an injured worker and us, we have 
notice Of the injury when you have notice. Notice 
is required from you to us in writing within' 0 days 
of your knowledge of the injury. 
2. Your default or the bankruptcy or insolvency of 
you or your estate will not relieve us of our duties 
under this insurance after an injury occurs. 
3. We are directly and primarily liable to any person 
entitled to·the benefits payable by this insurance. 
Those persons may enforce our duties; so may 
an agency authorized by law. Enforcement may 
be against us or against you and us. 
4. Jurisdiction over you is jurisdiction over US for pur~ 
poses of the workers compensation law. We are 
bound by decisions against you under that law, 
subject to the provisions of this policy that are not 
in conflict with that law. 
5. This insurance conforms to the parts of the work· 
ers compensation law that apply to: 
a. benefits payable by this insurance; 
b. special taxes, payments into security or other 
special funds, and assessments payable by 
us under that I~w. 
6. Terms of this insurance that conflict with the work-
ers compensation law are changed by this state-
ment to conform to that law. 
Nothing in these paragraphs relieves you of your du-
ties under this policy. 
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- EMPLOYERS LiABILITY INSU E 
A. How This Insurance Applies 
This employers liability insurance applies to bodily in-
jury by accident or bodily injury by disease. Bodily in-
jury includes resulting death. 
1. The bodily injury must arise out of and in the course 
of the injured employee's employment by you. 
2. The employment must be necessary or incidental 
to your work in a state or territory listed in Item 3.A. 
of the Information Page. 
3. Bodily injury by accident must occur during the 
policy period. 
4. BOdily injury by disease must be caused or aggra-
vated by the conditions of your employment. The 
employee's last day of last exposure to the condi· 
tions causing or aggravating such bodily injury by 
disease must occur during the policy period. 
5. If you are sued, the original suit and any related 
legal actions for damages for bodily injury by acci-
dent or by disease must be brought in the United 
States of America, its territories or possessions. or 
Canada. 
B. We Will Pay 
We wiJlpay all sums you legally must pay as damages 
because of bodily injury to your employees, provided 
the bodily injury is covered by this 'Employers Liability 
Insurance. 
The damages we will pay, where recovery is permitted 
by law,Oinclude damages: 
1. for which you are liable to a third party by reason of 
a claim or suit against you by that third party to 
recover the damages claimed against such third 
party as a result of injury to your employee; 
2. for care and loss of services; and 
3. for consequential bodily i!"jury to a spouse" child, 
parent, brother or sister of the injured employee; 
provided that these damages are the direct conse-
quence of bodily injury that arises out of and in the 
course of the injured employee's employment by you; 
and 
4. because of bodily injury to your employee that arises 
out of and in the course of employment, claimed 
against you in a capacity other than as employer. 
C. Exclusions 
This insurance does not cover: 
1. liability assumed under a contract. This exclusion 
does not apply to a warranty that your work will be 
done in a workmanlike manner; 
2. punitive or exemplary damages because of bodily 
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injury to an employee employed in violation of law; 
3. bodily injury to an employee while employed In vio-
lation of law with your actual knowledge or the ac-
tual knowledge of any of your executive officers; 
4. any obligation imposed by a workers compensa-
tion, occupational disease, unemployment comw 
pensation, or disability benefits law, or any Similar 
law; ., 
5. bodily injury intentionally caused or aggravated by 
you; 
6. bodily injury occurring outside the United States of 
America, its territories or possessions, and 
Canada. This exclusion does not apply to bodily 
injury to a citizen or reSident of the United States 
of America or Canada who is temporarily outside 
these countries; , 
7. damages arising out of coercion, criticism, demo-
. tion, evaluation, reassignment, discipline, defama-
'tion, harassment, humiliation, discrimination 
against or termination of any employee, or any 
personnel practices, policies, acts or omiSSions. 
8. tiodily injury to any person in work subject to the 
Longshore and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act 
(33 USC Sections 901-950), the Non-appropriated 
Fund Instrumentalities Act (5 USC Sections 8171-
8173), the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (43 
USC Sections 1331-1356), the Defense Base Act 
(42 USC Sections 1651-1654), the Federal Coal 
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 (30 USC Sec-
tions 901-942), any other federal workers or 
workmen's compensation law or other federal oc-
-cupational disease law, or any amendments to 
these laws .. 
9. bOdily injury to any person in work subject to the 
Federal Employers' Liability Act (45 USC Sections 
51-60). any other federal laws obligating an em-
ployer to pay damages to an employee due to 
b9dily injury arising out of or in the course of em-
ployment, or any amendments to those laws. 
10. bodily injury to a master or member of the crew of 
any vessel. 
11. fines or penalties imposed for violation of federal 
or state law. 
, 2. damages payable under the Migrant and Seasonal 
Agricultural Worker Protection Act (29 USC Sec-
tions 1801-1872) and under any other federal law 
awarding damages for violation of those laws or 
regulations issued thereunder, and any amend-
ments to those laws. 
D. We Will Defend 
We have the right and duty to defend, at our expense, 
any Claim, proceeding or suit against you for damages 
payable by this insurance. We have the right to inves-
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PART TWO - EMPLOYERS LIABILITY INSU 
We have no duty to defend a claim. proceeding or 
suit that is not covered by this insurance. We have 
no duty to defend or continue defending after we have 
paid our applicable limit of liability under this insur-
ance. 
E. We Will Also Pay 
We will also pay these costs, in addition to other 
amounts payable under this insurance, as part of any 
claim, proceeding or suit we defend: 
1. reasonable expenses incurred at our request, but 
not loss 01 earnings; 
2. premiums for bonds 10 release attachments and 
for appeal bonds in bond amounts up to the limit 
of our liability under this insurance; 
3. litigation costs taxed against you; 
4. Interest on a judgment as required by law until we 
offer the amount due under this insurance; and 
5. expenses we incur. 
F. Other Insurance 
We will not pay more than our share of damages and 
costs covered by this insurance and other insurance 
or self-insurance. Subject to any limits of liability that 
apply, all shares will be equal until the loss is paid. If 
any insurance or self-insurance Is eXhausted, the 
shares'of all remaining insurance and self-insurance 
will be equal until the loss is paid. 
G. Limits of Liability 
Our liability to pay for damages is limited. Our limits 
of liability are shown in Item 3.8. of the Information 
Page. They apply as explained below. 
1. Bodily Injury by Accident. The limit shown for 
"bodily injury by accident-each accident" is the 
most we will pay for all damages covered by this 
insurance because of bodily injury to one or more 
employees in anyone accident. 
A disease is not bodily injury by accident unless it 
results directly from bodily injury by accident. 
2. Bodily Injury by Disease. The limit shown for 
"bodily injury by disease· policy limit" is the most 
we will pay for all damages covered by this insur-
ance and arising out of bodily injury by disease, 
regardless oi the number of employees who sus-
tain bodily injury by disease. The limit shown for 
"bodily injury by disease-each employeert is the 
most we will pay for all damages because of bodily 
injury by disease to anyone employee. 
Bodily injury by disease does not include disease 
that results directly from a bodily injury by acci-
dent. 
3. We will not pay any claims for damages after we 
have paid the applicable limit of our liability under 
this insurance. 
H. Recovery From Others 
W~l have your rights to recover our payment from any-
one liable for an injury covered by this insurance. You 
will do everything necessary to protect those rights 
for qs and to help us enforce them. 
I. Actions Against Us 
There will be no right of aotion against us under this 
insurance unless: 
1. You have complied with all the terms of this policy; 
and 
2. The amount you owe has been determined with 
our consent or by actuar trial and final judgment. 
This insurance does not give anyone the right to add 
us as a defendant in an action against you to deter-
mine your liability. 
The bankruptcy or Insolvency of you or your estate 
will not relieve us of our obligation under this Part. 
PART THREE - OTHER STATES COVERAGE 
The State Insurance Fund does not provide other states insurance coverage. 
PART FOUR - YOUR DUTIES IF INJURY OCCURS 
Tell us at once If injury occurs that may be covered by this 
policy. Your other duties are listed here. 
1. Provide for immediate medical and other services 
required by the workers compensation law. 
2. Give us or our agent the names and addresses of 
the injured persons and of witnesses, and other 
information we may need. 
3. Promptly give us all notices, demands and legal pa-
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pars related to the injury, claim, proceeding of suit. 
4. Cooperate with us and assist us, as we may re-
quest, in the investigation, settlement or defense 
of any claim, proceeding or suit. 
5. Do nothing after an injury occurs that would in~ 
terter with our right to recover from others. 
6. Do not voluntarily make payments, assume obliga-





PART FIVE - PREMIUM 
A. Our Manuals 
B. 
C. 
All premium for this policy will be determined by our 
manuals of rules, rates, rating plans and classifica-
tions. We may change our manuals and apply the 
changes to this policy if authorized by law or a gov-
ernmental agency regulating this insurance. 
Classifications 
Item 4 of the Information Page shows the rate 
and premium basis for certain business or work 
classifications. These classifications were as-
signed based on an estimate of the exposures 
you would have during the policy period. If your 
actual exposures are not properly described by 
those classifications, we will assign proper clas-
sifications, rates and prefTlium basis byendorse-
ment to this policy. 
Remuneration 
Premium for each work classification is determined 
by multiplying a rate times a premium basis. Remu-
neration is the most common premium basis. This 
premium basis includes payroll and all other remu-
neration paid or payable during the policy period for 
the services of: 
,. all your officeis and employees engaged in work 
covered by this policy; and 
2. all other persons engaged in work that could 
make us liable under Part One (Workers Com-
pensation Insurance) ofthis policy. If you do not 
have payroll records for these persons, the con-
tract price for their services and materials may 
be used as the premium'basis. This paragraph 
2 will not apply if you give us prOOf that the em-
ployers of these persons lawfully secured their 
workers compensation obligations. 
D. Premium Payments 
You wi" pay all premium when due. You will pay the 
premium-even if part or all of a workers compensa-
tion law is not valid. 
E. Final Premium 
F. 
The premium shown on the Information Page, sched-
ules, and endorsements is an estimate. The final pre-
mium will be determined after this policy ends by us-
ing the actual, not the estimated, premium basis and 
the proper cla.ssifications and rates that lawfully ap-
ply to the business and work covered by 'this policy. If 
the final premium is more than the premium you paid 
to us, you must pay us'the balance. If it is less, we 
will refund or credit the balance to you. The final pre-
mium will not be less than the highest minimum pre-
mium for the claSSifications covered by this policy. 
If this policy is canceled. final premium will be deter-
mined in the following way unless our manuals pro-
vide otherwise. 
1. If we cancel, final premium will be calculated pro 
rata based on the time this policy was in force. 
Final premium will not be less than the pro rata 
share of the minimum premium. 
2. If you cancel, final premium will be more than pro 
rata; it will be based on the time this policy was in 
force, and increased by our short-rate cancela-
tion table and procedure. Final premium will not 
be less than the minimum premium. 
Records 
You will keep records of information needed to com-
pute premium. You will provide us with copIes of those 
records when we ask for them. 
G. Audit 
You will let us examine and audit all your records1hat 
relate to this policy. These records include ledgers, jour-
nals, registers, vouchers, contracts, tax reports, payroll 
and disbursement records, and programs for storing and 
retrieving data. We may conduct the audits during regu-
lar business hours during the policy period and within 
three years atter the policy period ends. Information 
developed by audit will be used to determine final pre-
mium. Insurance rate service organizations have the 
same rights we have under this provision. 
PART SIX - CONDITIONS 
A, Inspection 
We have the right, but are not obliged to inspect your 
workplaces at any time. Our inspections are not safety 
inspections. They relate only to the Insurability of the 
workplaces and the premiums to be charged. We may 
give you reports on the conditions we find. We may 
also recommend changes. While they may help re-
duce losses, we do not undertake to perform the duty 
of any person to provide for the health or safety of 
your employees or the public. We do not warrant that 
your workplaces are safe or healthful or that they com-
ply with laws, regulations, codes or standards. Insur-
ance rate service organizations have the same rights 
we have under this provision. 
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B. Long Term Policy 
If the policy period is longer than one year and six-
teen days, all provisions of this policy will apply as 
though a new policy were issued on each annual an-
niversary that this policy Is in force. 
C. Transfer of Your Ri9hts and Duties 
Your rights or duties uncler this policy may not be trans-
ferred without our written consent. 
If you die and we receive notice within thirty days af-
ter your death, we will cover your legal representa-







PART SiX - CONDITIONS 
O. Cancelation 
1. You may cancel this policy by giving the Fund at 
least thirty days written notice of your intention to 
withdraw from the Fund. 
2. We may cancel this policy. No pOlicy of insurance 
or guaranty contract or surety bond issued against 
liability arising under this act. where the policy, 
contract or bond is intended to provide coverage 
of greater than one hundred and eighty (180) days, 
shall be canceled or not renewed until at least 
sixty (60) days after nolice of cancelation has been 
filed with the Industrial Qommission, and also 
served on the other contracting party either per-
sonally or by certified mail. If cancelation is due 
to failure to pay premiums, material misrepresen-
tations by the insured. substantial and unforeseen 
changes in the risk assumed, substantial breaches 
of contractual duties, conditions of warranties, 
then at least ten (10) days' notice of cancelation 
is required. 
3. The policy period will end on the day and hour 
stated in the cancelation notice. 
4. Any of these provisions that conflict with a law 
that controls the cancelation of the insurance in 
this policy is changed by this statement to comply 
with the law. 
E. Sole Representative 
The insured first named in Item' of the Information 
Page will act on behalf of all insureds to change this 
policy, receive return premium. and give or receive 
notice of cancelation. 
F. Automatic Renewal 
The insurance under this policy shall automatically 
renew and continue in full force for succeeding peri-
ods Of one year. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF: The State Insurance Fund. administered by said State Insurance Fund Manager, at BOise, Idaho, has 
caused the facsimile signature of said manager to be appended hereto, and countersigned on the Information Page by a duly 
authorized representative of the Fund. . 
James M. Alcorn 
Manager 
we 00 00 OOA 
(Ed. 4/92) 
© 1991 National Council on Compensation Insurance 
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Donald W. Lojek ISBN 1395 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHTD 
623 West Hays Street 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: 208-343-7733 
Facsimile: 208-345-0050 
Philip Gordon ISBN 1996 
Bruce S. Bistline ISBN 1988 
GORDON LAW OFFICES 
623 West Hays Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: 208/345-7100 
Facsimile: 208/345-0050 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the Class 
5y6A.k E o P.M. 
SEP 232010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEIOEMAN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
CDA DAIRY QUEEN, INC., and DISCOVER 
CARE CENTRE LLC OF SALMON, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
THE IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
JAMES M. ALCORN, in his official capacity as 
its Manager, and WILLIAM DEAL, WAYNE 
MEYER, GERALD GEDDES, JOHN 
GOEDDE, ELAINE MARTIN, MARK 
SNODGRASS, RODNEY A. HIGGINS, 
TERRY GESTRIN AND MAX BLACK AND 
STEVE LANDON in their capacity as 
member's of the Board of Directors of the State 
Insurance Fund, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV 09-13607-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF PHILIP GORDON IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Affidavit of Philip Gordon in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 1 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
PHILIP GORDON, being first duly sworn, upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the attorneys for the Plaintiffs in the above-entitled matter, and I make this 
Affidavit based upon my personal and direct knowledge, unless otherwise stated herein. 
2. Attached hereto, bearing document identification numbers # 000001 to # 000077 are 
a true and correct copies of the "bill" of House Bill 774, the original RS with Statement of 
Purpose and Fiscal Note, any amending sheets, the minutes of all committee meetings and 
all attachments to those minutes pertaining to House Bill 774. 
3. Attached hereto, bearing document identification numbers # 000078 to # 000087 are true 
and correct copies of the State Insurance Fund's response to the Plaintiffs' Interrogatory 
#17 (served on October 20, 2006) in Farber v. The Idaho State Insurance Fund, Canyon 
County Case # CV06-7887, the original of which is in my possession because I was one 
of the attorney's of record in that action. 
4. Attached hereto, bearing document identification numbers # 000088 to # 000090 (also 
marked CL 0062 through CL 0064) are true and correct copies of documents produced by 
the State Insurance Fund as part of their response to the Plaintiffs' Interrogatory #3 
(served on October 11,2006) in Farber v. The Idaho State Insurance Fund, Canyon 
County Case # CV06-7887. 
5. Attached hereto, bearing document identification number # 000091 is a true and correct 
copy of page 182 of the Deposition of James Alcorn taken on July l3, 2007 in Farber v. 
The Idaho State Insurance Fund, Canyon County Case # CV06-7887, the original of 
Affidavit of Philip Gordon in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 2 
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which is in my possession because I was one of the attorney's of record in that action. 
6. Attached hereto, bearing document identification numbers # 000092 to # 000095 (also 
marked CL 0027 through CL 0030) are true and correct copies of documents produced by 
the State Insurance Fund as part of their response to the Plaintiffs' Request for Production 
#2 (served on October 11, 2006) and bearing # 000096 to # 000099 (also marked CL 
0065 through CL 0068) are true and correct copies of documents produced by the State 
Insurance Fund as part of their response to the Plaintiffs' Interrogatory #3 (served on 
October 11, 2006) in Farber v. The Idaho State Insurance Fund, Canyon County Case # 
CV06-7887. 
7. Attached hereto bearing document identification number # 000100 is a true and correct 
copy of SB 1166 (2009), bearing document identification number # 000101 is a true and 
correct copy of Amendments to SB 1166 (2009), bearing document identification 
numbers # 000102 to # 000113 are true and correct copies of the minutes from the 
Senate Commerce and Human Resources Committee from April 7, 2009 and April 14, 
2009. 
8. Attached hereto bearing document identification numbers # 000114 to # 000118 are true 
and correct copies of the Cover Sheet, the Index, and Pages 1-3 of the Annual Statement 
of the Idaho State Insurance Fund for the Year Ended December 31, 2009, which I 
obtained from the Idaho Department of Insurance. 
9. Attached hereto bearing the document identification number # 000119 is a true and 
correct copy of the Engrossed Senate Bill No. 1166, aa. 
Affidavit of Philip Gordon in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 3 
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DATED: SePtember22.~O. GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to befo~'fte-'I:hi's'~~(t~'ay ofSeptember,2010. 
NO~!!~ 
Residing at Boise, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: c3 /.2,1 It "I.:J, 
I 7 
Affidavit of Philip Gordon in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby rertify that on the ?Z:: rf, of September, 20 I 0, I caused the foregoing docwnent 
to be delivered by the method indicated below and addressed to the following: 
Richard E. Hall 
Keely Duke 
Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton 
702 W. Idaho St. Ste. 700 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
~ HAND DELIVERY 
U.S. MAIL 
OVERNIGHT MAIL 
__ .FACSIMILE 208-395-8585 
Affidavit of Philip Gordon in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 5 
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H0759 RS08131 Rev/Tax 2/23/98; 2/25/98; Senate Loc Gov 3/9/98 
H0760 RS08097C1 Rev/Tax 2/23/98; Transp/Det 3/4/98 
H0761 RS08124 Rev/Tax 2/23/98; 3/17/98 
H0762 RS07932 Rev/Tax 2/23/98; Hansen Rev/Tax Subcommittee 3/13/98; Rev/Tax 
3/17/98 
H0763 RS08082C1 Bus 2/25/98 
H0764 RS07528C2 Educ 2/23/98; Jud 3/5/98 
H0765 RS08119C1 Educ 2/24/98; 5t Aft 3/5/98 
H0766 RS08127Cl Loc Gov 3/4/98; Senate Loc Gov 3/11/98 
H0767 R508126 St Att 2/24/98; Bus 3/3198 
H0768 RS07920 St Att 2/24/98; Bus 2/25/98; Senate Comm/Hu Res 3/12/98 
H0768a RS07920El Senate Comm/Hu Res 3/12/98 
H0769 RS08077 St Aft 2/24/98; Bus 3/3/98 
H0770 RS08014C1 St Att 2/24/98; Bus 3/3/98 
H0771 RS08146 Rev/Tax 2/25/98; Senate Loc Gov 3/11/98 
H0771a RS08146E1 Rev/Tax 2/27/98 
H0772 RS07838C2 Env Aft 2/24/98; 3/2/98 
H0773 RS07880 Educ 2/25/98; 3/2/98; House Educ 3/10/98 
H0774 RS08000C2 ./ 
-~ ~ y 
St Aft 2/25/98; 3/6/98; 3/10/98; Senate Comm/Hu Res 3/19/98 
H0774a RS08000E1 - An4.1. VY2roh,h d/. 6'-/1 
...... 
H077S RS07860C1 5t Aft 2/25/98; 3/11/98 










H0786 RS08154 Rev/Tax 2/27/98; Transp/Det 3/4/98 
H0787 RS08153 Rev/Tax 2/27/98; 3/4/98; 3/5/98; Senate Comm/Hu Res 3/17/98 
000001. 
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
RS08000C2 
Relating to the State Insurance Fund, this legislation creates a board of directors to guide the 
operations of the Fund. This proposal also removes the state fund from the executive office of the 
Governor and provides that it would become an entity like the Idaho Housing Authority . . The . 
resexves and other monies of the fund would continue to be held by the State Treasurer as custodian 
and invested by the endowment fund investment board. . At least two of the five members of the board ... 
of directors would be legislators and all directors would be appointed by the Governor subject to 
confirmation by the senate. A manager of the fund with insurance company management experience 
would be appointed by the board of directors. 
FISCAL NOTE. 
This legislation will have no fiscal iinpact-onthe state. or local government 
CONTACT:. 
Name: Representative Newcomb 
332-1000 
Phone: 





QQQfi LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF IDAHO QQQO 
Fifty-fourth Legislature Second Regular Session - 1998 
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
HOUSE BILL NO. 774, As Amended 
BY STATE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
1 AN ACT 
2 RELATING TO THE STATE INSURANCE FUND; AMENDING SECTION 72-901, IDAHO CODE, TO 
3 PROVIDE THAT THE STATE INSURANCE FUND IS AN INDEPENDENT BODY CORPORATE 
4 POLITIC, TO PROVIDE FOR APPOINTMENT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE STATE 
5 INSURANCE FUND, TO PROVIDE TERMS, TO PROVIDE DUTIES, TO PROVIDE PURPOSES, 
6 TO PROVIDE APPLICATION OF TITLE 4-1, IDAHO CODE, TO THE FUND, TO PROHIBIT 
7 THE FUND FROM OPERATING AS AN INSURER IN OTHER STATES AND TO MAKE TECHNI-
8 CAL CORRECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 72-902, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE 
9 BOARD OF DIRECTORS SHALL APPOINT A MANAGER OF THE STATE INSURANCE FUND, TO 
10 PROVIDE QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE MANAGER .AND TO DELETE REFERENCE TO THE 
11 STATE INSURANCE MANAGER ACQUIRING REAL PROPERTY; AMENDING SECTION 72-906, 
12 IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE MANAGER MAY EMPLOY NECESSARY PERSONNEL, TO 
13 PROVIDE THAT THE PERSONNEL POLICIES AND COMPENSATION SCHEDULES FOR EMPLOY-
14 EES SHALL BE ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND SHALL BE COMPARABLE IN 
15 SCOPE TO OTHER INSURANCE COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS IN THE STATE AND THE 
16 REGION AND TO PROVIDE THAT EMPLOYEES SHALL BE MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 
17 EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEM; REPEALING SECTION 72-911, IDAHO CODE; AMENDING 
18 . SECTION 41-291, IDAHO CODE, TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CORRECTION AND TO FURTHER 
19 DEFINE THE TERM INSURER; AMENDING SECTION 41-4903, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE 
20 A DEFINITION FOR BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE STATE INSURANCE FUND; AMENDING 
21 SECTION 41-4904, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE IDAHO PET~OLEUM CLEAN 
22 WA~ER TRUST FUND, SUBJECT TO THE DIRECTION AND SUPERVISION OF THE BOARD OF 
23 DIRECTORS OF THE STATE INSURANCE FUND IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO INSURE THE 
24 OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF PETROLEUM STORAGE TANKS AGAINST CERTAIN COSTS; 
25 AMENDING SECTION 41-4908, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A CORRECT CITATION; 
26 AMENDING SECTION 59-904, IDAHO CODE, TO DELETE THE AUTHORITY OF THE GOVER-
27 NOR TO APPOINT THE MANAGER OF THE STATE INSURANCE FUND AND TO PROVIDE THAT 
28 THE GOVERNOR SHALL APPOINT MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE STATE 
29 INSURANCE FUND; AMENDING SECTION 41-309, IDAHO CODE, TO CLARIFY THAT THE 
30 STATE INSURANCE FUND DOES NOT FALL WITHIN THE PROHIBITION AGAINST GOVERN-
31 MENT-OWNED INSURERS; AND DECLARING AN EMERGENCY. 
32 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Idaho: 
33 SECTION 1. That Section 72-901, Idaho Code, be, and the same ~s hereby 
34 amended to read as follows: 
35 72-901. BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF STATE INSURANCE FUND -- CREATION OF STATE 
36 INSURANCE FUND. (1) There is hereby created as an independent body corporate 
37 politic a fund, to be known as the S~tate finsurance Ffund, for the purpose of 
38 insuring employers against liability for compensation under this Workmen~s 
39 worker's €£ompensation nlaw and the 6Qccupational B£isease 6£ompensation nlaw 
40 and of securing to the persons entitled thereto the compensation provided by 
41 said laws. Such fund shall consist of all premiums and penalties received and 
42 paid into the fund, of property and securities acquired by and through the use 




1 to the fund and deposited or invested as herein provided. 
2 Such fund shall be administered by-the-state-insaranee-manager without 
3 liability on the part of the state~ beyond-the-amoant-of-saeh-fand. Such fund 
4 shall be applicable to the payment of losses sustained on account of insurance 
5 and to the payment of compensation under the Wor~en~s worker's 6£ompensation 
6 blaw and the 90ccupational Bdisease 6£ompensation blaw and of expenses of 
7 administering ;uch fund. -
8 (2) The governor shall appoint five (5) persons to be the board of direc-
9 tors of the state insurance fund. One (1) member shall be a licensed insurance 
10 agent, one (1) member shall represent businesses of the state, one (1) member 
11 shall be a representative of labor, one (1) member shall be a member of the 
12 state senate and one (1) member shall be a member of the state house of repre-
13 sentatives. The governor shall appoint a chairman from the five (5) directors. 
14 The directors shall be appointed for terms of four (4) years, except that all 
15 vacancies shall be filled for the unexpired term, provided that the first two 
16 (2) appointments the governor makes after the effective date of this act shall 
17 serve a term of two (2) years and the other three (3) members shall serve a 
18 term of four (4) years. Thereafter, a member shall serve a term of four (4) 
19 years. A certificate of appointment shall be filed in the office of the secre~ 
20 tary of state. A majority of the members shall constitute a quorum for the 
21 transaction of business or the exercise of any power or function of the state 
22 insurance fund and a majority vote of the members shall be necessary for any 
23 action taken by the board of directors. The members of the board of directors 
24 shall appoint a manager of the state insurance fund who shall serve at their 
25 pleasure and such other officers and employees as they may require for the 
26 performance of their duties and shall prescribe the duties and compensation of 
27 each officer and employee. Members of the board of directors shall receive a 
28 compensation for service like that prescribed In section 59-509(h), Idaho 
29 Code. 
30 (3) It shall be the duty of the board of directors to direct ~he policies 
31 and operation of the state insurance fund to assure that the state insurance 
32 fund is run as an efficient insurance company, remains actuarially sound and 
33 maintains the public purposes for which the state insurance fund was created. 
34 (4) The state insurance fund is subject to and shall comply with the pro-
35 VISIons of the Idaho insurance code, title 41, Idaho Code. For purposes of 
36 regulation, the state insurance fund shall be deemed to be a mutual insurer. 
37 The state insurance fund shall not be a member of the Idaho insurance guaranty 
38 association. 
39 (5) Nothing in this chapter, or in titl~ 41, Idaho Code, shall be con-
40 strued to authorize the state insurance fund to operate as an insurer in other 
41 states. 
42 SECTION 2. That Section 72-902, Idaho Code, be, and the same IS hereby 
43 amended to read as follows: 
44 72-902. STATE INSURANCE MANAGER -- POWERS AND DUTIES OF STATE INSURANCE 
45 MANAGER. ~here-is-hereby-ereated-in-the-offiee-of-the-governor-the--offiee--of 
46 state-insaranee-manager,-e!sewhere-in-this-ehapter-referred-to-as The board of 
47 directors of the state insurance fund shall appoint a manager of the state 
48 insurance fund, whose duties~ it subject to the direction and superVISIon of 
49 the board, shall be to conduct the business of the state insurance fund, and 
50 the-said-manager-is-hereby-vested-with-fatt-aathority-over-said-fand, and may 
51 do any and all things which are necessary and convenient in the administration 
52 thereof, or in connection with the insurance business to be carried on by-the 




1 appointed-by-the-go~ernor-and-sha~r-~er~e-doring-the-preasore-of-the go~ernor, 
2 and have skill and expertise in managing and administering within the in sur-
3 ance industry, shall be of good moral character and shall be bonded in the 









13 SECTION 3. That Section 72-906, Idaho Code, be, and the same 1S hereby 
14 amended to read as follows: 
15 72-906. EMPLOYMENT OF ASSISTANTS. The manager,-sobjeet-to-the-pro~is±ons 
16 of-ehapter-53,-titre-67,-fdaho-8ode, may employ such assistants, experts, 
17 statisticians, actuaries, accountants, inspectors, clerks, and other employees 
18 as necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter and to perform the 
19 duties imposed upon him by this chapter. The personnel policies and compensa-
20 tion schedules for employees shall be adopted by the board of directors and 
21 shall be comparable in scope to other insurance companies doing business in 
22 the state and the region. Employees shall be members of the public employee 
23 retirement system. 
24 . SECTION 4. That Section 72-911, Idaho Code, be, and the same 1S hereby 
25 repealed. 
26 SECTION 5. That Section 41-291, Idaho Code, be, and the same 1S hereby 
























41-291. DEFINITIONS. As used in this-ehapter sections 41-290 through and 
including section 41-298, Idaho Code: 
(1) Sections 41-290 through 41-298, Idaho Code, shall be known as the 
Idaho Arson and Fraud Reporting-Immunity Act. 
(2) "Authorized agencies" shall mean: 
(a) The director, department of law enforcement; 
(b) The prosecuting attorney responsible for prosecution 1n the county 
where the fire or fraud occurred; 
(c) The attorney responsible for the prosecution in the county where the 
fire or fraud occurred as designated by the attorney general; 
(d) The department of insurance. 
(3) Solely for the purpose of section 41-292 (1), Idaho Code, "authorized 
agencies" shall also include: 
(a) The United States attorney's office when authorized or charged with 
investigation or prosecution of the fire or fraud in question; 
(b) The federal bureau of investigation or any other federal agency, 
charged with investigation or prosecution of the fire or fraud 1n ques-
tion. 
(4) "Relevant" means information having any tendency to 
tence of any fact that is of consequence to the investigation 









1 the "authorized agency," such material ~s requested by the "authorized 
2 agency." 
3 (6) "Action," as used ~n this statute, shall include nonaction or the 
4 failure to take action. 
5 (7) "Immunity" means that no civil action may ar~se against any person 
6 for furnishing information pursuant to section 41~248, 41-258, 41-290, 41-292, 
7 41-296 or 41-297, Idaho Code, where actual malice on the part of the insurance 
8 company, department of insurance, state fire marshal, authorized agency, their 
9 employees or agents, is not present. 
10 (8) "Financial loss" includes, but is not limited to, loss of earnings, 
11 out-of-pocket and other expenses, repair and replacement costs and claims pay-
12 ments. 
13 (9) "Person" means a natural person, company, corporation, unincorporated 
14 association, partnership, professional corporation and any other legal entity. 
15 (10) "Practitioner" means a licensee of this state authorized to practice 
16 medicine and surgery, psychology, chiropractic, law or any other licensee of 
17 the state whose services are compensated, directly or indirectly, by insurance 
18 proceeds, or a licensee similarly licensed in other states and nations or the 
19 practitioner of any nonmedical treatment rendered in accordance with a recog~ 
20 nized religious method of healing. 
21 (11) "Statement" includes, but is not limited to, any notice statement, 
22 any statement submitted on applications for insurance, proof of claim, proof 
23 of loss, bill of lading, receipt for payment, invoice, account, estimate of 
24 property damages, bills for services, diagnosis, prescription, hospital or 
25 doctor records, X-rays, test results or other evidence of loss, injury or 
26 expense, whether oral, written or computer generated. 
27 (12) "Insurer" shall mean any insurance company contemplated by title 41, 
28 Idaho Code, any business operating as a self-insured for any purpose, the 
29 state insurance fund, and any self-insured as contemplated by title 72, Idaho 
30 Code. 
31 SECTION 6. That Section 41-4903, Idaho Code, be, and the same ~s hereby 
32 amended to read as follows: 
33 41-4903. DEFINITIONS. For the purposes of this chapter: 
34 (1) "Above ground storage tank" means anyone (1) or a combination of 
35 tanks, including pipes connected thereto, that is used to contain an accumula-
36 tion of petroleum or petroleum products, and the volume of which, including 
37 the volume of pipes connected thereto, is less than ten percent (10%) beneath 
38 the surface of the ground. This term does not include a heating tank, farm 
39 tank or residential tank or any tank with a capacity of one hundred ten (110) 
40 gallons or less. 
41 (2) "Accidental release" means any sudden or nonsudden release of petro-
42 leum from a storage tank that results in a need for corrective action or com-
43 pensation for bodily injury or property damage neither expected nor intended 
44 by the tank owner or operator. 
45 (3) "Administrator" means a person, other than the trustee, employed by 
46 the trustee to administer the Idaho petroleum clean water trust fund. 
47 (4) "Application fee" means the amount paid or payable by an owner or 
48 operator applying for a contract of insurance with the trust fund to offset 
49 the costs of issuing contracts of insurance and other costs of administering 
50 this fund. 
51 (5) "Board" means the board of directors of the state insurance fund as 
52 established by section 72-901, Idaho Code. 




1 sustained by any person and caused by an occurrence defined in subsection 
2 (189) of this section. 
3 -(67) "Contamination" means the presence of petroleum or petroleum prod-
4 ucts i~ surface or subsurface soil, surface water, or ground water. 
5 (T8) "Commission" means the state tax commission of the state of Idaho. 
6 (8:2) "Corrective action" means those actions as are reasonably necessary 
7 to satisfy applicable federal and state standards in the event of a release 
8 into the environment from a petroleum storage tank. Corrective action includes 
9 initial corrective action response or actions consistent with a remedial 
10 action to clean up contaminated soil and ground water or address residual 
11 effects after initial corrective action is taken, as well as actions necessary 
12 to monitor, assess and evaluate a release. Corrective action also includes the 
13 cost of removing a tank which is releasing or has 'been releasing petroleum 
14 products and the release cannot be corrected without removing the tank; but 
15 corrective action does not include the cost of replacing this tank with 
16 another tank. 
17 (910) "Department" means the department of insurance of the state of 
18 Idaho. 
19 (181) "Director" means the director of the department of insurance. 
20 (1±2) "Farm tank" means any tank with a capacity of more than one hundred 
21 ten (ll~) gallons but less than one thousand one hundred (1,100) gallons situ-
22 ated aboveground or underground which is used for storing motor fuel for non-
23 commercial purposes and which is located on a tract of land devoted to the 
24 production of crops or raising animals, including fish, and associated resi-
25 dences and improvements. A farm tank must be located on the farm property. 
26 "Farm" includes fish hatcheries, rangeland and nurseries with growing opera-
27 tions. 
28 (1%3) "Free product" means petroleum or petroleum products in the 
29 nonaque~us phase, (e.g., liquid not dissolved in water). 
30 (13!!) "Fund" or "trust fund" means the Idaho petroleum clean water trust 
31 fund. 
32 (14,2) "Heating tank" means any tank with a capacity of more than one hun-
33 dred ten (110) gallons situated above ground or underground which is used for 
34 storing heating oil for consumptive use on the premises where stored. 
35 (15.§) "Legal defense costs" means any expense that an owner or operator or 
36 the trust fund incurs in defending against claims or actions brought by the 
37 federal environmental protection agency or a state agency to require correc-
38 tive action or to recover the costs of corrective action; or by or on behalf 
39 of a third party for bodily injury or property damage caused by a release. 
40 (16z) "Licensed, distributor" means any distributor who has obtained a 
41 license under the provisions of section 63-2427A, Idaho Code. If a person sub-
42 ject to the fee imposed by section 41-4908(6), Idaho Code, is not required to 
43 obtain a distributor's license under the provisions of chapter 24, title 63, 
44 Idaho Code, such person shall apply to the commission for a limited license 
45 for the purpose of complying with the requirements of this chapter. Such a 
46 limited license shall not be valid for any other purpose. No bond shall be 
47 required for a limited license. A holder of a limited license is a "licensed 
48 distributor" for the purposes of filing reports, paying fees and other actions 
49 necessary to the proper administration and enforcement of this chapter. 
50 (1T§) "Manager" means the duly appointed manager of the state ~nsurance 
51 fund of the state of Idaho. 
52 (182) "Noncommercial purposes" means not for resale, with respect to motor 
53 fuels. 
54 (±920) "Occurrence" means an accident, including continuous or repeated 



























































petroleum products from a petroleum storage tank. 
(291) "Operator" means any person in control, or having responsibility 
for, the daily operations of a petroleum storage tank. 
(2il) "Owner" means the owner of a petroleum storage tank, except that 
"owner" does not include any person who, without participation in the manage-
ment of a petroleum storage tank, holds indicia of ownership primarily to pro-
tect the owner's security interest in the tank. 
(221) "Person" means any corporation, association, partnership, one (1) or 
more individuals, or any governmental unit, or agency thereof, other than fed-
eral or state agencies. 
(23~) "Petroleum" and/or "petroleum products" mean crude oil, or any frac-
tion thereof, which is liquid at standard conditions of temperature and pres-
sure (i.e., at sixty (60) degrees fahrenheit and fourteen and seven-tenths 
(14.7) pounds per square inch absolute). The term includes motor gasoline, 
gasohol, other alcohol blended fuels, diesel fuel, heating oil and aviation 
fuel. 
(24,2) "Property damage" means injury or destruction to tangible property 
caused by an occurrence. 
(25§) "Release" means any spilling, leaking, emitting, discharging, escap-:-
ing, leaching, or disposing from a petroleum storage tank into ground water, 
surface water, or surface or subsurface soils. 
(261) "Residential tank" means any tank with a capacity of more than one 
hundred ten (110) gallons but less than one thousand one hundred (1,100) gal-
lons situated above ground or underground which is used for storing motor fuel 
for noncommercial purposes and which is located on property used primarily for 
dwelling purposes. 
(2;t§) "Site" means a single parcel of property where petroleum or petro-
leum products are stored in a petroleum storage tank and includes all contigu-
ous land, structures, other appurtenances, surface water, ground water, sur-
face and subsurface soil, and subsurface strata within and beneath the prop-
erty boundary. 
(289) "State" means the state of Idaho or any office, department, agency, 
authority, commission, board, institution, hospital, college, university or 
other instrumentality thereof •. 
(2930) "Tank" means a stationary device designed to contain an accumula-
tion of petroleum or petroleum products and constructed of nonearthen mate-
rials (e.g., concrete, steel, plastic) that provide structural support. 
(391) "Trustee" means the trustee of the Idaho petroleum clean water trust 
fund, ;ho for the purposes of this chapter shall be the manager of the state 
insurance fund of the state of Idaho. 
(3i.f.) "Underground storage tank" means anyone (1) or combination of 
tanks, including underground pipes connected thereto, that is used to contain 
an accumulation of petroleum or petroleum products, and the volume of which, 
including the volume of underground pipes connected thereto, is ten percent 
(10%) or more beneath the surface of the ground. This term does not include 
any: 
(a) Farm or residential tank of 
or less capacity used for 
(b) Tank used solely for 
premises where stored; 
(c) Septic tank; 
storing 
storing 
one thousand one hundred (1,100) gallons 
motor fuel for noncommercial purposes; 
heating oil for consumptive use on the 
(d) Pipeline facility including gathering lines regulated under: 
(i) The natural gas pipeline safety act of 1968 (49 U.S.C. app. 
1671, et seq.); or 





1 app. 2001, et seq.); or 
2 (iii) State laws comparable to the prov~s~ons of the law referred to 
3 in paragraph (d) (i) or (d)(ii) of this subsection as an intrastate 
4 pipeline facility; 
5 (e) Surface impoundment, pit, pond or lagoon; 
6 (f) Storm water or wastewater. collection system; 
7 (g) Flow-through process tank; 
8 (h) Liquid trap or associated gathering lines directly related to oil or 
9 gas production and gathering operations; 
10 (i) Storage tank situated in an underground area (such as a basement, 
11 cellar, mineworking, drift, shaft, or tunnel) if the storage tank is situ-
12 ated upon or above the surface of the floor; 
13 (j) Tanks with a capacity of one hundred ten (110) gallons or less. 
14 The term "underground storage tank" does not include any pipes connected to 
15 any tank which is described in paragraphs (a) through (i) of this definition. 
16 (321) "Underground storage tank regulations" means regulations for petro-
17 leum storage tanks promulgated by the United States environmental protection 
18 agency (EPA) pursuant to subtitle I of the solid waste disposal act, as 
19 amended by the resource conservation and recovery act, regulations promulgated 
20 by the state of Idaho as part of a state program for underground storage tank 
21 regulation under subtitle I, or other regulations affecting underground stor-
22 age tank operations and management, including the uniform fire code adopted by 
23 the state of -Idaho. 
24 SECTION 7. That Section 41-4904, Idaho Code, be, and the same ~s hereby 
25 amended to read as follows: 
26 41-4904. CREATION, AUTHORIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE IDAHO PETROLEUM 
27 CLEAN WATER TRUST FUND. (1) The Idaho petroleum clean water trust fund is 
28 hereby created, subject to the direction and supervision of the board, and the 
29 manager of the state insurance fund is hereby authorized to utilize this trust 
30 fund for the purpose of insuring governmental and private ent~t~es who are 
31 owners and operators of petroleum storage tanks against the costs of correc-
32 tive action and compensating third parties that are legally entitled to 
33 receive compensation for bodily injury and property damage arising out of 
34 accidental releases of petroleum from petroleum storage tanks covered by a 
35 contract of insurance between the owner or operator and the trust fund. The 
36 manager shall be the trustee of this fund, and shall·appoint an administrator 
37 of this fund who shall be an employee of the state insurance fund. 
38 (2) Nothing in this chapter shall enlarge or otherwise adversely affect 
39 the legal liability of any legal entity insured by the trust fund, and any 
40 immunity or other bar to a civil lawsuit under Idaho or federal law shall 
41 remain in effect. The fact that the trust fund insures the legal liability of 
42 any legal entity and thus may relieve the entity or an employee of the entity 
43 from the payment of any judgment arising from a civil lawsuit, shall not be 
44 communicated to the trier of fact in such a lawsuit. 
45 (3) The trust fund shall consist of all application fees and all transfer 
46 fees collected pursuant to section 41-4908, Idaho Code, all other moneys 
47 received and paid into the trust fund, property and securities acquired by or 
48 through the use of money belonging to the trust fund, money loaned to the 
49 trust fund under the terms and agreements of a subordinated note of indebted-
50 ness or borrowed surplus as hereinafter defined and authorized, and of inter-
51 est earned on money and securities owned or in the possession of the trust 
52 fund under an agreement that such investment earnings can accrue to the bene-




1 (4) The trust fund shall have the powers and privileges of a nonprofit 
2 corporate entity and in its name may sue and be sued in any court of competent 
3 jurisdiction, and may lease and maintain offices and space for its departmen-
4 tal and operational facilities, subject to the provisions of chapters 6 and 7, 
5 title 41, Idaho Code. 
6 (5) (a) The personnel costs, operating expenditures and capital outlay 
7 budget of the trust fund shall be subject to review and approval in the 
8 appropriation of the state insurance fund, and it is the intent of this 
9 chapter that the trust fund be a self-supporting insurance fund, so that 
10 no appropriations, loans, or other transfers of state funds need to be 
11 made to the trust fund except as follows: 
12 (i) A temporary line of credit for the initial start-up costs of 
13 the trust fund may be obtained as provided in paragraph (b) of this 
14 subsection; and 
15 Cii) A temporary line of credit to offset any temporary shortages in 
16 the operating fund balance of the trust fund may be obtained as pro-
17 vided in paragraph (b) of this subsection. 
18 (b) There is hereby established a temporary line of credit to be drawn 
19 from the state general account to the trust fund account in the amount of 
20 one million dollars ($1,000,000). This amount of money is continuously 
21 appropriated for the purposes of this chapter. The temporary line of 
22 credit may be drawn upon by the trust fund only during the first eighteen 
23 (18) months after the effective date of this chapter and only for the pur-
24 pose of financing the initial start-up costs of the trust fund and any 
25 temporary shortages in the operating fund balance of the trust fund. The 
26 manager may draw upon all or part of the temporary line of credit, as 
27 shall be required. The money advanced from the state general account shall 
28 be repaid with interest from surplus moneys in the trust fund to the gen-
29 eral account within one (1) year from the date the trust fund commences to 
30 issue contracts of insurance. Interest of ten percent (10%) per annum 
31 shall be calculated upon the principal amount outstanding each month until 
32 repaid. 
33 (c) In the event the trust fund is unable to repay the funds drawn from 
34 the state general account under the temporary line of credit established 
35 under paragraph (b) of this subsection due to the dissolution of the trust 
36 fund pursuant to a court order, then an amount necessary to repay the line 
37 of credit shall be appropriated by the next regular session of the state 
38 legislature. 
39 (d) Funds obtained from the temporary line of credit shall constitute a 
40 subordinated indebtedness subject to the provisions of section 41-4943, 
41 Idaho Code. 
42 (6) The manager of the state insurance fund, as trustee of the trust 
43 fund, shall enter into a management and administrative contract with the state 
44 insurance fund to provide the following services to the trust fund: 
45 (a) Administrative functions including the hiring of qualified personnel 
46 and the payment of salaries and wages earned, plus recordkeeping for the 
47 personnel hired to provide services for the trust fund. 
48 (b) Accounting and recordkeeping of all receipts and disbursements of the 
49 trust fund. 
50 (c) Underwriting functions of the trust fund to issue contracts of lia-
51 bility insurance and charge appropriate application fees under section 
52 41-4908, Idaho Code, for such contracts and keep accurate statistical 
53 records. 
54 Cd) Claims handling functions of the trust fund to process and pay appro-




1 (e) Auditing functions of the trust fund to maintain accurate records of 
2 receipts and disbursements by the trust fund and accurate reporting of 
3 statistics by owners or operators of storage tanks covered by a contract 
4 of insurance issued by the trust fund. 
5 (f) Actuarial functions of the trust fund to maintain credible and viable 
6 statistics, sufficient operating fund balances, and appropriate loss 
7 reserves. 
8 (g) Computer and data processing functions to assist the trust fund in 
9 maintaining complete and accurate records in a timely manner and issue 
10 loss payments and other disbursements, as well as provide individual sta-
II tis tics and records of storage tanks covered by a contract of 1nsurance 
12 issued by the trust fund. 
13 (h) Computer programming functions to maintain a proficient and current 
14 data processing system for the trust fund. 
15 (i) Legal services for the trust fund. 
16 (j) Any and all other functions the manager of the state insurance fund 
17 as trustee deems prudent and reasonable to assure the successful operation 
18 of the trust fund. 
19 (7) The Idaho petroleum clean water trust fund shall be administered 
20 without liability on the part of the state insurance fund or the state of 
21 Idaho beyond the amount of said trust fund. 
22 (8) The administrator, subject to the approval of the manager of the 
23 state insurance fund as trustee, shall have the power t6 receive and account 
24 for all moneys paid into the trust fund, accept and evaluate applications for 
25 insurance coverage and issue the contracts of insurance and evaluate, investi-
26 gate and adjust claims made against the trust fund and make agreements for 
27 corrective actions or compensation to third parties for bodily injury or prop-
28 erty damage those parties may be legally entitled to receive from the trust 
29 fund in accordance with the provisions of this chapter. 
30 (9) The administrator, with the approval of the trustee, shall establish 
31 underwriting procedures to issue contracts of insurance and claim procedures. 
32 The administrator shall be given notice of all applications, hearings and pro-
33 ceedings involving the rights of the trust fund and shall represent the trust 
34 fund in all proceedings. The administrator's decisions shall be written, and 
35 shall include all reasons for his decisions and shall be subject to judicial 
36 review in the district court of Ada county; provided, however, that the admin-
37 istrator and the trust fund shall not be liable for alleged bad faith or other 
38 legal theories based on any method or timing of the claims processed on his 
39 decision. 
40 (10) The manager of the state insurance fund may employ legal counselor 
41 obtain legal counsel through the attorney general concerning all legal matters 
42 arising out of the existence and operation of the trust fund, including claims 
43 made against the contracts of 1nsurance issued by the administrator of the 
44 trust fund. 
45 (11) The manager of the state insurance fund may also employ such employ-
46 ees or contract for such services as are necessary to assist in the adminis-
47 tration of the trust fund, and all such administrative expenses incurred by 
48 the state insurance fund for the benefit of the trust fund shall be reimbursed 
49 by the trust fund. 
50 (12) The administrator may, in his official capacity, sue and be sued in 
51 all courts of the state, and shall be entitled to a defense by the state of 
52 Idaho for any alleged acts of negligence that may arise out of his official 
53 duties as administrator and!or as an employee of the state of Idaho. 




1 amended to read as follows: 
2 41-4908. SOURCE OF TRUST FUND APPLICATION FEES -- APPLICATION FOR 
3 ENROLLMENT -- TRANSFER FEES. (1) Every owner or operator of an underground 
4 storage tank may, if he desires to apply to the trust fund to insure the 
5 underground tank, make application for and pay into the trust fund an initial 
6 application fee set by the administrator, but not to exceed twenty-five dol-
7 lars ($25.00) for each tank for which application for coverage is made. 
8 (2) Every owner or operator of an above ground storage tank may, if he 
9 desires to apply to the trust fund to insure the above ground tank, make 
10 application for and pay into the trust fund an initial application fee set by 
11 the administrator, but not to exceed twenty-five dollars ($25.00) for each 
12 tank for which application for coverage is made. 
13 (3) Every owner or operator of a farm tank or residential tank may, if he 
14 desires to apply to the trust fund to insure the tank, make application for 
15 and pay into the trust fund an initial application fee set by the administra-
16 tor, but not to exceed twenty-five dollars ($25.00) for each tank for which 
17 application for coverage is made. 
18 (4) Every owner or operator of a heating tank may, if he desires to apply 
19 to the trust fund to insure the tank, make application for and pay into the 
20 trust fund an initial application fee set by the administrator, but not to 
21 exceed five dollars ($5.00) for each tank for which application for coverage 
22 is made. 
23 (5) The application for insurance shall be made to the administrator on 
24 forms furnished and prescribed by him for the purpose of eliciting reasonably 
25 available information as to the type and use of the storage tank, the type of 
26 business enterprise of the tank owner or operator, the age of the storage 
27 tank, the materials used in the construction of the tank and the inside and 
28 outside protective coatings and other corrosion protective measures, leak 
29 detection methods, spill and overfill prevention methods of the tank, the 
30 location of the tank and its proximity to roads and buildings, the foundation 
31 and type of material used as a bedding and fill for the tank, any available 
32 inspection records of the tank including the gallons of petroleum products 
33 entered into the tank and the gallon dispersements from the tank, and other 
34 information that is reasonably prudent in order to obtain a sufficient body of 
35 statistical data to determine the ~elative hazards of various categories of 
36 tanks, the potential that future leaks or discharges may occur, and the condi-
37 tions under which cleanup costs and personal injury and property damage costs 
38 may occur and vary in the severity of the release and the resultant costs to 
39 the trust fund. 
40 (6) The administrator shall act upon the application for insurance with 
41 all reasonable promptness, and he shall make such investigations of the appli-
42 cant as he deems advisable to determine if the information contained in the 
43 application for insurance is accurate and complete. The administrator shalL 
44 determine if the applicant's storage tanks meet all the eligibility require-
45 ments and promptly notify the applicant of the acceptance or nonacceptance of 
46 the application for insurance. The absence of unknown data requested on the 
47 application shall not preclude an applicant's acceptance for coverage by the 
48 trust fund, if the applicant is otherwise eligible for insurance under this 
49 chapter. 
50 (7) In addition to the application fees received by the trust fund pursu-
51 ant to this section, the trust fund shall receive the revenue produced by the 
52 imposition of a "transfer fee" of one cent ($.01) per gallon on the delivery 
53 or storage of all petroleum products as defined in subsection (23~) of section 




1 transfer fee is hereby imposed upon the first licensed distributor who trans-
2 fers title to a petroleum product to another legal entity within this state 
3 for the privilege of engaging in the delivery or storage of petroleum products 
4 whose delivery or storage may present the danger of a discharge into the envi-
5 ronment and thus create the liability to be funded. The fee imposed by this 
6 subsection shall not apply to (a) petroleum or petroleum products which are 
7 first delivered or stored in this state in a container of fifty-five (55) gal-
8 Ions or less if such container is intended to be transferred to the ultimate 
9 consumer of the petroleum or petroleum products or (b) petroleum or petroleum 
10 products delivered or stored in this state for the purpose of packaging or 
11 repackaging into containers of fifty-five (55) gallons or less if such con-
12 tainer is intended to be transferred to the ultimate consumer of the petroleum 
13 or "petroleum products. 
14 (8) The transfer fee shall be collected by the commission on all petro-
15 leum products delivered or stored within this state after April 1, 1990. This 
16 transfer fee shall be in addition to any excise tax imposed on gasoline and/or 
17 aircraft engine fuel or other petroleum products and shall be remitted to the 
18 commission with the distributor's monthly report as required in section 
19 63-2406, Idaho Code. The distributor may deduct from his monthly report those 
20 gallons of petroleum products returned ta a licensed distributor's refinery or 
21 pipeline terminal storage or exported from the state when supported by proper 
22 documents approved by the commission. For the purpose of carrying out its 
23 duties under ~he provisions of this chapter, the commission shall have the 
24 powers and duties provided in sections 63-3038, 63-3039, 63-3042 through 
25 63-3066, 63-3068, 63-3071, and 63-3074 through 63-3078, Idaho Code, which sec-
26 tions are incorporated by reference herein as though set out verbatim. 
27 - (9) No person shall be e~cused from liability for any duty or fee imposed 
28 in this chapter for failure to obtain a distributor's license. 
29 (10) The director shall certify to the commission when the unencumbered 
30 balance in the trust fund equals thirty million dollars ($30,000,000). Effec-
31 -tive the first day of the second month following the date oE such certifica-
32 tion, the imposition of the transfer fee shall be suspended. Thereafter, the 
33 director shall certify to the commission when the unencumbered balance in the 
34 trust fund equals twenty million dollars ($20,000,000). Effective the first 
35 day of the second month following the date of such certification, the imposi-
36 tion of the transfer fee shall be reinitiated. 
37 SECTION 9. That Section 59-904, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby 
38 amended to read as follows: 
39 59-904. STATE OFFICES -- VACANCIES, HOW FILLED AND CONFIRMED. (a) All 
40 vacancies in any state office, and in the supreme and district courts, unless 
41 otherwise provided for by law, shall be filled by appointment by the governor. 
42 Appointments to fill vacancies pursuant to this section shall be made as pro-
43 vided in subsections (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) of this section, subject to 
44 the limitations prescribed in those subsections. 
45 (b) Nominations and appointments to fill vacanCles occurring ln the 
46 office of lieutenant governor, state controller, state treasurer, superintend-
47 ent of public instruction, attorney general and secretary of state shall be 
48 made by the governor, subject to the advice and consent of the senate, for the 
49 balance of the term of office to which the predecessor of the person appointed 
50 was elected. 
51 (c) Nominations and appointments to and vacancies in the following listed 
52 offices shall be made or filled by the governor subject to the advice and con-




1 not prescribed by law, then to serve at the pleasure of the governor: 
2 Director of the department of administration, 
3 Director of the department of finance, 
4 Director of the department of insurance, 
5 Director, department of agriculture, 
6 Director of the department of labor, 
7 Director of the department of water resources, 
8 Director of the department of law enforcement, 
9 Director of the department of commerce, 
10 Director of the department of juvenile corrections, 
11 The state historic preservation officer, 
12 Manager-of-the-~tate-in~ttranee-fttnd, 
13 Member of the state tax commission, 
14 Members of the board of regents of the university of Idaho and the state 
15 board of education, 
16 Members of the Idaho water resources board, 
17 Members of the state fish and game commission, 
18 Members of the Idaho transportation board, 
19 Members of the state board of health and welfare, 
20 Members of the board of directors of state parks and recreation, 
21 Members of the board of correction, 
22 Members of the industrial commission, 
23 Members of the Idaho public utilities commission, 
24 Members of the Idaho personnel commission, 
25 Members of the board of directors of the Idaho state retirement system..!.. 
26 Members of the board of directors of the state insurance fund. 
27 (d) Appointments made by the state board of land commi.ssioners to the 
28 office of director, department of lands, and appointments to fill vacancies 
29 occurring in those offices shall be submitted by the president of the state 
30 board of land commissioners to the senate for the advice and consent of th~ 
31 senate in accordance with the procedure prescribed in this section. 
32 (e) Appointments made pursuant to this section while the senate is in 
33 session shall be submitted to the senate forthwith for the advice and consent 
34 of that body. The appointment so made and submitted shall not be effective 
35 until the approval of the senate has been recorded in the journal of the sen-
36 ate. Appointments made pursuant to this section while the senate is not in 
37 session shall be effective until the appointment has been submitted to the 
38 senate for the advice and consent of the senate. Should the senate adjourn 
39 without granting its consent to such an interlm appointment the appointment 
40 shall thereupon become void and a vacancy in the office to which the appoint-
41 ment was made shall exist. 
42 All appointments made pursuant to subsection (c) of this section, except 
43 those appointments for which a term of office is fixed by law, shall terminate 
44 at the expiration of any gubernatorial term. Appointments to fill the vacan-
45 cies thus created by the expiration of the term of office of the governor 
46 shall be forthwith submitted to the senate for the advice and consent of that 
47 body, and when so submitted shall be as expeditiously considered as possible. 
48 Upon receipt of an appointment in the senate for the purpose of securing 
49 the advice and consent of the senate, the appointment shall be referred by the 
50 presiding officer to the appropriate committee of the senate for consideration 
51 and report prior to action thereon by the full senate. 
52 (f) It is the intent of the legislature that the provisions of this sec-
53 tion as amended by this act shall not apply to appointments which have been 
54 made prior to the effective date of this act. It is the further intent of the 










in this section and to any office created by law or executive 
succeeds to the powers, duties, responsibilities and authorities 
offices listed in subsections (c) and (d) of this section. 
order 
of any 
4 SECTION 10. That Section 41-309, Idaho Code, be, and the same IS hereby 
5 amended to read as follows: 
6 41-309. GOVERNMENT-OWNED INSURERS NOT TO BE AUTHORIZED. No insurer the 
7 voting control or ownership of which is held In whole or substantial part by 
8 any government or governmental agency, or which is operated for or by any such 
9 government or agency, other than the Idaho state insurance fund. shall be 
10 authorized to transact insurance in this state. Membership in a mutual 
11 Insurer, or subscribership in a reciprocal insurer, or ownership of stock of 
12 an insurer by the alien property custodian or similar official of the United 
13 States, or supervision of an insurer by public insurance supervisory authority 
14 shall not be deemed to .be an ownership, control, or operation of the insurer 
15 for the purposes of this subsection. 
16 SECTION 11. An emergency existing therefor, which emergency is hereby 
17 declared to exist, this act shall be in full force and effect on and after its 





































LEGISLATURE OF TilE STATE OF IDAIIO 
Fifty-fourth Legislature Scrolld Rt·gular Session - 1<)<)8 
Moved by Stone 
Seconded by Deal -----------------
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
HOUSE AMENDMENTS TO H.B. NO. 774 
AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1 
On page 2 of the printed bill, delete lines 33 through 41, and insert: 
11(4) The state insurance fund is subject to and shall comply with the 
provIs1ons of the Idaho insurance code, title 41, Idaho Code. For purposes of 
regulation, the state insurance fund shall be deemed to be a mutual insurer. 
The state insurance fund shall not be a member of the Idaho insurance guaranty 
association."; following line 41, insert: 
"(5) Nothing in this chapter, or in title 41, Idaho Code, shall be con-
strued to authorize the state insurance fund to operate as an insurer in other 
states.". 
AMENDMENTS TO THE BILL 
On page 3, delete lines 24 through 34, and insert: 
"SECTION 4. That Section 72-911, Idaho Code, be, and the same 1S hereby 
repealed.", 
On page 13, following line 13, insert: 
"SECTION 10. That Section 41-309, Idaho Code, be, and the same 1S hereby 
amended to read as follows: 
41-309. GOVERNMENT-OWNED INSURERS NOT TO BE AUTHORIZED. No insurer the 
voting control or ownership of which is held in whole or substantial part by 
any government or governmental agency, or which is operated for or by any such 
government or agency, other than the Idaho state insurance fund, shall be 
authorized to transact insurance in this state. Membership in a mutual 
insurer, or subscribership in a reciprocal insurer, or ownership of stock of 
an insurer by the alien property custodian or similar official of the United 
States, or supervision of an insurer by public insurance supervisory authority 
shall not be deemed to be an ownership, control, or operation of the insurer 
for the purposes of this subsection."; and in line 14, delete "10" and insert: 
"11". 
CORRECTION TO TITLE 
On page 1, In line 6, following "FUND" insert: ", TO PROHIBIT THE FUND 
FROM OPERATING AS AN INSURER IN OTHER STATES"; delete lines 16 through 18, and 
insert: "LIC EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEM; REPEALING SECTION 72-911, IDAHO CODE; 
AMENDING SECTION 41-291, IDAHO"; and in line 29, following "FUND;" insert: 
"AMENDING SECTION 41-309, IDAHO CODE, TO CLARIFY THAT THE STATE INSURANCE FUND 
DOES NOT FALL WITHIN THE PROHIBITION AGAINST GOVERNMENT-OWNED INSURERS;". 
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HOUSE STATE AFFAIRS 
February 25, 1998 
9:00 A.M. 
Room 412 
Crane, Deal, Stone, Loertscher, Newcomb, Tippets, Alltus, Hornbeck, Kjellander, Field, 
Stevenson, Denney, Ellsworth, Jones, Kunz, McKague, Wheeler, Stoicheff, Marley, 
Judd, Henbest. 
Chairman Crane called the meeting to order at: 9:06 A.M. 
Representative Jones moved to approve the minutes as presented. Motion Carried. 
Treasurer Edwards gave a background and referred to handouts (See attached) to 
further explain the reasons for this RS. Underground storage tanks are expensive to 
replace and EPA has threatened to close down stations who couldn't comply. The 
Treasurer was approached to provide funds for Small Business Administration (SBA) 
loans for tank removal. Representative Jones: Can you resell the loans? Treasurer: No, 
they are SBA Loans, they don't belong to the state. Representative Hornbeck: You are 
guaranteeing the loans? Treasurer: SBA buys them from me the state is not at risk. 
Representative Hornbeck moved to print. Motion Carried. 
Representative Stoicheff explained this replaces HJR-3. The Dept. of Lands has the 
ability to raise rates without a ceiling. They are the only Department without legislative 
review. This will provide that. 
Representative Newcomb moved to introduce RS08139 and send directly to the second 
reading calendar. Discussion. Representative Stoicheff: this has nothing to do with cabin 
or grazing leases. Sponsor: Stoicheff. 
Representative Watson said this changes Section 34-614. This RS would change the 
minimum age to run for the State Legislature to 19. There was discussion as to the need 
for this and concern as to the maturity level of a 19 year old. Representative Watson has 
a constituent who is 19 and he would be an asset. He concurred this is not always the 
case at 19. 
Representative Henbest moved to introduce RS07836. Motion failed 7-13. 
Representative Watson referred to the Clark House bill from last year in his explanation 
of this RS. What this does is described best in the last paragraph of the last page. It 
allows the individual counties through the county commissioners to, at their option, issue 
liquor licenses within 5 miles outside of the city limits. There is criteria, they have to serve 
food, have been in business at least 2 years, this is a non transferrable license. If they 
go out of business it goes with them and they have to be involved in the tourist & 
recreation industry. Representative Watson feels this narrows it enough to make sure 
there is some history with an establishment. His co-sponsor is a businessman who is 
effected by the current liquor laws and Representative Watson read from a letter he 
wrote explaining his position. Representative Alltus: For example, I paid $250,000 for my 
liquor license several years ago and now my competition down the street has one 
000101 
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'" "practicallY given to ~im. What should I tell the constituent tr'J.:lt comes to me with that 
feeling. Representative Watson: Well, that is a problem and there are bound to be those 
comments. But the number of establishments that will qualify under this criteria is very 
low, 1-2% statewide. 
Representative Wheeler moved to print RS0836C1. Representative Field made a 
substitute motion to return to sponsor. Discussion: Representative Field feels this needs 
more study and perhaps an interim committee could study the whole picture and 
recommend liquor law changes overall but we shouldn't do this. Representative 
Hornbeck expressed her support of the bill. Representative Loertscher supported the 
sUbstitute motion and mentioned this comes up a lot. We need an interim committee. 
Representative Kunz supported the subsUtute motion and expounded on the way liquor 
licenses are traded "like a commodity" in Idaho. Representative Tippets supported 
returning this to the sponsor. Representative Henbest wanted it introduced. 
Representative Judd asked Representative Watson if, in drafting this, a population base 
was taken into consideration. Representative Watson, no, but that's a great idea. 
Chairman Crane called for a show of hands on the substitute motion to return this RS to 
the sponsor. Motion failed 10-11. Original motion to introduce passed and the bill was 
introduced. 
Representative Newcomb presented this RS to re organize the State Insurance Fund. It 
provides for an Independent Board similar to the Id. Housing Authority. The Governor 
would appoint 5 people, as indicated on Page 2, Line 7 and would cause it to operate 
more like an insurance company in the private sector. 
Representative Deal moved to introduce RS08000C2. Representative Stoicheff asked for 
further clarification. Representative Newcomb said this legislation is a result of a task 
force this summer. Representative Stoicheff: Why the emergency clause? 
Representative Newcomb: The Insurance fund is currently without a manager and they 
need to get one hired. Mr. Alcorn from the State Insurance Fund yielded for questions. 
He explained the department's various problems including some computer problems and 
explained the function of the fund which is to provide Worker's Comp insurance. This 
would allow them to operate more efficiently. Representative Deal stated that he served 
on the sfudy committee and prdvided some insight into the intent and stated that there is 
a serious need to have a manager that has insurance experience. Representative 
Stevenson: Did the task force consider privatizing the fund? Mr. Alcorn: Yes, but it is a 
small market, a small fund and in the event the market would shrink there wouldn't be 
anybody to provide this mandated coverage. It has to be covered by the state to 
guarantee it's existence. 
Some discussion ensued as to the need for a 5 member board as opposed to just a 
manager. Chairman Crane called for a vote. Motion Carried. 
Ron G. Crane, Chairman 
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DATE: March 6, 1998 
nME: 8:30 A.M. 
P~CE: Room 412 
MEMBERS: Crane, Deal, Stone, Loertscher, Newcomb, Tippets, Alltus, Hornbeck, Kjellander, Field, 





.1' Any referenced attachments made available to the committee are attached to the secretary's book and 
, Yle lIbrary copy for permanent record. 
i Chairman Crane called the meeting to order at: 8:37 AM. 
{ 
I 
Representative Hornbeck moved to approve the minutes with the following correction: 
" "assisted in drafting the bill and" is deleted and the Motion Carried. 
;: RS08177 Representative Taylor explained this pending rule is rejected. This is to assure that 
1 legislative intent is correct rather than dealing with it through a rule. 





< . ~ 
MOTION: 
RS08183 
Representative Callister presented his bill which provides a method for a candidate to 
deal with contributions which exceed statutory limitations. 
Representative Stoicheff moved to send H558 to the floor with a do pass 
recommendation. SPONSOR: Callister 
Representative Stubbs upon reminding the committee of this same legislation addressed 
last year, he simply explained that it rescinds Idaho's several calls over the years for a 
constitutional convention. This would rescind all calls including the current one regarding 
the balanced budget amendment supported by US Senator Larry Craig. Representative 
Stubbs also offered George Detweiler's expertise on the constitution. Representative 
Alltus: Why was this killed before? Representative Stubbs, It rescinds the balanced 
budget amendment. Representative AI/tus: Article 5 was put in place by our forefathers 
and I don't feel it's such a bad idea. Representative Stubbs: It's not a bad idea but having 
7 -8 calls sitting there is like having unexploded ordinance. We need to clean it up. 
Representative Alltus: Senator Craig's office doesn't want this. Representative Stubbs: I 
know, but having that cali out there could be used to trigger a number of things. This 
would wipe the slate clean. Mr. Detweiler yielded to questions and then expounded on 
his beliefs. He didn't know how many calls there were exactly or specifically what they 
are but did point out that even Chief Justice Warren Berger cautioned against a 
constitutional convention. 
Representative Alltus moved the RS be returned to sponsor. Substitute motion offered 
by Representative Tippets to introduce RS0858C 1. Amended substitute motion by 
Representative McKague to introduce and send to the 2nd reading calendar. Vote on 
the amended substitute motion failed 7-10. Vote on the substitute motion to introduce 
carried. Representative Alltus voted in opposition. 
Representative Sali presented this r!3quest for a constitutional amendment. Upon a brief 




, (' . ) 11 
presentati )presentative Tippets informed him, ,u.,.d'ing from the House Rules book, 
that introducfro11 of constitutional amendments is not permitted after the 35th legislative 
day. There is a way to get around that, by using a petition. Have you done that? 
Representative Sali : No, I was under the impression you just introduced an amendment. 
Representative Tippets: No, it dealt with the constitution it wasn't an amendment. 
Representative Tippets read from the House Rules Book. Representative Sali asked 
that the committee return to sponsor. 
Representative Alltus moved to return to sponsor. Motion Carried. 
Representative Sali explained intent on his request for this HCR dealing with U.S. HR304 
currently in congress. It requests an investigation for impeachment of President William 
Clinton. In lines 15-21 Representative Sali read from HR304, if he's found innocent he 
ought to be cleared so we, as a country can move on. If not, we can call for 
impeachment. 
Representative Hornbeck moved to introduce RS08181. Debate: Representative 
Stoicheff asked for a copy of HR304. Representative Sali had one copy and read from it. 
Representative Kjellander: In your research for this RS did you discover and could you 
tell us what this body did during the Nixon investigation? Representative Sali : During the 
process President Nixon resigned. Representative Sali didn't know what Idaho did with 
regard to the Nixon investigation. . 
Representative Stoicheff moved to return to sponsor. He pointed out that on line 14 it 
says "if proven to be true". Nothing has been proven yet. Representative Hornbeck: At 
least during Nixon they wer~ doing an investigation. They won't even do one on Pres. 
Clinton, This calls for that. We need to support our congress. Representative Stoicheff: 
Mr. Starr is running an investigation. Representative Judd requested a copy of HR304. 
Chairman Crane called for a vote on the substitute motion. Motion Carried. 
H0774 Michael Brassey presented this bill upon Representative Deals' request. He served on 
the interim committee to restructure the State Insurance Fund. This moves the fund from 
the Office of the Governor to an individual entity, giving it the same status as the Housing 
Authority. The reason is; the fund has grown dramatically. It is a large fund and needs to 
be handled independently. It was created to assure that Idaho was guaranteed a 
worker's compensation carrier. Currently the fund is not subject to the same regulations 
as private insurance companies. This would do that. Mr Brassey also reviewed 
amendments handed out to committee and attached herein, and requested this go to 
general orders. Representative Alltus: How much, by statute, is the fund allowed to have 
in reserve? Mr. Brassey: There is no upper limit on what they can hold in reserve . The 
fund is currently "over reserved" . Representative Alltus: Isn't there a rule regarding 
reserves and surplus? Mr. Brassey: Not as a maximum. Representative Alltus: Mr. Alcorn 
told me $6 million was the figure . Mr. Brassey: The reserves are held by not owned by 
the State. That money is separated out for sole use and is not state funds. The intent 
here is not to privatize. If it were a mutual it would be owned it's not but we're trying to 
get close. Money held by the fund will remain the policyholders. Representative 
Ellsworth: I read a report from Pennsylvania. Could you please show us the new costs 
involved with this change and how you plan to cover it? Mr. Brassey: I'm not familiar with 
their program, they may have privatized. We're not going that far here. There may be 
changes in compensation, but there are no additional costs for administration. This would 
just give the fund more flexibility . . 
TESTIMONY: Woody Richards, National Assn . Independent Insurers. In support. 
Starr Kelso, Coeur d' Alene attorney. In opposition. Spoke for 24 minutes on his 
handout, a copy of which is included . 
Phil Barber, Counsel for AlA, In support. Rebuttal of Mr. Kelso's comments. He 
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supported and raged the proposed amendments. 
Mr. Brassey, in wrap up. He agreed with Mr. Ke!so that the money is held and owned by 
policyholders. and that this doesn't change that ownership, or how the money is handled. 
Representative Deal moved to send to general orders with committee amendments. 
Representative Deal went on to explain why he felt this is good. The insurance manager 
should not be a political appointment. It should be someone insurance knowledgeable. 
Representative Alltus moved to hold in committee. Representative Deal was opposed to 
this as he reiterated the committee worked long and hard on this and these are good 
amendments. The dividends are theway the policyholders are given their money. 
Representative Newcomb: Spoke in opposition to the substitute motion and told the 
committee he He spoke at length with Mr. Kelso who has made some valid points but 
this legislation is good policy. 
Representative Wheeler moved to hold for time certain until Tuesday, March 10, 1998. 
There is too much to study about this. I'm a bit confused and request more time to make 
a decision. Representatives Hornbeck, Ellsworth, & Henbest all concurred. 
Chairman Crane called for a vote on the amended substitute motion. Motion Carried . 
Meeting adjourned: 10:15 A.M . 
.•. .••. ~~ 
.' Ron G. Crane, Chairman 
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In Sectio n I of the Bill, a new subsection should be added which would add the following 
language to I. C. 72-90 I : Nothing in this Chapter or in Title 41. Idaho Code shall be 
construed to authorize the State Insurance Fund to operate as an insurer in other states . 
. owned bv policyholders or stockholders. The State Insurance Fund shall not be a 
. member of the Idaho Insurance Guarantv Association. 
At Section 4 of the Bill, page 3, beginning at line 24, to be amended to read as follows: 
That Section 72-911. Idaho Code. be. and the same is hereby repealed in its entirety. 
That the emergency clause at Section 10 of the Bill be renumbered as Section II. 
That a new Section lObe added to the Bill to read as follows: That Section 41-309, Idaho 
Code, be, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows: 41-309. GOVERNMENT-
OWNED INSURERS NOT TO BE AUTHORIZED. No insurer the voting control or 
ownership of which is held in whole or substantial part by any goverrunent or 
governmental agency, or which is operated for or by any such goverrunent or agency, other 
than the Idaho State Insurance Fund, shall be authorized to transact insurance in this state. 
Membership in a mutual insurer, or subscribership in a reciprocal insurer, or ownership of 
stock of any insurer by the alien property custodian or similar official of the United States , 
or supervision of an insurer by public insurance supervisory authority shall not be deemed 
to be an ownership, control, or operation of the insurer for the purposes of this subsection. 
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: The Honorable W. W. "Bill" Deal 
; Vice-Chair, State Affairs Committee 
'ldaho House of Representatives 
State Capitol Building, Room 412 
: Boise, Idaho 83720 
"Dear Representative Deal: 
House Bill 114 
.. ' ;~r Til ,'. ~t.i!:!f~i~~Ji 
a J .. ... 
. J; ~.~ ~ .:z.:.;.f~t.: " ~?ii,'irt\it',iHf. ~~~.~~r.r;$::jl:16:1~1 
332 Pine Street, Suite 310 
San Francisco, Califomia 94104 
Tel: 415/362-0870 
Fax: 4151362-0835 
Alliance Position: Support, tf Amended 
I am writing to express the support of the Alliance of American Insurers for H. B. 774, If 
amended, to be heard in your committee on Friday, March 6, 1997. The Alliance is a 
. national property and casualty trade association of almost 300 members, many of 
whom write workers' compensation . 
. The Alliance appreciates the opportunity you ,afforded our member company, Liberty 
Northwest, and repre$&ntatives of the Idaho Association of Commerce and Industry to 
meet and discuss our concerns regarding H.B. 774. 
The Alliance supports the agreement reached to amend the bill. We believe these 
amendments will assure future access to the Idaho State Fund by Idaho employers as 
well as a healthy insurance mar1<etplace in the Mure. 





Associate Vies President and Regional Manger 
Copies to: The Honorable Jim Alcorn, Insurance Commissioner 
Dawn Justice, IACI 
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February 27 , 1998 
,., In:,~,',<:~~t;,' 
, . ' . ;T:: ~:<J~;:·~ <!W11; J:·.i ··t~~:!':'tl;;~··r.:.w:u_ -.:I".;~ . 
332 Pine Street, Suite 310 
San Francisco, California 94104 
Tel: 415/362·0870 
Fax: 415/362·0835 
Ron Crane, Chair, House State Affairs Committee 
Peter Gorman, Associate Vice President and Regional Manager, Alliance 
of American Insurers' 
Subject: Idaho House Bill n4 -Alliance Position: OPPOSE 
Outlined below are the reasons the insurers and employers should be opposed to this 
seemingly innocuous bill. The Alliance of American Insurers has seen the 
consequences of similar statutes passed in Oregon and Utah that have driven private 
competitors out of the state markets, leaving employers at the mercy of a predatory 
state fund. . 
The Alliance is a national trade association of almost 300 property and casualty 
ins.urance companies across the country, many of whom write workers compensmion. 
1. H.B. n4 eliminates direct state supervision and control. 
o It creates a new Board with 4-year member terms, to select a Fund 
Director and set policies, 
o The new Fund will be totally exempt from Insurance Commissioner 
regulatory authority to approve rates and punish 'Nfongdoing. 
Title 41, Chapter 2, Section 1 (4) says the Fund is subject only to 
Chapters 4,13, 16, 18 and 49. Even though these sections may 
reference the Commissioner, without Chapter 2, the Commissioner 
is powerless to control Fund activities. This situation happened 
with the Oregon state fund. 
o The role and authority of the Industrial Commission over the State Fund is 
unclear. 
o The role of the State of Idaho is unclear. 
Deficit responsibility remains, even though the bi ll attempts to limit 
liability in Section 1, Paragraph 2. Other state courts have ruled 
that states are liable for state fund deficits, 
Ownership of Fund assets is shifted from the state to a quasi-
public organizat ion belonging to the po licyholders, similar to Utah 
state fund claims. 
000025 
Wor il ing fa Make Insurance Wor~01.09 
Dawn Justics, February 27,1998 
H.B. n4 Imperils guaranteed coverage to employers. 
o If the state no longer'has oversight authority, the Fund can refuse to be' 
the "provider of last resort" and refuse participation in the residual market 
pool. 
o Severe marketdjsruptions when high-risk employers (roofers, etc.) cannot 
get insurance, as when the Oregon State Fund did this. 
H.B. 774 could Imperil Fund solvency and create a state liabillty for deficits. 
o Management salaries will be increased and employees will remain in the 
state retirement system, thus increasing costs. 
o The state will lose control over the proper use of reserves and surplus 
found in Title 41, Chapters 6,7 and 8, to which the Fund will not be 
subject. Audits will no longer be required by the state, 
o The Fund lril! lose its federal tax exempt status because it will no longer 
meet the 501 (c)(6) I.R.S. test (According to the Taxpayer Relief Act of 
1997, Sec. 963, assets must clearly revert to the state upon dissolution in 
order to maintain tax exempt status). Surplus eamed will be taxed at 
corporate tax rates. 
o The combination of these events could create new financial pressures. 
4. H.B. 774 allows the state to unfairly compete with private Industry. 
o The State Fund currently has 53 percent of the workers' compensation 
market by premium volume. When it was established, the Fund was 
granted certain tax advantages in return for being the "provider of last 
resort" to Idaho employers. This mission has since been diluted with the 
establishment of an "assigned risk pool," where losses are shared with 
private insurers. 
42 percent of earned premium was dividend back in 1996. 
15 percent rate reduction was given to all policyholders in 1991, 
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3 - Dawn Justice, February 27, 1998 
o This will allow the Fund to continue to receive those advantages while 
avoiding any liability. 
H:B. 774 directs the Fund to directly compete with private insurers. 
Section 1 (3) states the Board shall run the $tat6 insurance fund as 
an "efficient insurance company." . 
The Fund does not have to bear the considerable extra costs of a 
certificate or of regulatory compliance imposed by the state 
(approval of rates, claims audits, financial audits) that are borne by 
private industry. 
With its 53 percent market share, the Fund will have an unfair 
market advantage over all private insurers. 






The State Fund is financially strong and has achieved its status under 
present management and organization. 
SurpluS doubled from $78 million in 1994 to $150 million in 1996. 
The average rate of return of 20 percent on surplus in the last 
three years is better than the private industry average. 
The market is very healthy with at least 25 national carriers competing for 
business. Many other insurance carriers want to enter the Idaho market. 
as the California market is now unprofitable. 
If passed, H. B. 774 will start the Fund on a path to maximize financial 
return, even if that means moving Idaho earned capital to other states (as 
the Utah State Fund has done). The Fund's Board will have a fiduciary 
responsibility to seek the highest return, even if that is outside Idaho. 
If H.B. 774 passes, the state will lose its authority and control to turn the 
Fund in the future to protect employers and injured employees. 
000111 000027 
.··4 - Dawn Justice, February 27, 1998 
If the State wishes to eliminate the original reason for the State Fund, then 
It should be liquidated. 
a The original reason for the Fund was for it to be "provider of last resort," 
where private insurance was unavailable to employers. 
o There is no reason to allow the State Fund to compete directly with 
private industry unless it serves this special need. 
a As an altemative, the state could sell off the assets of the Fund to private· 
insurers and leave the current NCCI-run residual pool in place to be 
shared by private insurers. 
















Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 
North Idaho College 
University of Idaho 
Gonzaga Law School (1979) 
Mine Mill Operator (Galena) 
Hard Rock Gypo Miner (Galena) 
Hot Tar Roofer 
Brush CrewlFire Fighter Foreman 
High School Teacher/Coach 
Marine Deputy Sheriff 
{ ('II 
. \¥ 
PRACTICE OF LA W 1979 - PRESENT 
Idaho (1979) 
9th Circuit (1983) 
Montana (1989) 
Colorado (1992) 
10th Circuit (1993) 
U.S. Supreme Court (1993) 
Worker's Compensation 
Emplo)ment Law 






Co-Founder - Idaho State Bar Worker's Compensation Section 
Co-Founder - North Idaho Employers Group (1993) 
lAC! Blue Ribbon Worker's Compensation Conunittee (1995) 
Bad Faith In Worker's Camp, Industrial Commission Conference (1988) 
Panels-Who Are These Guys, Industrial Commission Conference (1989) 
ISIF, Idaho Association of Commerce & Industry (1989) 
Safety, Its Evervone 's (Lega/) Responsibility, 52nd Intermountain Logging 
Conference (1990) 
The State oUdaho 's Worker's Compensation System Today: Its Not All 
Good News, Employers' Conference on Workers' Compensation (1991) 
Current Regional Legislation & Litigation, Human Resources Association 
Of Treasure Valley, Boise (1994) 
Worker's Compensation Issues, TPM Safety Conference (1994) 
North Idaho Employers' Group -Organized & Sponsored first three annual 
Workers' Compensation Conferences (1993, 1994 & 1995) 
Speaker at the 6th Annual Conference On Workers' Compensation. 




Lines v. Idaho Forest Industries 
Edwards v. Il7dustrial Commission/SIF ($28 million) (E-2) 





b. 1997 Senate Bill (Not require SIF to pay Treasurer) 
c. Lydia Justice Edwards - telephone call 
d. "5 minutes" 
n. Emergencyllmmediately 
a. No notice to policyholders of "emergency" 
b. Quarterly Newsletter, Winter 1997 (E-3) 
c. Why important for policyholders (Idaho businesses) to know of emergency 
1. 1st Annual Report - Policyholders own reserves and surplus (E-4) 
2. Legislative Committee (11-1-50) Report (E-5) 
2. Starting A Business In Idaho (E-6) 
3. Attorney General letter to Representative Alltus (11-03-97) -
Policyholders have "!!Q" ownership in SIF Surplus (E-7) 
4. Judge Kosonen's opinion (12-18-97) (E-8) 
m. Problems With HB774 
a. Idaho Code §72-901 (proposed) "Independent public body politic and 
corporate" 
b. Know what SIF is today? 
c. Know what an independent public body politic and corporate is? 
d. What is Idaho Health Facility Authority? (P. 597-98) 
e. Supreme Court case 
1. Board of County Commissioners of Twin Falls l'. Idaho 
Health Facilities Authority (E-9) 
IV. BoardlNew Level of Bureaucracy (proposed) 
a. Add five (5) person board - pay plus costs 
b. How does GovernorlLegislature get rid of any directors 
c. Current "board": 1996 Annual Report - Governor, Attorney General, State 




V. Board Members Liability (proposed) 
a. Personal liability 
b. Idaho Code §72-907 (current) Exempts manager (E-ll) 
c. No provision for board for board exception 
VI. Board Authority vs. Manager vs. Endowment Fund vs. Board of Examiners - Conflict 
a. Idaho Code §72-901 (proposed) - Board can"exercise any power" 
b. Idaho Code §72-903 (current) - Manager has full power (E-12) 
c. Idaho Code §72-912(a) (current) - Endowment Fund Investment Board 
Power to invest (no proposed change) (E-13) 
d. Idaho Code §72-927 (current) - submits claim disbursements to Board of 
Examiners (E-14) 
VII. Board To Assure Its Run As An "Efficient Insurance Company" 
a. 2nd SIF Annual Report (1920) (E-15) 
b. Idaho Code §72-902 (proposed) - Deletes Manager's right to acquire real -
property 
c. Does not do that - it expands power because Manager can "do 
any and all things"/no limitations 
VIII. Idaho Code §72-911 (proposed) Surplus Reserve 
a. Idaho Code §72-911 (current) (E-16) 
b. $6 million needed now (see auditors 1996 report) (E-17, 17.1, 17.2) 


















"This conference gets better and betca every 
year! Well done . .. CEO 
"A. day well spent! All of the speakers were 
great. " T:rn\:>q E.x;ecutive 
"['l[ make a point to go to this every year! 
It's so informative." SeniorEJIe..."Utivc 
"If you're going to attend only one conference 
this year, I recommend this one! l' UniO!l Offic:U.I 


















'La Mining Con;..J?CllY 
Ct PerscTml!!I SeT\ic<:s 
Ve~er Company 
.,dirt ~,d Company 
uTUli Mtdica! C<!'nfer 
~~rt')"NQrthwut 
~'f!%~ .. ' isiaJuJ.Plicific Corporarion 
~."" . Idaho ifTl11t.ediale Care 
~- ~ c.Modt:l Engbuming. Inc . 
. ~ -.. ~.'eTWood Tl~ml! Park 
.~ tshilt<f P~cbus Maals. lltc. 
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PROGRAlVI 
;:J() - 8:00 Registntio'Q & COlltinental Bre.akrast 
8:00 - 5:15 We1comt Address, Larry Jeffries, Sunshine 
Pn::cious MetAls, Inc. 
8:15 • 8:45 Ktynote Address, Philip E. Batt. Governor 
of the State of Idaho 
S:4S - 9:45ll1dustrial Commission Updates, IUcilel 
Gilbert. Idaho Industriai CoOlII'js~on; 
James F. Kile, Idaho Industrial Commis&on 
9:4$ -10;00 Morning Break 
10:00 - 11:00 
11:00 - 12:00 
1::::00 -1:00 
1:00 - 1:30 
1;3(} - 2;3() 
2:30·3:15 
3:15 · 3:30 
3:3~· 4:15 
4:15 - 4::W 
Trick or Treat: !king Able To T~U The 
Ditreren~ WiD Save you Monev, 
Starr Kelso, SllUT Kelso Llw Office 
Chartered. Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 
Do~s and !>oa'ts 'OJ; Employers. RE: 
WClADAlFMLA Interaction, .8obbi 
Dominiclc. EWn tt. Burke, P.A .. Boise 
Lunch. (provid~) 
Legislative Updates, Dawo Bushman, Idaho 
Asrociation of Commerce and Industry 
~,",ntati"'e Steps (or Re~titive !I-'1otion 
and B:.lCk mjl)rie:s, Virginia Taft., O:>elJr 
d' Alene Hand Therapy; Paula Ta.ytOf', 
KOOtenai Medical Cen!er 
OSHA Inve:stigations - Empl()y~rs 
PerspKtive lind l':lnd Di~on, Ed 
Wilson· Moderaror. Brookes Sp¢ncer. K.C. 
Hansen. Vu-giI Howell ~ Pmdiscs 
Aften'loon Break 
Slaying the Burnout Dragon; Issues of 
Worl.: R.ela~ S~ 
Fr.tnCie Miller. North Id9.ho Criticll 
Incident Stress Management Team 
OQSiJ:I.g Remarks, I..ar.y Jeffries. SUllslunc: 
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SPEAKERS 
fi7:;::~ .• ;/ • ,1 " C' ",f~-' <" • 
Prtl{'~"Lt~'ITt~:f.ffiLIi~t~:· Tv\'E:-''TY-
~INTH GovtRNOR OF THE STATE. OF IDAHO. 
Governor Bart was n("S( elected to the [<Wlo Stl.le Legi~lIturc in 
1965. He previously served two yean in the Idahc Hou~ of 
Represenutives. fourteen years in the Idaho Slate Seoal::: IIJ1d 
f::JU.r ye3l':'l as Lt. /JQvero .... r. 
,"! ;;1';1 I" 
~~~r-tm1~~hHE. HUMAN 
RESOURCE DiREctoR lkYR SUNSH.lJ\'E. PRECIOUS 
METAlS, INC. His !'e$pomibilide:; incit.:de labor relatioru, 
benefits administration. workers ' compe:uatior., safety and 
compe."Ulltion. In addition to Suo shine Mlr:in~, Larry's man-
~semenc experience includes govemmenuJ a:::encic.s and olher 
mining compani~. 
."p.,- . . , ',. , g. ~./ .jf i:ItR-~o ..t!...~6:LSo GRADUATED 
CU:M LAUDE FROM GO~'ZAGA l.JNlVERSITY LAW 
SCHOOL AND CURRENTLY O?1~S TaE STARR 
K.EI.SO LAW OFFICE IN COEUR D'ALE.!'/'E. He was a 
founding director o! the [c!aho State Bar Association' s Workers 
COID~swon Section. His practice f<:rr tbe past fifteen y~ 
has focuscd 01\ employmcnt and woc'ati compensation 101· ... ·. 
Mr. Kelso is recognized for his wvocacy of employer i::1terc:st'l . 
Ml)st recently, his work led to the filing of Edwards v Idaho 
SUle Industrial CommissionlSIF' wherei., (be Idaho Supr=e 
Court O1'd~ the Indwttial COmmission to ':oroply \\."th rhe 
law and require the StateInsunnce Fund to pay o .... er S2S mil· 
lion CO Sute Treasur¢r Edwards (or lJ¢ ptotectbn of employa:-;; 
and lojurocl WQrkcn. 
~ ,Of A f(:<J4I1 ,.£1.~J/.r ,.e 
~,...~ ...,::p :~t, ;~0 ~ ... ~, i".~..£.·tJ ,J.!:. r~'- .# 
~~":::)'lI!:tB€J<;T ..!r,.9'(".~fl\.flssre.NER 
GILBERT IS SERVING A SIX YEAR TER..'1 AS THE 
E~fPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE O~ THE IDAHO 
L"-'DUSTRIAL COMMISSION. She was ap?oin[e<i ':>;' 
Govc:mor Philip E. Batt in January 1995. CofTl1I1ijsionc:rGilb-!rt 
received her B.S. Degree from the Univenicy of Ncbnuka and 
her M.A. degree from the Cone:c of idaho. b ~hy. 
Commissioner Gilbert was elected Vice ?residcnt of the 
WestCTTl A..~1tion of Workers' Compensation Boa=ds com· 
prised of eighteen we3tem stares. She y,iU chair the w~tc:n 
confc:ren~ coGvention in Coecr d' Alene on Jul~' 9 -12.2000, 
",,"; 1.f*,.c"'1' p..t~':''''- , of 
"F " ..xii,,,.~ f'l'i':'A_ .) .... 1'- ....... A.... . ... t- .--, 
J,A:':.l~~F;i..n..i.U; - ~th"'llVlm[vi."\ER;KI.LE IS A 1913 
r~ ......... -rr. 1"\>:' T'U'I:"' T""TV'C":::'<;:rry ""' rn 1 HI) r .XW 
as wet: as Sef"!Tl& WIth the Idaho Attorney Genc:rul's Off,c/': 
where he handled crirrjmJ prosecutions and appeal} [0 t~e 
(dlho Supreme COIlrt. James h1S 15 y:::a.rs ex.~encc: v .. ith tn<: 
l.R. Simplot Company where he represected all a.sp¢et:s oflhei!' 
legal department with s~(;ia.l emphasis in labor and =ploy · 
ment law. fn lanu,e.:y 1997. Mr. Kile ass-umed his nell.' p') ,ition 
as the Htomey rc?rc$enlati ve on the Idaho IncuHriaJ 
O;>mJ'1"'jssion. 
:P71~~ .~~f~' ,,/' 
nJ~:r- Dr..!!..?.4. ;S-;f,;.-f.' . .f; ~..,$ ~~'i"M, 
~"';N.~yn.;w,,1...\.l"t"" 'u..\?\'(:-N<f·~~WVkA'{Y IS TIrE 
HUMAN RESOURCE DIRECTOR FOR IDAHO 
ASSOCIATIO:-; OF COMl\-IERCE .6,u",n I1'-'DUSTRY 
CI.'\CI). Her expeMe:nce includes oyer 15 y,ars in human 
resource mmagcment in the hNel industry of Te.xas. Cali {om.i a 
:\[\d Sin~apore . Dawr. hold!; II Master's de/,;!'e<: in Public 
AdrnirustratioCt and has a solid bac;kgro'JI'IC of e)(~cnce J.r.C 
kno·",·lo;1.ge i::l go\·crnmental. af'fai.rs. mc,s{ rece!ltly 'with :.he 
F':"~ideel's oroce at Boise State Un:i\'cI :,icy. Active during the 
1993 legisbtive session. Dawo focused oe worker's ctxnpc;:!1sa· 
cion, unemployment insW'al1cc. emplo;:er-sponsorcd heJlth ca;-e 
b=efits and education iSSUe5'l 
~
:qr.t ,;11.j (0 ~~. ~,. f 
.~~~ .; fP ".ft'! ~~.t..~ ~·u",~ ,-I.:'" 
, · B8'If."l2X:JML"flCK' +'''':itSQtli~-r'~~~JNffi1Cb: IS .'\ 
SHAREHOLDER IN T:aE LAW FIRl'vI Of ELA,;.\.1... & 
BURKE, P.A. She pra<;ticc:s in the area, of ..... 1 r.ll18t..l.1 d:s<:ltarge 
a!ld discrimination 13.\\'. employer/=Dloy~ ce1atiol!S law a.ud 
appellate law. Sbe Wa!! flQmit:ed to the Id2.ho ~d l ..... S. Dist;ic:. 
Court. District oflc1aho in 1982; To Lflc U.S . COU!1: Of.1..P'V....u3. 
Ninth Circuit in 1934 :md to \he U.S Supr=-:: Coc~ l~ 1 :'86, 
She r/::Ct"ived a B.A. degree cum la~de From Eo:se St:J.:c 
l'uivcr.i!y and J.D. jegn:>e cum laude from £t,e Univ~ir; I)f 
idaho Ie 1982. ' 
. ",.;l~ I' P;:O-r:"'> ., v:' , ... , d, . -." " ,,,,. , "ItS. .t .. ~., ~ ~ 4. J ~ :~ .4 I~/· • JRB~~<?fl;;Mf-, . "ffGIr.;,-L->" TAFT IS"'''' 
oCCUPA'nONAL THERAPbl ~'A..t'-"D OW"i'ER OF 
COEUR D' ALE~'E H.~·"'rD THERAPl'. She has b<:c:'l in P:l-
vale pr:!Ctice in North {t:Uho f:>r Lhe pzsr 2D yean an<! c..I."t'eotly 
crnpbys :l staff of eigJ1[ i.ndudini; phy:; iaI. c:<;;CUpa::1ona: J.!'1C 
IDa!.sage thera.pists. Pros;ams provided indude ha.t'ld rehabilitl· 
rion, ergonvmics and pain IDaJUgement. Virginia hJ,:; "o[kee! 
C.'l.lensively ... i th han.! a:'1G upper 'x><ly injuries 3.nd spxi:ilize5 
in ergonomics :md oy?fascii\.l rele.lSe tec hnic;ues She h,lS 
worked extensively '.l:ith til.: id4.ho In.iustrial Cor.unis.; i0<"1 :0 
cpo(din3te work re~[":\. assist in W0~\c mt:'<!;ftc;)(!on and [.,,-;E · 
· ··. , .... ·."' ~ ........ ~;~ ; ;11' 
~ 
. ~ 









IN THE SUPREME ~HESTATE OF IDAHO 
Docket No. 23518 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION ) 
FOR WRITOF MANDAMUS AND ) 
ALTERNATIVE WRIT OF MANDAMUS TO ) 
THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION AND ) 
DREW S. FORNEY, MANAGER OF THE 




LYDIA JUSTICE EDWARDS, in her 
official capacity as Treasurer of 
the State of Idaho, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
INbUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO and DREW S. FORNEY, 
in his official capacity as Manager 


















Boise, April 1997 Term 
1997 Opinion No. 93 
Filed: July 25, 1997 
Frederick C. Lyon, Clerk 
This is an original jurisdiction proceeding on a petition for writ of mandamus. 
The petition for writ of mandamus is granted. 
Jim Jones & Associates, Boise, for petitioner. Jim Jones argued. 
Hon. Alan G. Lance, Attorney General; A. Rene Martin, Deputy Attorney General, 
Boise, for respondent Industrial Commission of the State ofIdaho. A. Rene Martin 
argued. 
Hon. Alan G. Lance, Attorney General; Brett T. DeLange, Deplity Attorney General, 
Boise, for respondent Drew S. Forney. Brett T. DeLange argued, 




The Treasurer of the State of Idaho filed a petition for writ of mandamus requesting the 
Supreme Court to order the Industrial Commission to require the State Insurance Fund to make a 
security deposit with the Treasurer pursuant to Idaho Code Section 72-301(2) . We hereby grant the 
petition. 
I. 
FACTS AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
in July 1996, the law finn of Kelso & Irwin, P.A., filed a: petition for declaratory ruling with 
the industrial Commission (Commission) seeking a det~nnination that I.e. § 72-301 applies to the 
State insurance Fund (SIF) . I.e. § 72-301(2) provides that the Commission shall require workmen's 
compensation sureties to deposit with the Treasurer of the State ofIdaho an amount equal to the total 
amounts of all outstanding and unpaid compensation awards against the surety. Kelso & Irwin 
argued that since the SIF is a surety pursuant to I.e. § 72-1 02(28)(Supp. 1997)', the SIF is required 
to make the above deposit required by I.e. § 72-301(2). The SIF argued that the Idaho Legislature 
has directed the SIF, pursuant to I.e. § 72-911, to maintain surplus and reserve funds that are 
sufficiently large to cover the catastrophic hazard and all other unanticipated losses and to meet 
anticipated losses and cany all claims and policies to maturity. The SIF further argued that pursuant 
to I.e. § 72-912, the Endowment FUnd Investment Board (the Board) is required to invest the surplus 
and reserve funds belonging to the SIF. The SIF thus claimed that compliance with I.e. § 72-912 
provides greater protection to its claimants and insureds than that afforded to other sureties' insureds 
under I.C. § 72-301, and that therefore, to the extent there is a conflict between I.e. § 72-301 and 
I.e. § 72-912, the latter controls. 
The Commission issued its ruling on the petition on August 20, 1996, declining to provide 
the relief requested by Keiso & Irwin. The Commission found that Kelso & Irwin had failed to 
establish that an actual or justiciable controversy existed. The Commission based its decision on the 
finding that Kelso & Irwin failed to show that it would be directly affected by the posting of the 
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security, Kelso & Irwin thereafter filed an appeal with this Court, which has been stayed pending 
the outcome of this original proceeding. 
On October 4, 1996, the petitioner in the present case, State Treasurer'Lydia Justice Edwards 
(Edwards) was advised by the Idaho Attorney General of the pending litigation in Kelso & Irwin l', 
State Ins. Fund. Edwards concluded that the SIP is required to make the security deposit as set forth 
in I.e. § 72-301(2) and that the SIF had never done so. Edwards then wrote to both the SIF and the 
Commission requesting that the deposit immediately be made. The SIF, responding through the 
Attorney General's office, stated that it could not comply with Edwards' request without violating 
I.e. § 72-912. Edwards renewed her request by letter dated November 20, 1996, stating that the two 
statutes could be reconciled, but the SIP' again declined to make the deposit. The Commission never 
responded to either letter. 
Edwards considered intervening in the Kelso appeal, but decided that this course of action 
would not provide a speedy resolution to these issues. Edwards concluded that since the issue 
-
pending in the Kelso appeal was whether ajusticiable controversy exists between Kelso and the SIP, 
a ruling in that case may not address the merits. Edwards also believed that the Commission would 
be reluctant to entertain a new petition brought by her while the Kelso appeal is pending. Edwards 
further believed that even if the Court were to issue a ruling on the merits in the Kelso appeal, it was 
not clear an order would be issued mandating the Commission to require the SIF to place a d~posit 
with Edwards. Thus, on January 7, 1997, Edwards filed this original jurisdiction proceeding against 
the Commission and Drew S. Forney (Forney), in his official capacity as Manager of the SIF 
(collectively the Respondents), seeking a writ of mandamus. 
As of December 31, 1996, the market value of the SIF's portfolio that the Board holds for the 
SIF pursuant to I.e. § 72-912, was $386,019,710.08. As of December 31, 1996, the SIFts Incurred 
Loss Reserve was $131,205,000 and its surplus was $150,360,192.17. The total amount of all 




Edwards states the issues as follows: 
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1. Whether mandamus is an available remedy for Edwards in this matter. 
2. Whether the Commission must require the SIF to make a deposit with the Treasurer under 
I.e. § 72-301(2) and whether the SIF must make such deposit. 
The Commission states the issue as follows : 
1. Whether an adequate remedy at law exists by which the Treasurer may address the issues 
raised by her petition, preventing the Supreme Court's issuance of a writ of mandamus or 
other alternative writ. 
The SIF states the issue as follows: 
1. Whether Edwards has statutory authority to bring her petition. 
III. 
ANALYSIS 
A. A Writ Of Mandamus Is The Appropriate Remedy In This Case. 
Article V, § 9 of the Idaho Constitution and Idaho Code Section 1-203 confer on the Supreme 
Court original jurisdiction to issue writs of mandamus. Such a writ may be issued "to compel the 
performance of an act which the law especially enjoins as a duty resulting from an office . .. " I.e. 
§ 7-302. This Court has held that mandamus is the proper remedy for one seeking to require a public 
officer to carry out a clearly mandated ministerial act which is not discretionary. Cowles Publ'g Co. 
v. Magistrate Court, 118 Idaho 753, 760, 800 P.2d 640,647 (1990). However, the existence of an 
adequate remedy in the ordinary course of law, either legal or equitable in nature, will prevent the 
issuance ofa writ of mandamus. Idaho Falls Redev. Agency v. Countryman, 118 Idaho 43, 44,794 
P.2d 632, 633 (1990). The party seeking the w~t of mandamus has the burden of proving the 
absence of an adequate, plain, or speedy remedy in the ordinary course of law. Id. 
In the present case; the Respondents argue that the mandamus action is inappropriate here 
because Edwards had an . adeq':late remedy at law, reasoning that I.C. § 72-301 grants the 
0 ' • , 
Commission the authority to enforce that section's provision, and that in instances of an actual 
controversy, a party with a proper interest may seek a declaratory ruling from the Commission. 
Specifically, the Respondents rely on Rule XV of the Commission's Judicial Rules of Practice and 







"whenever [a person has] an actual controversy over the construction, validity or applicability of a 
statute, rule, ~egulation or order pertaining to any matter within the Idaho Industrial Commission's 
jurisdiction .... " Rule XV(f) provides that the Commission may issue a written ruling which shall 
have the force and effect of a final order or judgment or decline to make a ruling. The Respondents 
thus argue that Edwards should have proceeded in this manner, and that if the Commission issued 
a ruling against her she could have then appealed directly to this Court. This, the Respondents claim, 
provided Edwards with an adequate remedy at law for addressing the issues in her petition. 
The Respondents' argument must fail for two reasons. First, it would have been futile for 
Edwards to have filed a declaratory judgment action bef?re the Commission. On October 22, 1996, 
Edwards wrote to the Commission and the SIF requesting the Commission to require the SIF to 
deposit with her an amount equal to the total amounts of all outstanding and unpaid compensation 
awards against the SIF pursuant to I.e. § 72-301(2). Brett DeLange of the Attorney General's office 
responded to Edwards' letter, apparently only on behalf of the SIF, and stated that the SIF could not 
comply with Edwards' request without violating I.e. § 72-912. Edwards again wrote to the SIF and 
the Commission enclosing a legal evaluation by attorney Jim Jones, which concluded that the two 
statutes in question, I.e. § 72-301 and § 72-912, could be reconciled. Brett DeLange responded to 
Mr. Jones, again solely on behalf of the SIF, stating that the SIF declined to make the requested 
deposit. The Commission never responded to Edwards and never demanded that the SIF make the 
deposit with Edwards. Thus, the only reasonable conclusion is that the Commission either did not 
believe it had the authority to require the SIF to make the deposit or it believed that the SIP was not 
required to make the deposit. Either way, Edwards had good reason to believe that filing a 
declaratory judgment action before the Commission would have been futile. 
Second, and more importantly, the Commission could not provide a suitable forum in which 
to impartially interpret the statutes in question since Edwards is asking the Commission to interpret 
and enforce a statute against itself. I.e. § 72-301(2) provides, in pertinent part: 
To the end that the workmen secured under this act shall be adequately protected, the 
commission shall require such sureties to deposit and maintain with the treasurer of 
the state money or bonds of the United States or of this state ... in an amount equal 






(Emphasis added). Requesting the Commission to issuea declaratory ruling interpreting a statute 
which requires the Commission itself to take certain action raises serious due process questions. A 
petition for writ of mandamus was therefore the proper course of action for Edwards to take under 
the circumstances of this case. 
B. The Commission Must Require The SIF To Deposit With Edwards The Current 
Total Amount Of All Outstanding And Unpaid Compensation Awards Against 
The SIF, And The SIF Must Make Such Deposit. 
The statutes at issue in this case, which the Respondents claim are in conflict, are I.e. § 72-
301(2) and I.e. § 72-912. As stated above, I.e. § 72-301(2) directs the Commission to require all 
workmen's compensation sureties in this state to deposifwith the treasurer "an amount equal to the 
total amounts of all outstanding and unpaid compensation awards against such surety." "Surety" is 
defined under Title 72, Idaho Code, as "any insurer authorized to insure or guarantee payment of 
worker's compensation liability of employers in any state; it also includes the state insurance fund, 
a self insurer and an inter-insurance exchange." I.C. § 72-102(28). (Emphasis added.) Thus, the 
SIF is clearly included in "sureties" under I.e. § 72-301(2). The Code further provides that the 
monies deposited with the Treasurer shall be held in an express trust for the benefit of the employees 
of the employers whose compensation liability has been determined. I.e. § 72-302. 
The SIF contends it is exempt from the responsibility of making such a deposit based upon 
the provisions of1.e. § 72-912 which provides, in pertinent part: 
Investment of surplus or reserve.-The endowment fund investment board shall at 
the direction of the manager invest any of the surplus or reserve funds belonging to 
the state insurance fund in real estate and the same. securities and investments 
authorized for investments by insurance companies in Idaho as shall be approved by 
the manager. The endowment fund investment board shall be the custodian of all 
such securities or evidences of indebtedness, provided that the endowment fund 
investment board may employ a custodial bank to hold such securities. 
The SIF contends that it cannot comply with I.e. § 72-301(2) without violating the provisions ofI.C. 
§ 72-912. Pursuant to the' rules 'of statutory construction, the SIF argues, I.e. § 72-912 is the more 
specific statute and is therefore controlling. 
In addition, the SIF argues that it provides greater protection for its insureds and claimants 
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amount required to be deposited under I.e. § 72-301(2), i. e., the outstanding and unpaid 
compensation awards or known losses. With respect to the above "surplus," I.e. § 72-911 provides 
that 10% of the premiums collected from employers shall be set aside to create a surplus large 
enough to "cover the catastrophe hazard and all other unanticipated losses." I.e. § 72-911 also 
provides that the SIF is to maintain a "reserve" adequate enough "to meet anticipated losses and 
carry all claims and policies to maturity." Thus, the SIF argues that the legislature intended for the 
Board to be the custodian for all of the SIF's securities acquired to cover all of its losses, and 
therefore cannot deposit any security with Edwards without violating I.e. § 72-912. 
With respect to the rules of statutory construction, this Court has held that when two statutes 
relate to the same subject, even though they are in apparent conflict, they are to be construed 
hannoniously if at all possible. In a recent case, the Court held: 
[I]t is axiomatic that this Court must assume that whenever the legislature enacts a 
provision it has in mind previous statutes relating to the same subject matter. In the 
absence of any express repeal or amendment, the new provision is presumed in 
accord with the legislative policy embodied in those prior statutes. Therefore, 
statutes relating to the same subject, although in apparent conflict, are construed to 
be in harmony if reasonably possible. 
Cox v. Mueller, 125 Idaho 734, 736,874 P.2d 545, 547 (1994) (citations omitted). We hold that I.e. 
§ 72-301(2) and § 72-912 can be reconci led harmoniously. 
The definitions of "surplus" and reserves", as those terms relate to the SIF, are found in I. e. 
§ 72-911. "Surplus" is a percentage of insurance premiums set aside to cover catastrophes and other 
unanticipated losses. An outstanding and unpaid compensation award cannot qualify as an 
unanticipated loss since it is a known and quantifiable amount. A "reserve" fund under I.e. § 72-911 
is to "meet anticipated losses and carry all claims and policies to maturity." Anticipated loss here 
means a'loss anticipated or expected in the future that is currently not known. This is not the same 
as an existing, known loss or award for which the deposit is required under I.e. § 72-301(2) . Thus, 
we hold that the legislature did not intend for "surplus and reserves" , as those terms are defined in 
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I.e. § 72-910 further supports a constmction that monies representing all outstanding and 
unpaid compensation awards should be deposited with the treasurer. That section provides, in 
pertinent part: 
State treasurer custodian of fund.--The state treasurer shall be the custodian of the 
state insurance fund, and all disbursements therefrom shall be paid by him upon 
warrants signed by the state controller or upon sight drafts signed by the state 
insurance manager as provided by section 72-927, Idaho Code. 
This section indicates that it is the treasurer who is to make any and all payments. In view of this 
requirement, we believe that the legislature intended for the treasurer to be the keeper 0 f the monies 
from which the outstanding and unpaid workers' compensation awards are to be paid. Otherwise, 
the above-quoted sentence from I.e. § 72-910 would have no meaning. 
Another reason that I.e. § 72-301(2) and § 72-912 can be reconciled (i.e., that the 
outstanding compensation awards are not included in I.C. § 72-912) is related to the provision in I.e. 
§ 72-912 which states that the Board shall , when so directed by the manager ofth~ SIF, invest the 
surplus and reserve funds in real estate. The investment in such a long-term unliquidated asset like 
real estate would certainly seem ideal for unanticipated, future forward-looking losses as well as 
even for catastrophic, anticipated losses since such an investment would likely yield a high rate of 
return in the long mn. However, such an investment would not be appropriate for an existing, 
known loss such as an outstanding and unpaid compensation award since such an award is 
presumably to be paid in the near future. 
We therefore hold that I.C. § 72-302(2) and § 72-912 can be constmed in harmony. I.e. § 
72-301(2) does apply to the SIF, and pursuant to that section, the Commission is hereby directed to 
require the SIF to deposit with Edwards an amount which is currently equal to the amount of all 
outstanding and unpaid compensation awards which monies will be disbursed by Edwards pursuant 
, 
to I.e. § 72-910 in due course. We further hold that Forney, as manager of the SIF, may direct the 
Board to invest the remaining SUtphlS and reserve funds pursuant to I:C. § 72-912. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 









Idaho State Insurance Fund 
'I Workers comp costs continue to drop 
Overall rate falls; Fund offers across-the-board cut; record dividend 
Good news comes in threes: 
TI.e overall workers compensation premium rate will de-
cline in 1998; the State Insurance FLlnd has won approval for 
another across-the-board rate reduction; and the Fund's divi-
dend will be substantially larger than anticipated. 
The Fund's policyholders and their employees canshare a 
lot of the credit for the continued lowering cost of workers 
compensation insurance. Paying attention to workplace safety 
is resulting in fewer accidents and that is translating into less 
money being spent on medical bills and 
time-loss benefits. 
Idaho is a leader in a national trend 
in safety conciousness tha t is red ucing 
workers compensation costs, and the 
payoff is that some Fund policyholders 
have seen their comp costs cut nearly in 
half in the past four years. 
$61.5 million dividend 
The Fund's 1998 dividend release 
will be about $6.5 million more than 
anticipated earlier this year. Instead of 
$55 million, the Fund will issue $61.5 
million to eligible policyholders. 
The total dividend amounts to about 
47 percent of premium collected dur-
ing the dividend period . To be eligible, a policyholder must 
have been insured for six months and have a policy effective 
date between July I, 1995, and June 30, 1996. 
Policyholders can expect their dividends to range from 
zero to about 70 percent of premium paid, depending on the 
policyholder's premium size and loss experience. 
Dividend checks will be mailed a couple of weeks later 
than normat however. Eligible policyholders can expect to 
receive their check in late January. 
Overall rate down 10%; Fund cuts all rates 15% 
percent. The decline is the fourth rate reduction in a row. Sincl' 
1994, the overall rate has fallen 29.3 percent, making Idaho's 
workers compensation rates among the lowest in the West. 
Also, for the second year in a row, lhe Fund hils won 
approval from the Department of Insurance for a 15 percent 
across-the-board rate red uction for its policyholders. 111e 
lower rates will apply to all new policies and to existing 
policies when they are renewed. 
Bob Creighton, the Fund's Underwriting Bure,.u ChieC 
cautioned policyholders not to expect to 
see their premiums drop exactly 25 per-
cent because of the 10 percent overall 
decrease and the Fund's 15 percent re-
duction. 
"The actuill prl'miunl cost \\' ill \ ' MY 
for individual policyholders bl'(,H1Se uf 
the rate c1assihcationsystem," Creighton 
explained. 
Rates are set for more than 600 classi-
fication codes for variolls types of 
employement. The 10 percent figure is Rates an overall average decrease. l\atc5 for 
some classifications may have increased 
down for 1998, while others may have de-creased. 
"We're very pleased to offer this 
upfront 15 percent reduction in pre-
mium rates," Creighton said . "With our dividend program, 
we've essentially collected money upfront in the form of 
premiums and then returned a substantial amount later in the 
form of dividends because we were successful financially. We 
realize many businesses would rather have their L1pfront costs 
trimmed and use the money for other pu rposes, rather thall 
wait for us to return it to them." 
Creighton pointed out, however, that 11 15 percent Clcross-
the-board cut could meiln a reduced dividend in the (uture. 
"Fortunately, the Fund's financial strength ,1I10wcd a rl'duc-
tion in 1997 and 199 Clnd i1 heCllth dividend return (or lli9H." 
Governor Phil Batt hilS announced that the overall workers Creighton silid. 
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FIRST ANNUAL REPORT 
"SURPLUS ANi) RESERVES BELONG TO--
':' "EMPLOYERS: ' ' 
Ifimust_Dot'be.forgotteri that the question of reserves, as 
as that of surplus, enters into this matter, but here again, 
advantage is on -the side of the State Fund for the reason 
all surplus and permanent reserves, .other.than those set -
e to m::;,ture claims, and even, this will be increased by 
~rsions that are bound to occur,...belongto the-employers 
are held for their benefit or are distributed to them as divi-
ds t k h is not true in the case of the casualty companies. 
D~ the first ten montlls of the operation of the IIund, 
~'~_ '-. seen that there has been accumulated_a net surplus of ' 
-J premium over all losses " (profits) amounting to 
1,279.66, while the statutory surplus fund (the catastrophe 
~rve) amounts to $22,902.01' more. This likewise belongs 
the employers for the reason that no catastrophe has oc-
red and therefore there is' no liability existing al1ainst this 
Id, which will always be protected by our re-insurance COll-
ct as set forth in the actuary's report. Thus, in addition to 
lower rates charged, the Fund has been able to save for 
insured employers $33,181.67, or nearly 15 per cent of the 
ount coHected from them, and which could be distributed to 
:m except that the law and good insurance principles require 
It it be kft in the Fund for their greater protection. 
Pmaltics.-In the assessment of penalties for failure or 
'usa 1 to comply with the law on the part of employers, an 
tremely temperate course was adopted. It was felt that the 
v i-r ,pew one and establishes a system which many people 
tl :b te must have regarded as an extremely radical one 
(;.-:-M therefore, leniency rather than harshness should rule. 
~ rillciple pursued was to make each delinquent employer 
y merely the cost of the effort of the department to induce 
m to come under the law. The expense of the law's cnforce-
ent is an expense of the Fund and is, therefore, paid by those 
nplo)'ers who have complied with the law by insuring in the 
,ate Fund. It scemed unfair to those who obeyed the law to 
ake then") bear any of the expensc of bring-ing in the dclin-
lent cmployers, so that wherever it became necessary to create 
ly e.'pense in enforcing the law, the delinquent employer was 
~j scd sufliciellt pellalty to reimburse the Fund for the cx-
~.: incurred. 
Cnly ODC suit was brought against an cmploycr to enjoin 
im from conducting his business, This cmployer ,quickly 
-
:,iil \~i·;,' . '.' 0,", \\d~~~P ~:f~ 
: '"t •• ,,", ".;" •• ;. STATE INSURANCEFUND'-';:~~<';"'-':-"'A' 17 '.;_ 
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.: :~""~>:..: ~*~'::'1;: ... ~ .. -:" oJ' ; :~.:~-:- ~·I-:t:t.~~ ... ~~~~t.S:;;~"~;, .. ~:;~~.r~~ ~ .~: 
sought\~ttl~me~t-'~f the case -~hi~h:'he ~w;;;'\_~~itt~d~t~~'make ,_:',{' 
by payment-of a~lcosts and a sITIalran:.ot:tn(in.a?diti9n-thereto. .::'~:~:: 
• the total am9unttng to $75.00,.~~~Ir; the,,:a$e.:of~·fe\y;.:~p.1~yers . -: ,~ 
,whose. employees had suffered accldep.tand~for:whp1e;care pro-,: ','-::;'C-
visionhad'not been madeunti1'at:ter~'~omplai~thad':bcen:'made ' ':~\ 
~ to this :'office :bi such injured 'employee,~a},somewhat: heavier.-~ 
',:' penalty"was inflicted::!::, The-_total!pe~a1ties':c?JJe~edramount to .<~.' 
$451.67 from 61 employers,;'"Th,e!.expense of: collection was <{'; 
. charged to the administrative e'SP~[}s.~,;~hjl.~ ~~;a.I!1_oun! col- . : 
lected was paid 'into the Fund.'~'·"'-::~";:'~Z'::':'··'~' ";:t':~':~:'- -:~~ " . .1' 
Interest.--:The'total amount of interest collected and earned 
to October 3,1;::1918;'amounts to$4,603.2Lilt:is/worthy of 
note, in this'connection, that the Funds:·hav.e:,been-,so·handled 
that the inte~~st::'earriings ha'Y~paid t~e-Stat<Insuran~Mall-_ .' . --:':;lJ) 
ager's -sala.fY~,~uring;,tpe ten months':: ~rio9~';'<m_d -ha.~~ left 'a: - ': :._;-;~ 
balance ,'oH!P,269.88,":': The penn':lnenf;:inves~~nts~:alfeady_" , . '0 
made fO('Jhe FU}ld, together with_,daily interest eaf!lings upon" , C 
.deposits;,lshould;·'during the year/pay;consjder~bly:more than' ," 0 
" one-halfthe 'entire expense of administration' oftheFund, -thus - : e(f) 
to:: that extent' lessening- the 'burden","up.0n ~ th,e.; empl,oY_ers.;; ,:'~' ':-. - N 
.It is my belief that if all employers in the'State'should ,in-- ' ~ 
sure with:the:~ State' Fundtheinteresr'earnings':~alone -upon - 0 
money necessary to ,be_ collected but held pending<requirement 00 
for expenditure, would more _ than- pay the.- entire 1";)5t of ad-
ministering the' Fund. , "" .,~; _:'" 
PERMANENT INVESTMEN'fS~'" 
Care has'been taken to keep invested 'all surpl~'~- funds lx-
longing to the State Insurance Fund. A list of the investments 
already made is furnished herewith. All bonds and mortgag-es 
are dcposited with the State Treasurer, who is charRed with 
the duty of collecting the interest and principal when due and 
turning the same into the Fund" . ~::. - ' 
In this connection I desire to call attention to the possibil-
ity offered for the future by the Fund:- The State Insurance· 
Manager has adopted the policy of investing the moneys of 
the Fund in no other security than those offered uy the people 
of the State of Idaho. The only exception to this rule has lxen 
the investment in Liberty Bonds of the United States g-overn-
J11ent, which it was rcgarded as a' patriotic duty to purchase 
during- the period of the war. These purcha~es. howevcr, went 
to the credit of the quota of the state ~,in that rcsp<:ct Jcs-
, SClleel the burden of the people of Idah~h"t ,,:.::tent 
,~ ~¥',:,< .• J~?\*~~¥-.~~_J,., " ,t!t",~.}:~,~~~¥,~\l",,~ ,:'!,,~'~~;'''!''';~, 
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STATE I NSLfP.ANCE FUND 
(Title 72, Chapter 9, Idaho Code) 
VJ.snorrer 
The designation, State Insurance Fund, is unfortunate 
being both inaccurate and confusing. The general term "insurance" 
results in confusion of identity ~ith the Department of Insur-
ance. The term "state funds It causes !IX)st people to believe · that 
it is a governmental fund o~ed by the state. Not a fey legis-
lators still think so. It is a trust fund adIDlnistered by the 
state. It is proprietary J not goverrurentel. The terms "funds ,. 
~rly applies only to the cash in ~he hands of the state Treas-
urer ~d other tangible assets in vhich it is invested. The term 
has become the designation of the agency ~hich administers the 
fund. It yould be much better if the fund (in the Treasury) 
.... ere designated as the ''Workrren's Compensation Trust Fund." 
He shall adhere in this report to the customary statutory and 
popular designation. 
Monopoly? Abrogation? 
When the vorknen's compensation lev vas enacted in 1917, 
the most bitterly contested issue was vhether or not the State 
Insurance Fund should be eetablished as an exclusive monopoly. 
A compromise vas then effected by "'hich the Fund ~as made a 
public mutual, vith pref~rential monopolistic coverage of all 
public employment, and as to private employment a competing car-
rier. Self-InEurance vas recognized, under anministrative regul -
tiOD. Private carriers vere recognized, not as casualty carriers, 
but as sureties, vho in the subsequent language of the Supreme 
Court are legally liable as "co-emploYers. II Smith v. McHan, 
56 Idaho 43, 49 Pac. 2d 1102. 
The State Fund's coverage is evidenced by an insurance 
policy, the coverage of other carriers by a surety bond. 'Pleir 
legal effect is the same. Liability is unlimited in amount, 
a carrier assuming the entire otatutory liability of its patron 
employer. · The State Fund's policy is not only unlimited but 
open-end J subject to cancellation on 30 days I notice. Private 
carriers' bonds, also unlimited in amount, generally run for ·an 
rumual term, renewable by continuation certificates. Of late 
years at least two companies have been issuing open-end bonds, ~ . 
terminable by cancellation on not less than 10 d~ys' notice. 






STARTING A BUSINESS IN IDAHO 
The Idaho Department of Commerce is pleased to present the 1995 edition of Starting {/ Business ill 
Idaho. This booklet provides Idaho entrepreneurs and businesses new to our state with the 
information necessary to successfully begin operation. It highlights the business registration process 
and the regulatory issues anew business will encounter. A complete directory of agencies specializ-
ing in assistance to start-ups is also provided. 
This guide is published as. part of Idaho's com.m.itment to its business community in working for 
a prosperous economy and a strong climate of business opportunity. The Idaho Department of 
Commerce supports these efforts with a variety of services and is available to assist businesses 
and individuals in fostering the continued prosperity of the state. 
, ,. 
PHILIP E. BATT, GOVERNOR J * 
JAMES V. HAWKINS, DIRECTOR 
THIS BOOKLET IS PUBLISHED BY 
THE DIVISION OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT: 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
700 WEST STATE STREET 
P.O. Box 83720 











Ill:tnbcr from lhe Idaho Slale T s. i11ll1ission by very competitive d/ 
filing an lBR-l. Employers are signed n number 
and issued an employer tax packet with payroll 
reporting forms and i nstl1lctions for reporting of 
wages paid and the state income taxes withheld. 
Every employer who is required by the Internal 
Revenue Service to deduct and remit federal 
income tax from wages and salaries paid to 
employees must also deduct and remit Idaho 
income tax. Deductions for state income tax are 
made using the employee's federal Form W-4 and 
the Idaho Income Tax Withholding Tables. 
Idaho Ullemp[oymeizl Tax 
Idaho businesses with employees are required to 
pay an unemployment tax. As mentioned above, 
the same form IBR-l is used also to secure an 
employer account number and tax rate for the 
payment of Idaho's unemployment tax from the 
Idaho Department of Employment. Using this 
rate, number and instructions, employers make 
quarterly unemployment tax payments. 
For more information on Idaho's unemployment 
tax, contact your local Job Service office (see 
page 19) or the state office at: 
Idaho Department of Employment 
Employer Accounts Bureau 
317 Main Street 
Boise, ID 83735 
(208) 334·6318, (800) 448·2977 
Fax: (208)334·6301 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
Most employers operating in I.daho are required 
to carry workers' compensation insur~hce. To 
fulfill this requirement, a business can insure 
with one of almost 300 private providers in the 
state or with the Idaho State Insurance Fund. In 
special cases, self· insurance is also permi tted 
through the Idaho Industrial Commission. 
Insurance rates are the same for all insurance 
carriers in Idaho, but the dividends paiel by the 
insurers vary. The Slate Insurance Fund is 
collectively o~ned by polieX holders falhe;' lhan 
Jalc-owned.1.. and it has a 11 istory of relu rn i ng 
10 
For more information on workers' compcns:1tiol1 
or a copy of "Workers' Compensatiol1: A Guide 
for Employers" contact: 
Idaho Industrial Commission 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720·0041 
(208) 334·6000, (SOO) 950·2110 
Fax: (208) 334·3711 
IDAHO STATE LABOR REGULATIONS 
To ensure compliance with Idaho's regulations 
on wages and hours, see "A Guide to Idaho 
Labor Laws" which is available from: 
, .. 
Idaho Department of Labor 
and Industrial Services 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720·4801 
(208) 334·2327, Fax: (208) 334·2683 
FEDERAL LABOR REGULATIONS 
Businesses with employees should be aware of 
U.S. Department of Labor regulations pertaining 
to work conditions, wages and payment prac-
tices. These activities are governed specifically 
by the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis· 
tration (OSHA) which produces the "OSHA 
Handbook for Small Businesses," and the Wage 
and Hour Division which offers a "Handy Refer-
ence Guide to the Fair Labor Standards Act." 
These publications and more information are 
available from: . 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Wage and Hour Division . 
3150 North Lake Harbor Lane 
Suite 102 
Boise, ID 83703 . 
(208) 334.1029, Fax: (208) 334·9475 
U.S. Dcpartment of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health 
3050 North Lake Harbor Lanc 
Suile 134 
Boise, In 83703 
(20H) 334.1H<i7, Fax: (208) 3J4-9407 
00.0049 
000133 
Rf;!prCS~\itttliv(! jerI' Alllus 
[)iSlrict 3. Kl)()(enni County 
P.O. Hox 2140 
I-Iuyucn, I duho H 3 H 35 
Dear Rerres<.:nlati v~ Alltus: 
STATE OF IDAHO 
OFFICE OF THE: AnORNEY GENERAL 
ALAN Q. LANCE 
November 3, 1997 
Drew Forne)" Manager of the Slalr;: lnsurau(.;c ]iund, Llsked me to respond to your It:gul 
inquiry "Do policyholder!; he.vc any (lwnershir rights to the State In!)lIrancc Fund surplus?". The 
unswcr i::l "no." 
EncJo:-;~d pkasc lind a "Mem()rundumin Support of Defendants' Motion (0 Dismis;. 
Under I~ulc 12(h)(6)" thnt wl\slikd in a 1996 lawsuit. 1 believe this Memorundum hr;:lps r:lIlSv.,:el' 
thc quc~\io\1 and for yOLir cOl1vc.nicnc..:c J have generally ~ummadr.ed some of the points in it /"1' 
yOll. 
1'hI.! plaintiff iJ'llhis 11m/suit ulkgcs thallhe Stalc lnsurnncc rund W(lS uc.:tuully II trust fund 
nnd that 199() Sellate Bill No, 1377 would imprt.pcrly llS~ the "policyholders/silarehnltir;:r.;" 
equity surplus \""hen workerli' eompel1!:iCltiun insurance was sold at the minimum nil mill I 
prcmillms WH\ was sold to agriculture workers. The! Compluint furthC!,. alleged that the 
"sharch{)hJ~rs" of lh~ fund would subsidizu fi.u-ITI workers and that this was t\l1 unlawful taking nf' 
\he equity :-;urplus of' the "shareholders" witholll due pr()c<::!'s Clnd without COl11pt:l1saliol1. 
The AHorncy (h:IlC!n:lJ's Ollicc. on_bchulf or (he Fund, anu\},zcd thl;! slntute:; und ens\:! IliW 
01 issLle and 1i.)lll1d tilat the plaintiffs Iegul conclLlsion Ihal u Fund policyholdC!r WEiS a :;hnrehold.:r 
of the Fund wag erroneOllS. The term ":-;hureholder" docs not uppear anywhere in Idaho Code * 
72-90 I. ('/ ,\'(1'1 .. the chapter of the Iduho Code thut establishes and regulates the Fuml . Also, the 
ma\)u!lC:{ of' the hind has no :;tatutory authority to i1lsuc shmes in the Fund 10 unyonc , Also, lhe 
Fund is not II rrivuk corporali{lI1 with shurc:holders hut IS il1sleud a Slille agclicy. It is also truc 
thut polieylw Idcrs hc.lVt! no COl1lrtlct rights in the FUl1d' S sllrplW5. The policyholders hove 110 
contrucl righls bccuuse the Idaho Lt:gislature hus not !'I'ovidcd (h~m with contract rights. Also. 
simply because policyholders in the pust may h"v~ enjoyeJ reduced premiums or dividends. slIch 
Civil LltI\1otlon Olvl$IOII 
I '.0 G'" , II: li;.~(l, C' ';~:I< . Idlill., 1 ~ ',/ '·:1 i ·' III: () 
i ,,:,I!lpll', ,I'. '. (:'01.1) :l:)~ ;)~I X), F!\l( (, "'lIi '3:,,; .'ll.l;) 
I ,u ':t:{.',!:r I~!,n w ~:'ltI:d !·d' (·{.'\ 




, . '" .. ( .... ... ',',1'1.-)4--; (]' " , 1-
?~.. , \.\ 
R(;:rn:seiiI3ti\l(.~ Jell AHtus 
November 3, 1997 
Pug~ - 2 
dol.!s not !;ivc rise to a contract right O[ ownership becuuse the: rJuho r ,t:gislulllt't: pluct:tl the 
("kc\~i()n wh~~thcr to dedHl't! a divicknd in the manager's discretion. 
In hJuho, since the policyholders have no properly ri~ht in lh~ Fund's slirplus. th(!r~ \\-us 
flothing to be taken from them. Al~o, the argl.lll1ent that the surplus or reserves of the Fund ore 
held ill I'trust" for il1Jividual policyholders is wrong because such was not provided for by the 
Idaho Legislature. Any usc of the words "in trust" could only bt! said to nit:u.n u genct'nl 
responsibility on behalf or the;: F1II1U In iosllre that the aSSl;!lS of' the Fund were hdd and expended 
in Llccoruuncc with Juw. 
On July 18, i 996. IJislrkt, Judge Craig C. Kosomm in the First Judiciai District heard oml 
arguments on the issues and ruled on behalf of the Stat~ Insurru1c~ found and MUllugcr Forney, 
stuting in pertine;:nt pmt u!' follows: 
... the pwhlcms fu<..:ing Plaintiff urt! problems thut the Court deems, however, it 
I.=ltnnot remedy, hec<lu!;e I find that 3S a mnttcr of law Plaintiff is not the o\VMf or 
uny interest. properly right in the surplus and reserves .... 
Thb rulin~ ~\\nfirmed that lh(;! policyh\))ders of' the Fund were not shnreholders und thal 
polkyholtkrs have no contractuaL property, equity or trust interest in the Fund or its surplus or 
rCbCr'Vcs, 
After Judge Kosoncn announced his ruling. the plaintiff in the lawsuit filed a Motion to 
Ikconsidcr the ruling and Judge Kosoncl1 has not issued u final decision os of the dute of this 
IeHer. 
'J sine.;rcly hore tlutt this !etter, the enclosed Memorandum, ad the word.~ oj' .fudge 




Dep t)' Attorney Ol:l1cml 
Civil Litigution Di vision 
000051 
000:135 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 86 
County ~ .... ~:tmCli ) 
FILED " ~\; k: \<\'\7 
ATp·,O()O·ctock ~'jl. M. 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
~~k'~~ District JU~~~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KELSO & IRWIN, P.A. 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
CASE NO. CV·96·02682 
MEMORANDUM ORDER ON 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
State Insurance Fund; and DREW 
FORNEY, Manager of the State Insurance 
Fund, individually pursuant to 
I.e. § 72-907, 
Defendants. 
Modon under I.R.C.P. 11 (a){2) to reconsider oral 
pronouncement of order granting defendants' motion to dismiss 
for failure to state a claim under 12(b)(6). Held: Oral 
pronouncement granting motion to dismiss plaintiff's entire case 
Is Interlocutory and subject to reconsideration under Rule 
11 (a)(2), permitting review of .additional matter 'without 
requirement of finding that It Is tlnewly discovered eVidence" per 
standards applicable to Rule 60(b)(2);' that, upon 
reconsideration, plaIntiff has propertY interest in State Insurance 
Fund c'onferring standing to bring suit,and oral order granting 
motion to dismiss is vacated. ' 
Starr Kelso, KElSO & IRWIN, P.A., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 
plaintiff pro se .. 




standing jf it otherwise ha:> property rights in contention. The similarities between the SIF and 
a mutual insurance company are all related to the nature of the assets of the SfF, their source, 
for whom they are held and administered, and to whom they may be paid over, either as 
benefits under Idaho's program of worker's compensation, or as " dividends f.O the 
policyholders. 
The Question of estoppel. It is not necessary, for purposes of assessing the present 
motion, that the Court address the bind"lng versus n~m·bindlng nature of, for example, the 
statement in paragraph 3 of Ex. 6 to plaintiff's affidavit of counsel dated June 26, 1996, 
being a form response from the SIF during its management by George Bambauer intended to 
be given to employers inquiring into coverage by the SIF, wherein Mr. Bambauer states: 
3. The Scate Insurance Fund is a policyholder owned, nonprofit " 
insurance company. 
The cited provisions of Chapter 9} TitJe 72, Idaho Code demonstrate the property imerest 
of plaintiff and policyholders Similarly situated without resort to characterlzatJons by state 
officers or reference to the legislative title of Chapter 81. The references to Mr. Forney's 
deposition are cited solely to note the treatment by the administrators of the fund coincidently 
consistent with the language of the statute. 
As discussed above, plaintiff has a property interest in the fund, as do policyholders 
similarly situated. The Idaho Supreme Court held In $t6te v. Musgrave, 84 Idaho 77) 370 P.2d 
778 (1962h that the money in the SIF does not belong to the state and is riot in the state 
"treasury" within the meaning of Article 7, Sec. 13 of the Constitution. It recognized a 
similar ruling in the State of Nevada in the case of Beebe v, McMillan, 136 P. 108, and 
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nil Idllho ·1!)8 
DOARO OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
OF TWIN FALLS COUNTY, Id:d.o, 
ot nl., rlnJntll/-Appol1.1l1ts, 
v. 
IDAHO HEALTH FACILITIES AUTHORI. 
TY, Ocrontlnnl-Rospontlont. 
No. 115G4. 
~\lIII'I:IIIl! COllrt of I(\:lho. 
]l\'e. :11, Wi·l . 
As AIIIl'luh!l! .1all. 1·1, 1m:.. 
Three hospitals nnd bnnk Lrollt;ht nc-
tioll (or dec!nrntory judgment to determine 
whether or not stnte 'he.dth fncilitics au-
thority had exceeded constitutional limita-
tions ill OIgrecing" to issue bond OInticip;).tioll 
110tes to obtain finilncing- for pJ:lillti {( hos-
pitals which IIotes were to hOl"e heen pur-
ch:l1;cd hy plaintiff hOlnk. The Fifth Judi-
cial District Court 0 f Camas County, 
Charles Scoggin, J., held thOlt the nuthority 
in agreeillg- to issue Lond nllticipation nqtcs 
hnd nctcd in contravention o( both the 
State nnd Federal Constitutions, and plain-
tiffs :\ppealcd. The Supreme Court, 
Bakes, J., held that :lcti~ns taken hy au-
thority for purpose of finnncing construc-
tion and remodeling of health facilities and 
refinancing outstanding debt of participat-
ing organi1.ations operated Ly either public . 
or private nonprofit entities was fora pub-
lic purpose; thOlt issuance of bond antici-
pation notes by the :luthority did not con-
stitute impermissible g-iving, loaning or 
plcd~ing of faith :lnd credit of ~he state; 
that exemption from taxation of state 
health facilities authority was both neces-
sary and just; th:lt state health f:lcilities 
authority was not a corporation for pur-
poses of constitutional prohibition a!:,,,inst 
.speci:ll laws creating corporations Lut was 
a puhlic body without being an impermissi-
Lie agency of the state; thnt grant of po"i-
er to 'state health facilities authority did 
110t cOI'1Stitute impermissible delegation of 
legislative :luthority; th:lt :luthority's ac-
tions in contracting to provide financing to 
hospital owned by religiolls sect violated 
000054 
0001.38 
,1\;" prohi)'itioll~ apill5t mc 
or pultli(: (ulhl~ or iiiOiiCY5 iii ;,id of ;\ ieli. 
l'ioll5 society; and thai actiOIl of cOlility 
"oMd in :lgreeillg' to ;'II1IOl'ti7.C principal .in. 
tcrc~t p;'lYl11ellts 011 notes and honds issllcu 
to them hy :llIthority did 1I0t constitute all 
illlpC rlllissible coullty i ndcbtedlless. 
I~cvcrsed in P;Ht OInd affirmed in parI. 
1-lcf'ac.!dell,J., filed ;'I ciisselltint; opin. 
Ion. 
I. Constitutional Law e=>4B(I) 
[\,·ery legislative enactment is entitled 
to ;'I strong' preslIlllption of constitution· 
ality. 
2. Constitutional Law <S=>4B(5) 
Le!:,islative declaration of public pur-
pose is elltitled to utmost consideration Lut 
is 110t uindil1g' and conclusive upon issuc of 
puLlic purpose. 
3. States ¢::>21 
The st:lte as \\'ell as municipal corpo· 
rations arc limited to fllnctions and pur· 
poses which arc public:in ch<lracter as dis· 
tingllished from those which are private in 
character :llld cngaged 111 for profit. 
Const. :lrt. 3, § I et seq. 
4. States e=>119 
The use of fllnds derived by state 
health facility authority from sale of bond 
anticipation notes to better cxisting health 
f~cilities throughout the state where such 
facilities arc operated by either public or 
printe nonprofit entities is for a "public 
purpose" within me<lning of rule limiting 
functions of state to puulic purposes. 
Const. art. 3, § 1 et seq. 
5. States e=>119 
fact that incidental benefits may fall' 
to profit-making ' enterprises, such as a 
bank or other fin;t.ncial institution which 
buys notes issued by state health facilities 
authority, docs 110t invalidate the public 
purpose nilture 0 f program since prot;rams . 
with puLl.ic gO<lls will be invalidated only if · 
private interests arc primMily benefitted. 
COIlSt. art. 3, §" 1 et seq. 
, .. . -. EXHIBIT 
" :-- , 
BOARD or COUNTY COM'RS v. IDAHO HEALTH rAO. AUTH. ltlnho 597 
Cite n~ ~I I'.~u:lSS 
Ivr'c was prohibited from cstaulishing. In rejected -ill MlIsfjravc . . Thlls;" under the 
!hue three cases the legis(atme created doctri;le of the M,is(i,,;,'c case there ;'(;e • 
ic bodies that would become operative .' state-createe.! entities ' which ;Ire neither 
approv;!1 of another public body, but ,.,S9rporations noc state ngellcies subject to 
bodies were nevertheless created and ::.!.!. the restrictions of the state constitution. 
(onstitutional ch;lIlenge mOllnted ag-ninst (11) Unlike corporations descriued in 
of them lInder Article 3, § 19. Title 30 of the Id;'lho Code, the st;'lte insur-
, '[Iof-In ..sl:iic' ~;. r'~i:'"Wiltiarrls v. Mu§;:' ance fund is not controlled by private' p;'lr-
~ .. -=-...... --. Idaho 77, 370 P.2d 778 (1962), ties with' power to choose the person that 
n of the status of the state in- will administer the entity, nor are there 
; e Stich private parties with power to change 
' : lunJ was cstaulisilcd by the legislature in the purposes for whicli' it exists, even from 
I.e. § 72-901 et seq, The fund, into which one closely related pllulic purpose to anoth-
premiums were to be paid according to the er. The powers to slIe ilnu ue slled, to 
, Workmen's Compensation Law and the Oc- have a seal, to have perpetual succession, 
" Cllpational Disease Compensation Laws, to make administr;'ltivc regulations, to ac-
nllo be adm inistered by a state Insurance quire <lnd outain property <llld isslie notes 
' l1UnOlgcr . The manager was to have ftlll arc sharce.! by il wide varicty of govern-
powers to administer the fllnd, incilluing ment agcncies along with, most corpora-
power to promulgate administrative regula- tiolls. Thus, the existence 0 f these powers 
', lions, to slIe and be sued, to contr;)ct ' ;)s cannot be determinative of corporate status 
nC'Celsary to ;'IdOlinister the fund, to nc- tinder the m~aning" of ,-the constitutional 
quire property for office space ilS neces- provisions being discllssed. The state in-
IJr)', to' employ assistants, to invest the SIlC,'\llce fune.! h;'ls no corporate sC;'ll, bllt 
surplus of lhe fllOd and to make inspec- having- one would not hill'e ch:tngeu its sta-
lions of facilities of participating cm- ttls. The stale inslIrance funu was not ex-
plorces. I.e. §§ 72-902-72-906, 72-912 plicitly given a power of perpetual succcs-
Ind 72-928. The manager was to have no sion, but the program it adminiSters ue -
personal liaui li ty fo r acts done in his oUi- pends upon perpetu;'ll administration by 
cia I c<lpacit)' . 1.c. § 72-907. The fund \Vas successive managers of an ongoing entity. 
held not to ue a corporation within the The state inslIrance fllnd therefore met the 
meaning of Article 3, § 19, or Article II, § reCJllirements of being a corporation as set 
2,,: But neither ",,;'IS the fund a state '<Ig'en-' Otlt in £1I/;iIl9, uut it was held not to be ;'I 
cy in the sense tb;!t the constitutional re- corporation. It would appear then that the 
, widons lIpon the , state government ap- Qlain distinction between i1 prohibited ~or-
,"ifuJ to If. Money III the fund was ,held l!..or;'ltion und<:r Article 3, § 19, of the TdOlho 
not to be state money nor was it money in Constitution, and a permissiule "indepe-;;: 
The state treasury, rtlthough it was, d~ dent plIGhc body politic and corporate" un-
, 1il With the state treasurer. Thus, pay-' der the doctrine of the MIIsf[ravc, Lla)'d, 
ments cOllld ue n1;'1de from , the funel to Woad and iloiu Rcdcvf!lOPIIlCIl! AgcHc), 
meet claims ag;'linst the state without meet· COlses arc (I) the a'bsence of the private 
in~ Ihe constitution;d requirement of ap- p:\di~s with the right to co,;trol tlte ~ntity 
proval uy the StJte Board of EXrtmincrs or to mJ:I1;tg-e it, ;'IIlU (2) the inaIJility of 
ul1der Article 4, § 18, and cotllt.! ue drawn pril'ilte p;'lrties to chal1I;c the fund:IlTIel1t;'l1 
Irom the tre:\sllry withotlt ;)11 ;'IpprOpri01tiol1' strllctllr~ and Pllblic purposc of the ciltity 
.1 required tllHkr Article 3, § 13. In dis- O1S set Ollt in {lte 1;11V t:reating' it. These 
(lI\s il1l; the St;ltus of tlte ftlllll, this COllrt fe;\tllCes set them "p;\rt frOll1 corporatiol1s 
l"id ' lklt "(aJltho llg-h not" co'7porJtiol1, within the l\le:\llill~ of Article 3, § 19, or 
the fllllJ h"s SOll Ie of the cit.1CJclcrisljcs of Article I I, § 2, 
• private corporation ;'Ind occllPies a si1lJi· (12J The It.lahu H L'alth F;'Icility 1\11' 
1.1r stlIIlS." 8,1 Idaho at Bfl, .170 P.2<1 al tllOrity is a "oard ;IJlfluillll.:<I Ity the gover . 
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hody, lkcausc of the public control over 
the Al1thority, it differs frOI11 the ~t:lte h:lr 
fOllnd to he IIllcon~titution:1I ill theJ:lckson 
C:lst, silpro, where the lawyers of the ,st:lte 
were I;ivell the right to elect the J.:'ovcrnill[.: 
Lo.iru of the har. The Authority is re-
str icted to :I IlOlrroW rOlnge of pcrmissiLle 
plILlic 1;0OlIs and 01 IlOlrrOW IlIC:lIlS of 
:lchievillg them. III this reg':lru it differs 
frolll the St:lte W:llcr Conserntioll DO:lrd 
in the EllkiH[J casc, the prim:lrY pmpose of 
which the Court found to be the undermin-
ing' of the right of private appropriation of 
water. Like the st:lte insur:lnce fund, th.s 
Authority is not 0\ corporation within the 
meaning of Article 3, § 19, or Article 11. § 
2, of the Idaho Constitution. Like the 
• - slate insurance fund, it is a public body_but 
it is not :In :lg'ency of thi: st:lte within the 
, meaning 0 f all of the prohibitions ag;"inst - -state "ction within the Idaho ConstitutjPIl 
Neither Article 3, § 19, nor Article II, § 2, 
w"s violated by its creation. 
' V 
(13) The fifth assignment of error al-
leges th"t the triill judge was incorrect in 
ruling that legislative power had been dele-: 
g'rtted to the Authority.in violrttion of Arti-
cle2, § I, OInd Article 3, § I, of the Consti -
tution of Jdaho. Article 2, § I, provides ' 
that there ue to be three separate branch-: 
es of government in Idrtho, and no perSOIl 
exercising power in one brrtnch shall exer-
cise powers in another. This section docs 
not expressly prohibit a dcleg'ation of legis-
lative power, but it has been interpreted 
to prevent it. S ct Suppiger v. Enking, 60 
Idaho 292, 91 P.2d 362 (1939). Article 3, 
§ I, provides that "The legislative power 
of the state shall be vested in a senate and 
house 0 f representatives." This has been 
interpreted to mean that: 
~'The legislative power of the state is by 
artiC.le 3 of the constitution vested in the 
Senate and House of Representatives, 
and it is a fundamental principle of rep-
resentative government that, except as 
authorized by the organic law, the legis-
lative department cannot delegate "ny of 
its powers to make I:lws to any other 
body or OIuthority," State v. Purcell, 3? 
Idaho 6'1,2, ;It u ' ll) , 228 r . 7%, "t i97 
(1924). 
, Tlte Authority has not Leen given unlim· 
ited discretion and OIuthority. I ts powers, 
OI~ given in I.e. § J9-1~·17, tlo not giye it 
:Illy l~wJ1lakin(; power, uut merely the pow-
er to determine !nets necessuy to carry 
out its funetiol1~, to regulate itsel£ in 
carrying out the duties given to it uy law, 
"nd to enter into agreements authorized by 
1:1 W. J n Doise Redevelopment Agency .'1. 
Yick Kong Corp., .supr~, it was said when 
the question of a legislative delegation of 
power IQ. the agency was at issue, that: 
"[The legislature) can empower , an 
agency or an official to ascertain the ex-
istence 0 f the facts or cond itions upon 
which the . . law becomes operative 
The legislature must itself fix 
the condition or event on which the stat-
ute is to operate, but it may confide to 
some suitable agency the fact-finding 
function as to whether the condition ex· 
ists, or the pow~r to determine, or the 
discretion to create, the stated event. 
The nature of-the condition is, broadly, 
immateriaL" 9'; Idaho at &85, 499 P.2d 
at 584. 
There ' has been no unbridled discretion 
given to the Authority. ' 1t can act only for 
a limited purpose in a limited manner alter ' : 
a finding that certain conditions exist. 
'There has been no lawmaking authority 
delegated to it. Neither Article 2, § I. nor 
Art iele 3, § I, 0 f the Const itution 0 £ Idaho 
has been violated. 
VI 
The sixth and seventh assignments of cr· 
ror assert that the trial court was incorrect 
in ruling that the Authority. by contracting 
to provide financing to 51. Benedict's Hos: 
pital . which was owned by the ~daho Cor·. 
poration of Benedictine Sisters, a religious 
sect, violated Article I, § 4, Article 21, § 
• 19, and Article 9, § 5, of the Constitution' : 
of 1daho, and the First 'Amendment 10 
Constitution of the United States, . . . 
assignments of error relate to the gene 
issue of whether or not the Authority's ac· 
tion constitutes an establishment of reli: 
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0000·36129·96·3 
ANN L STATEMENT 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1996 
OF THE CONDITION AND AFFAIRS OF THE 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND 
HAle G'OlJ::> Code NAle Company Code ..... 36129 Employer's 10 Number ..... 82·04 t2279 
Orgar,!zed lJndRr Ihe Laws 01 the State 01 Idaho, using as the port 01 entry, made to the 
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
PURSUANT TO THE LAWS THEREOF 
incorporaled ... December 31,1917 Commenced Business ..... January I, 1918 
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(Slleel and Number or P. O. Do.) . (City or TOM'. 51MB and Z,p Code) 
Pllmar! Locallon 01 Books and Recolds ..... 1215 West State Street ..... Boise ..... 10 ..... 83720·0044 208·334·2370 
(S/reel and Number) (City or Town, Siale and lip Code) (Area Code) (Telephone Number) 
Ann'HI SI?leraenl Conlacl . E. Barton Chaflee 208·334·2370·430 
;lal~ fA Idaho 
:tunl'/ or AOa 
(Name) (Area Code) (Telephone /lumber) (Exlenslonl 
OFFICERS 
Manager ..... Drew S Forney • 
VICE PRESIDENTS 
DIRECTORS OR TRUSTEES 
Phillip E Ball, Governor Pete Cenarrusa. Secretary o( Siale 
Alan Lance, Attorney Genelal 
Stale BOald of Examiners' 
J D Wiffiams, State Controller • Non,Voling Secrelary 01 Bo~ld 
• The Siale Board 01 Examiners provides ministerialleview 01 claim dislribution and premium relunds 10 policyholders 
each monlh in accordance with Idaho Code W72·927. 
l)le'N 5 F I)r;;€y l.tanager, 01 Ihe IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND being duly sworn, each deposes and says Ihat they are Ihe above deSCribed ollicels allhe said Insurel. 
lnd that Oil (r·e Ihrrry-lirsl day 01 December last. all allhe herein described assets were Ihe absolute property 01 Ihe said insurer tree and eleallrom any liens or claims Ihereon. 
I'C~PI a5 heleln slaled, and Ihallhis annual slalemenl.logelher with lela led exhibits, schedules and explanalions Iherein contained, annexed or rei erred 10 are a lull and Irue 
slalemenl Qt alilhe asselS and habilities and ollhe condition and allairs 01 the said insurer as ollhe thirly·first day of December lasl, and of its income and deductions Ihelelrom 
'ollheyea l anoed on thai dale. and have been compleled in accordance with the NAle annual slalement inslruclions and accounling praclices and procedures manuals excepl 
olhe eXlent IhaL ill Slale law may d,lIer; or, (2) Ihal slale rules or regulations require dillerences in reporting nOI related 10 accounting practices and procedures. according 10 
.he besl 01 Iherr io lc":1alion. knoy.1edge and beliel, respectively. 
I' I 
I ' , 
.:\, t. t. .'; {ill ~,/ Cp 
. I,.a"ag~,· .~;.~ "';r .... 
S'JOStnt·-:O tnd ;t>\OIn Ie' t'c!lote ~e UIIS • 
.... / .. 0",,01 j 
/l> .. / b. II no: 1. Siale Ihe am.ndmenl number. 
a. Is this an onginal liIing? Yes I X I 1401 I 
2. Dale tiled ........................ .. 




72-907. Personal liability. - The manager shall not, nor shall any 
person employed by him, be personally liable in his private capacity for or 
on account of any act performed or contract entered into in all. offici€L1 
.- capacity in good faith and without intent to defr...a.us:l, in connect on with-the 
adminIstration of the st~te insurance fund or affairs relat g thereto. 
[1917, ch. 81, § 82, p. 252; reen. C.L. 256:82; am. 1919, ch. 8, 47, p. 43; 
C.S., § 6294; am. 1921, ch. 104, § 8, p. 233; I.C.A., § 43-1017; a . 1939, ch. 
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72-903 WORKMEN 'S COMPENSATION AND RELATED LAWS 432 
72-903., Further statement of powers. - a. The manager shall have 
full power todetermine,therates to be charged for insurance in said fund, 
and to conduct all business'in relation thereto, all of which business shall 
be co'nducted in the name, of the .state insurance manager. 
' ,b. Premium paym,ents, voiliritary compensation ov~rpayments, and pen-
alties pursuant to the provisions of this act, which remain uncollected four 
(4) years after they have become due, may be charged off as uncollectible by 
t~e manager, if no assets belonging to the liable person and subject to 
attachment can be found" ,and ,in the opinion of the manager there is no 
likelihood of collection, and th,e records relating thereto may be destroyed . 
c. The manager may caus'e to be made 'such summaries, compilations, 
photographs, duplications, or reproductions of any records or reports of the 
fund or transcripts ~hereof, .as ,he may deem8.-dvi~able for the effective and 
economical preservation or the , i~fo'rination contained therein, and such 
s~m~aries, compilations,' photogr~phs, duplications or reproductions, 'duly 
authenticated, shall beadmi~sible in , any proceeding under this ~ct if the 
original record ()r records would have been admissible thex:ein. , 
d. The manager may provide by regulation for the destruction or disposi-
tion, after reasonable periods, of any records, reports, transcripts or repro-
ductions thereof, or other papers in the custody of the manager, the preser-
vation of which is no longer necessary for the establishment of premium 
liability or benefit rights Or for any purpose necessary to the proper admin-
istration of the fund. [1917, ch. 81, § 78, p. 252; reen. C.L. 256:78; C.s., 
§ 6290; I.C.A., § 43-1703; am. 1939, ch. 251, § 3, p. 617; am. 1941, ch . 20, 
§ 3, p. 37; am. 1951, ch. 270, § 1, p. 571.) 
Compiler'S notes. Section 2 of S.L. 1951 , 
ch. 270 declared an emergency. ' Approved 
March 20, 1951. 
Cross ref. Detailed directions as to rates, 
§ 72-913. 
Sec. to sec. ref. This section is referred to 
in § 41-1618 , 
Cited in: State v. Musgrave, 84 Idaho 77, 
370 P.2d 778 {l962)." 
'. .:. " ,, ; :~! 
,, ! . ' . ANALYSrS ' .: .. 
Liability. 




. Departmerit is liable for payment to em· 
ployee, same as any private insurance com· 
pany. Brady v. Place, 41 Idaho 747, 242 P . 
314 (1925); Brady v .. Place, 41 Idaho 753,243 
P. 654 (1926). ' 
Powers of 'Manager. . " .' " 
Sections 72-901 -:-,72-904 and 72·907. gi ve 
the state insurance manager comple~"p0'1.er. ' 
over the fund and settlements 'therebY'; : he ' 
has power :to bind the fund, which has:,til'e 
status ' 0( '8 ' private insurahce:' compiiny:' 
Rivera v .. JohristOn; 71 Idaho 70;~225 P.2d.'858 
(1950). ' . . d " 
EXHIBIT 
('. I ..... 
72-9. estment of surplus or rescrvc. - The endo .. md 
investment board shall at the direction of the manager invest any of the . 
surpl us or reserve funds belonging to the state insurance fund in real estate. 
nnd the same securities and investments authorized for investments by 
insurance companies in Idaho as shall be approved by the manager. The 
endowment fund investment board shall be the custodian of all such 
securities or evidences of indebtedness, provided that the endowment fund 
investment board may employ a custodial bank to hold such securities. The • 
state insurance fund is authorized to pay the actual expenses of the 
endowment fund investment board which the board incurs in investing 
surplus or reserve funds and which arc approved by the manager of the 
state insurance fund. It shall collect the principal and interest thereof, when' 
due, and pay the same into the state insurance fund. The state treasurer 
shall pay all warranLs or vouchers drawn on the state insurance manager 
and by the state controller. The endowment fund investment board at th~:.;· 
request of the manager may sell any of such securities, the proceeds thereof 
to be paid over to the state treasurer for said insurance fund. Where such" 
funds of the state insurance fund hav.e been or are herea:rter invested, with 
real property as security, and the said real property has been or is hereafter' 
acquired by the state of Idaho by reason of foreclosure proceedings: 
voluntary. deed, or otherwise, such property shall be held in trust by the. 
state of Idaho for the benefit of the state insurance fund and may be sold by 
the endowment fund investment board at tlie request ofthe manager of said . 
fund, and said sale may be had at private sale or public' auctiori,upo~ such' 
terms and under such conditions as the endowment fund investment board' • 
deems for the best interest of the state, but no sale of real estate at private 
sale may be had for a less price than the amount, with accrued interest, d 
costs and expenses, which has been invested by the sta~~ insurance fund in ~ 
said rei· al estate. Where such sale is to be made ~t pu d ic aduction, it must .~, 
take p ace in the county where the real estate is sItuate ,an notice of time 
and place of sale must be posted in three (3) of the most public places in such 
county, and published in a newspaper, if there be one (l).prin~ed i~ the said ~: 
county, for at least once a week for not les~ than two (2) consecutive we\:'ks, .~ 
within thirty (30) days prior to the sale. Where,such sale is to be made at ~ 
private sale, it must take place in the county where the real estate is 
situated, and notice of time and place of sale must be posted in three (3) of' . 
the mosL public places in' such county, and published in a newspaper, if there 
be onc (1) printed in said county, for at least once a week for not less than 
two (2) consecutive weeks, within thirty (30) days prior to the sale. The 
notice must state a day on .or after which' the sale will be made, and a place 
where offers or bids wiIl be received. The day last referred to must be at least 
fifteen (15) days from the first publication of notice, and the sale must not be 
made before that day, but must be made within six (6) months thereafter. 
The bids or offers must be in writing, sealed, and delivered to the invest-
ment manager of the endowment fund investment board. The real estate 
and tenements, or the part thereof or interest therein to be sold, must be 
:i described with common certainty in the notice. The deed or deeds to such 
'f. real estate shall be executed in the name of the state ofIdaho as required by 
section 16, chapter 4 of the constitution of the state of Idaho, and the 
~. proceeds from any such sale be paid over to the state treasurer for. said 
f insurance funds. [C.S., § 6299, as enacted by 1925, ch. 129, § 2, p. 183; 
~' I.e.A., § 43·1712; am. 1939. ch. 251, § 12, p. 617; anl. 1941. ch. 20, § 10, p. 
37; am. 1943, ch. 168, § 1, p. 355; am. 1969, eh. 466, § 13, p. 1326; am. 1970, 
ch. 170, § 1, p. 498; am. 1978, ch. 18, § 1, p. 36; am. 1994, ch. 180, § 237, 
p.420.1 
Compiler's notes. Section 241 of S.L. 
1994. ch. 180 provided that such act should 
become effective on and after the first Monday 
in January. 19~5 {January 2, 19951 if the 
amendment to the Constitution of Idaho 
changing the name or the state auditor to 
state controller 11994 S.J.R. No. 109, p. 14931 
was adopted at the general eledion held on 
November 8, 1994. Since such amendment 
was adopted. the amendment to this seclion 
by § 237 of S.L. 1994, ch. 180 became eITec· 
tive January 2. 1995. 
'The reference to "section 16. chapter 4" of 
the State Constitution near the end of this 
aection appears to be to Arl. 4, § 16 of the 
Constitution. . 
Former C.S .. § 6299 (S.L. 1917, ch. 81. 
§ 88; reen. C.L. 256:88) as amended by S.L. 
1921. ch. 244 was repealed by S.L. 1925, ch. 
129, § 1. and the above section enacted as a 
new section to b. known as C.S .• § 6299. 
Section 3 of S.L. 1925. ch. 129 declared an 
emergency. 
Sections 236 and 238 of S.L. 1994, ch. 180 
are compiled as §§ 72·910 and 72·1346, re· 
spedively. 
Section 241 of S.L. 1994. ch. 180 provided: 
"This act shall be in full force and effed on 
and after the first Monday of January. 1995, if 
the state board of canvassers has certified 
that an amendment to the Constitution of the 
State of Idaho has been Adopted at the gen· 
eral election of 1994 to change the name of the 
slote auditor to state controller," 
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72-927. Payment of compensation and refunds. - The state insur-
ance manager shall submit each month to the state board of examiners an 
estimate of the · amount necessary to meet the current disbursements for 
workmen's compensation insurance losses and premium refunds to P9licy-
holders. from the state insurance fund, during each succeeding calendar 
month, and when such estimate shall be approved by the state board of 
examiners, the state treasurer is authorized to pay the same out of the state 
insurance fund upon sight drafts drawn by the state insurance manager. At 
the end of each calendar month the state insurance' manager shall account 
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• v •• • ~. _ ._~ 
. . ,,'. •. cq~ ' .' " 'I ' , •• ;'"., ' . ... . ' •• _. "" '.- '."1."_ 
",the .;, tirri~ '. < off ce., 
. , .. ' ;·:" ~ :~Tt·h: ·d;~'Yt :> Otf·1·: · 9 .~ ,to~.e'fr} .. t9thi .··· .... ·.<::\. .. :t ··. . '" .. ~,:.:: e .. .'. 0 a .: cos U ·. 0%' .,'" .\' . , ( .. ~· ,;::··" :'i ;',>· ; .· 
r iod of,i~ , years'~:'~a~nd~: four':  mon . ::1'9"; $8.5 ,-419 :~ 6f~;~' wbich: .. ti ' ··· · '~X(",<;;( ') 
~: just ... 9 ~,?5~ :~::otf;.~,he income.:·)f ' t!i3 Fund . during that· period ~.(. :', "/:': . .:- :',~ " : ';' . . 
e" consider'; this,' an' exceptionally' favorable showing, ' espec'ially . . . . 
.when. it i~ ;' ppin~'ed , out that 'during . the six months follovdng July.::, . 
1 ·, j:~ 1~17,' yte ~ exp,ended .. $lO, 58.5,.59". 1n'. organization of .the .offic8 1 · "'i' 
dUl"ing ':which' ::'per'io'd '''rio ': income' was'.received~ due . to the fact ;. that 
'. the" ins'tira'nce : features '" of' : tOEf' law' 'did ,'not' become': effectivEi .. ·u.ntil '" .. 
"", . ' r ;, In. a : mo'~t): important· particular;' our, .status is . materially ;::;:~ · '., . . : ' . 
. different"; froin~:;'that of:' most·"o;f.·the· state offices and . departments . :':.'.;, ,:,< 
.· W.e:: 'are ' es s'ehtie.lly·~ · a:', b'lisiness"' instftutiorf/,for";'" cwhil's" we"'a~e :;\·;':: ';· · : . · : ·:> 
~· . cl,larged. wi th":'tl1e;·.· duty :.of,: eriforcilig :'tl).e ' insurance provisions' of .; .. ' " :. ' 
,the .. law j' our,~ principal work is . that':. of .carrying on an insurance .• . 
;': bu'sIne's s" ,,; In< this ::: we ;" are ' in"direct/ c'omp'eti tioI) : wi th :~ · a· · numbel"/;;:' ,'::;' .,.;~.:~ .: :" 
. ·'bf" 8 trori'g '::>:~ old::estab1'iehs'd ':- compahie·s·'.arid.' mutu'a}'c'·asso6ia tibii9\~;':~,:~:~ ;,: : '. . " , 
'. " It~vYill :~ thus;:. be!';' seen<that';i, our : wor·k.:nius t' neee 'ssarily bec0rid;i6ted ' : :" ' ':; .. . 
•. .. .. :. I~ .. 'would"pe : impossible, to make . anyone, who has not had ··· · . < 
practical experience with such a business, understand the enor- · ' 
mous amount ~ of. detail and the complex and technical adm:i.nis,,:, 
tration, underwriting, auditing, claims-adjusting and merit- · .. " 
rating problems connected with the conduct of a state compen-
sation insurance business. We combine within our office all . 
. the functions performed in a private ' company by the horne office .:: 
organization, the general agents, local agents, payroll audi-
tors, Claims adjusters, inspectors, etc. In view of the enor-
mous amount of work required to be performed in such an office, 
'we consider that it has been conducted at a surprisingly small 
cost. . . 
. . 
. ' The entire' expense of a.dministering th~ State Insurance 
:Fund is met out of the ~ earnings of the office and does not in 
,any way come.: . out·; of·. the general funds of the s ta te • It is . true 
. that an approp'~.iation:· · of $20~OOO,OOwas . made from the general 
fund e.t;,.: the · tinie ~".'the ' offic·ewas , · established, but ' in accordance . 
with the'::: t'erms :~:· of , : · the AcVthisamount · \-i'asrefuilded to the 
. general fund,::,t:rc?l1i our ,earniIigs/\:To put it in another way ': . 
The Legi8latur~~~: s.irnply sets the .maximum amount : of our own . . 
e.arn1ngs that;')!~~:)nay expend inrnaintaining the office and in 
carrying on and~,:,~:!S,tending our . business. " This is a question 
. terially dif~,erert . from that .· of fixing the appropriation . of 
a state department~6r i 1nstitution whose work falls within . 
(fixed limits and : th~'~~pehse of maintenance of which is borne 
by .the tBxp~yers iri girieral. ~ 
• ,t" I ' 
. 1 I I ', 
000063 
. ' 
E-' IS I 
72·911. Surplus and reserve. - Ten per centum (10%) of the pre-
miu'ms collected from employers insured in' the fund shall be set aside by 
. the manager for the creation of a surplus until such surplus shall amount 
to the sum of $100,000, and thereafter 5 per centum (5%) of such premiums 
until such time as in the judgment of the manager such surplus shall be 
sufficiently large to cover 'the catastrophe hazard and all other unantici-
pated'losses. The manager shall also set up and maintain a reserve ade-
quate to meet anticipated losses and carryall claims and policies to matu-
rity. [1917, ch.81, § 87, p. 252; reen . C.L. 256:87; C.S., § 6298; I.C.A., 




I E- /fp 
Note 1 
Loss and loss adjusting expenses 
The Fund does not include the loss and loss adjusting expense 
related to its assumed business from the National Workers 
Compensation Reinsurance Pool on lines 1 and 2 page 3 of the annual 
statement. Alternatively, the Fund records the reserves for this 
assumed business on line 2101 as an aggregate write-in for 
liabilities. The reserves recorded by the Fund are those reported 
to the Fund by the pool. Workpapers and an actuarial opinion in 
support of the assumed reserves are not provided by the pool's 
actuaries. In addition the Fund's consulting actuaries do not 
express an opinion on these assumed loss and loss adjusting expense -, ~ . 
reserves. Due to the lack of support for these assumed reserves 1t 
is recommended that for future annual statement reporting that the 
Fund request an actuarial opinion from the pool's actuaries or 
request that their consulting actuary include a review of the 
assumed reserves in their actuarial report. 
SUMMARY 
Title 72 Chapter 9 section 11 requires that a portion of premiums 
collected shall be set aside to establish a surplus sufficiently 
large to cover the catastrophe hazard and all other unanticipated 
losses. The minimum balance for this reserve shall amount to 
$100,000 with the maximum reserve left to the judgement of The 
Manager of the Fund. The Manager of the Fund has established and 
maintains a segregated surplus reserve in the amount of $6,000,000 
to comply with this provision. 
The Manager of the Fund has also established a special surplus fund 
which reflects the net underwriting results experienced by the 
Funds participation in the National Workers compensation 
Reinsurance Pool. As of December 31, 1992 the net result from 
inception of "the Fund's participation in the pool is a decrease in 
surplus of $1,683,78~. 
The results of the examination disclosed that as of" December 31, 
1992 the Fund had admitted assets of $215,641,612, total 
liabilities of $162,846,425 special surplus funds .of $4,316,212 and 
unassigned funds of $48,478,975 or surplus as regards policyholders 
of $52,795,187 • 
. The above amounts are the ~ame ~~ was ~ep'o~ted by the' Fund in its 
amended 1992 annual statement. No substantive financial statement 
changes were identified as a result of this examination. 
EXHIBIT 
16 [-/7 000065 
0001.49 
~--------------------- ... .. - -----.. -
:';: LIAr' -'~II. " !:)UHPLU!:) ANU U I HEH FUNl ,:, -------=..:..:....:.; 
1 I 
f-'-"~ ....  "'~.!:.!!: ... :!..y~e!!.!a!!..r _-t __ ...:o:.!:r""":..:.v,~ 
......... .... .. 126.5;9.9 1. .. .. 1JJ.06H6J 
I. P.l! lnSlJf~"I(~ cavabl~ on Daid Il)ss and losS adjustment expenses, ISdv~dute F, Pa,11 . Col~mn 2) 
.... ..... ... 13 .• 6 •. 000 IJ.·85.COO 
). CMhnQ~nI ~ommLSs lonS and other sunilar char~es ..... . . 
e!MI !'D~nSes !elcludinQ taxes. licenses and lees) " ............................ . . ........... 1.21 4.654 ..................... 81 •. 367 
l,h%. hc('ns~s and lees {excludlnQ lederai and 101819n income taxes}. .. .......... ....... .. .. 1.603.886 L~71.139 
eCr/owed money ... 
lOlcr!sl. inClU1lnQ S ...... " ....... 0 on borrowl!d moneV ... ·· ........................ " 
9. Unearned oremrums (pM 2A. Line 34. Column 51 la~er deduclin!l ceded re<\Suranoe uneamed premiums 01 S ....•.......... 0) ............ .......... . .......... 26.241.909 ................ 34.011 .631 
10. i)i'lItjE:'I1s 1~clarl!!d and unpaid: 
P"hcyhold~rs ... ..... ......... ... .... 53.782.633 ...... 33.501.69') 
II. Fuuns ht:lrI ~v comoany under reinsUlance trealies (Schedule F. Pat13, Column 14) .......................................................................................................................... .. 
12. Amounts wIthheld or retained by company for accounl 01 olher$, ....................... " ................................... .. ..... ............................................... .. 
13. Pto·Jt.ltion IOll~jnsurance {Schedule F. Part 7} ... ........ , ....... " ..................... " ................................................ " ............................................................................... 14.134 , ....... , ..................... 3.650 
'. , Elt!SS of Slalutcry lilserves avef slalemenlleserves (Schedukl P Inlenogalories) ............................................. ....................................... .. ......•...........•.. 25.163.023 .... 9.205.252 
IS. 111i1 adlvslm'!nls In assets and llabilities due 10 lorelgn exchange tales .. 
16. Dra~s oulsrandin!l .. ... . ... 108.51 3 . 1~ .241 
I ~ P~ '/~b ll! 10 pal'!n!. subsidiari~S and alliUales 
Ie. Pol '(ilbl~ 10' ~']cUllh~s.." .......................... .. 
19. Liat ltrt'( 101 am':Junts held under uninsured accidenl and heanh plans ...................................................... , ................... , ............................. , ......................... , ................. . 
AQ'~lr:'l~!~ ·J./~ e· !ns 101 lIabilities ......................... .. ... ... 5805432 . . .. 1.239.515 
...... 254 518098 . ..... 2JJ 168.434 
It. AQ':Ir~!J3!., w1I19·1ns lot special surplus lunds .. , ............... ............................................................................ , ................................................. .. ...........•...•....... 5.336.045 ....................... 3.85J.;i; 
: JA. Common caoilaf slock ................. , ................. , ............................................ " .............. , ..................... , .................... " .......................................... , ...................................... .. 
:;S. F:.lerred caprlal Slock ...... .. .................. . 
:JC. ,lQgle!Ja19 WUl !HOS IOf olher Ihan soecialsurolus lunds .......................... , .......... .. . .. .. ......... 0 ..... .......... 0 
~./A. Swplus noles ...................... ........... ... . 
:JS. UiOSS pa rd rn and conlrrbuled SUIIJlus ................................................. .. .... . 
:JC Vnmlqno1lund, ISurplus) ........ . . ............................. ... ...... .... ..................................... 144.850.014 . ...... 1 J 1.586.%1) 
: ~o. t %\ lf ~aSUr( sieck. al cosl: 
II' (l f'QO shares common (value included In Line 23A S .............. 0) ............... .................................................. ,. ....... " .............................................. " . 
121 ... 0000 shares preferred (value included in Une 236 S .............. 0) ..... ' .. , ........... " .. . .. ........... .. .. ................................... "" ... = .... = ... = .... ""' ..= .... = ..... = .... = .. 4"=="'-=='"'-'-I 
;'u'rlu! as ',oa'ds ~olic\,hOld.rs ILines 2Z 10 2'C.less 24D)IPage 4. Line 32) .................. ...... ................... ................................................. \.;."' ..'" .. . " .. '" .. ."' ...'" .."'.I'"50~18i!!6!-"0"5~9+:=_."' .. '" .. -. .. ~13,,S~4~JO~12l!I~ 
16 !OTALS I P'Q~ 2. lin! 22. Col. 4) ... ....•.............. 40(16~ . 151 ..369.609.161 
DETAILS OF WRITE-INS 
(1)1. LOIS R.w'!e . ~ICCI R.lnsurance Pool 
·/l2. Credrls Ou. Policyholde" .... 
................. ..... ..•.....•..... ..... ......... .....................•........................ ..•..... .....•...................... ..•........... ..... U22.181 ....•.......•.......... 5.385.464 
roJ R'!Nal and Int~Hesl Charg~d In Advance 
,)'B :';rr,m"rv 01 r~mainrnQ write ·ins lot line 20 Irom overflow page ......................................... ............................... , ...................... "' .......... ,, ..... .. 
m r"r,l; lio% 2oo11hru ZooJ oluS 2C961 lline 20 above l. .. .................................................... . 
. .................... .. .. . 863.251 ........... ............... 84' .051 
..............•.... .. .... ... 20.000 
.............................. .. .... 0 
....•...•..•........ .. . 5805432 
•...... .. ................•. 1000OO 
. ....... 0 
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41-313 INSURANCe: 22 
agents who were not authoril-ed to make that 
sale of insurance, in violation of§ 41·1063U)~ 
pursuant to the authority granted in § 41w 
327. the Director assesseo an administrntive 
penalty against insurance company in the 
a.mount 0($1.000 which penally was (ounrlt.o 
be reasonable. Pan Am. Assurance Co. v. De~ 
pnrlmenl of Ins., 121 Idaho 884, 828 r.2d !1l3 
(Cl. App. 1992). 
41-313. Capital funds required - Foreign insurers and new 
domestic insurers. - (1) To qualify for and maintain authority to 
transact anyone (1) kind of insurance (as defined in chapter 5) or 
combination of kinds of insurance as shown below, a foreign insurer, or a 
domestic insurer shall possess and thereafter maintain unimpaired paid-up 
capitat" stock (if a stock insurer) or unimpaired basic surplus (if a mutual 
insurer or reciprocal insurer), and shall possess and thereafter maintain 
additional funds in surplus as follows: 
Kind or kinds Paid-up capital stock 
of insurance or basic surplus 
Life........................................ $1,000,000 
Disability................................. 1,000,000 
Life and disability...................... 1,000,000 
Property.................................. 1,000,000 
General casualty........................ 1,000,000 
Marine and transportation............ 1,000,000 
Vehicle.................................... 1,000,000 
Surety .................................... _ 1,000,000 
Any two of the following 
kinds of insurance: 
Property, marine and 
transportation, general 
casualty, vehicle, surety, 
disability ........ : .................... .. 
Title ...................................... . 
Multiple lines (all insurance 















title insurance) ....................... 1,000,000 1,000,000 
Mortgage guaranty insurance.... .... 1,500,000 1,500,000 
(2) An insurer holding a valid certificate of authority to transact insur-
ance in this state shall comply with th(l paid-up capital stock or basic 
surplus and additional surplus requirements set forth in subsection (1) of 
this section. The director shall not grant such an insurer authority to i,. 
transact any other or additional kinds of insurance unless it then fully 
complies with the requirements as to paid-up capital stock and additional 
surplus (if a stock insurer) or basic surplus and additional surplus (if a 
mutual or foreign reciprocal insurer) as applied to all the kinds of insurance ~, 
which it then proposes to transact. 
(3) Capital and surplus requirements are based upon all the kinds of 
insurance transacted by the insurer in any and all areas in which it operates 
or proposes to operate, whether or not only a portion of such kinds are to be 
transacted in this state. 
(4) An insurnnce company holding <l vnlid certificate of authority to 
transact ln~urancc in this state ilnmcdiatcly prior to January I, 1995. uhall 
.. M-:v.i.,.N,,;t.;.;\;I;. .. ~-4'. ~" '. .',' . have a pe-nod or three (3) years from and nfter that date within which to 
~':~N;i·,N::·,'i'::··':':·~\[~~.~f,i'~l~~:~~~~·r:':;~."'~,':'f.:~r~(:':"y~::""-',~~ .. ,·":'~~fJ\:'"~!'.!'!'~:..;.>., .. >,.-.)'>: ":-":!"::.~~':i-"" 
".";'.~,., :.' .. ,,,,,~ 
;27-J I 
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comply with the increase in capiHlI and surplus requirements. 11961. ell 
330, § 76, p. 645; am. 1969, ch. 21~. § 6, p. 625; am. 1986, ch. 57, § 1. p. 16~. 
am. 1993, ch. 279, § 3, p. 943; am. 1994, ch. 240, § 1, p. 751; am. 1995. ch. 
96, § I, p. 273.] 
Compiler's notes. Sections 2 !lnd 4 of S.L. 
1993, ch. 279 nrc compile-d n!'; §~ -Il~3G13 ~I\d 
.11·3603, respectively. 
calculated in O\ccordance \. .. "ith the provl,:ion<;. 
of the Id.:lho Instlr:'\nn~ CtXi,~ !\,;. ill .. :: ..... , 
Immediately prior to [he ('lTt.'>ctj,,"t" d:llt~ ('~'thi~ 
act. Thereafit'r. the iO'o(estment :i'h:tll N hf'ld Section 2 of S.L. 199-1, ch. 240 is compi]<d 
as § 41·316. 
Section 2 ofS.L. 1995, ch. 96 is compiled as 
§ 41·2820. 
Section 13 ofS.L. 1994, ch. 240 read: "Noth-
ing contained in the provisions of this act i.s 
intended or shall repeal Seclion 36 ofChapler 
194, Laws of 1993." Seclion 36 of S.L. 1993, 
ch. 194 provided, "For a period ortwenty-four 
(204) months nner the effective dale oHhis :'\et, 
on insurer mny conlillue lo hold nny in\."cst. 
ntent which was made prior to the effective 
dnte of this act nnd which. when made, was a 
lawful investment. Bnd may carry such in-
vestment as an admitted asset at a value 
and valued in accordance with tht" Id3ho 
Insurance Code. as then in effect. and to th£" 
extent that the investment ~xcte<ls any appli-
cable limitalion.. contained in the Idaho In· 
surance Code. as then in effect. the eXc..e:1i 
investment shall not be aHowed as an :ldmir- r»>\ 
ted asset of the insurer." 't!AJ 
Section 9 of S.L. 1995. ch. 96 d«b .. d .'0 <.C 
emert:cncy. Approved )'lnrch 1:t 1!l95. ~ 
Sec. to sec. rcC This st"ction l~ n.-rt>rr.·d l.' 
in §§ 41·316. ·U·511. 41<2";03. "'1·2$~l'- -11. 
2825.41-2855. 41·2906. 41·~!lO$. 41-2~:';. -11 . ...-. ,..., 
3613 Bnd 41--1933. ~ 
41·313A. Domestic reciprocal insurers w:ith fewer than seven 
subscribers. - Domestic reciprocal insurers with fewer than seven t71 
subscribers which insure only worker's compensation risks and which only 
issue fully assessable policies are required, in lieu of the paid-up capital 
stock or basic surplus and additional surplus requirements of !'ection 
41-313, I1aho Code, to meet the security for payment of compen:;;){ion 
standards set forth in section 72-301, Idaho Code; provided howeq?r. the 
securities required pursuant to this section shall be deposited with t hI? 
director of the department of insurance as opposed to the indu~tri;)1 
commission; provided further, all other rules, reg1llations or statutlJf'!: 
requirements applicable to domestic reciprocal insurers administered by the 
director of the department of insurance remain applicable to recipc')cal 
insurers meeting the. requirements of this section. [I.C., § 41-313.-". ;)" 
added by 1993, ch. 279, § 5, p. 943.J 
Compiler's notes. Seclion 4 of S.L. 1993. 
ch. 279 is compiled as § 41-3603. 
Sec. to sec. ref. This section is reff'rr",d to 
in §§ 41·2908. 41·3GI3. 
41·316. Deposit - Foreign or alien insurers. - (1) This ~(>ction 
shall apply as to all foreign and alien insurers. 
(2) The director shall not authorize any foreign or alien in$Ur0r I" 
transact insurance in this state unless it makes and thereafter maintain; In 
tl'Ust in this state through the director for the protccliOIl of all its pCJlicy. 
holders Or of all its policyholders and crcuitors, :I deposit of Cll~h Or "''Cllr;1 Ie; 
eligible ror deposit under section 41-80.1, ldaho Code. in the "mount "f Ol)l' 
million dollars ($1,000,000), except that: 
(n) I\s to foreign insurers. except rorci:'l'n title in:::'ul'ers. if) lieu Dr ...;uell 
Idaho deposit. the di,-cclor ~hafl accepl the certificate in rroper fonn .,f I h,' 
public official having supcrvisilJo OVer inslll'en; in :lny other :-:l;\t .. l.h.lt: 
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Minutes 
HOUSE STATE AFFAIRS 
March 10, 1998 
8:30 A.M. 
Room 412 
Crane, Deal, Stone, Loertscher, Newcomb, Tippets, Alltus, Hornbeck, Kjellander, Field, 
Stevenson, Denney, Ellsworth, Jones, Kunz, McKague, Wheeler, Stoicheff, Marley, 
Judd, Henbest. 
All Present 
Chairman Crane called the meeting to order at: 8:37 A.M. 
Representative Stone moved to approve the minutes with 2 minor changes. Motion 
Carried. 
Aiiy-referenced attachments made available to the committee are attached to the 
secretary's book and the library copy for permanent record. 
Representative Hornbeck requested the committee introduce this RS in speaking for 
Representative Gagner. Representative Gagner explained that the two sides reached 
agreement on H750 and this RS is the result. Both are in agreement with the changes 
which he outlined line by line. 
Representative Stone moved to intrqduce RS8194C1 and send to the 2nd reading 
calender. Motion Carried. Representative Stoicheff is recorded as being in opposition. 
Representative Tippets disagreed with sending it to 2nd reading and thinks this issue 
needs a full hearing. Representative Hornbeck pointed out that they can speak to this in 
the Senate hearing. Representative Deal reiterated that both sides have worked hard on 
this and are compromised and happy. Motion Carried. Representatives Tippets and 
Stoicheff are recorded as voting no. 
Representative Campbell requested introduction and have it sent to Resources and 
Conservation. 
Representative Hornbeck moved to introduce and send to Resources and Conservation. 
Motion Carried. 
Representative Hornbeck opened by explaining that this bill was written in 1870 and is 
archaic. Representative Henbest asked if there were any other solutions to this problem. 
Matt McKeown, Attorney General's office responded to that question by explaining the 
other sections of code where this also addressed and that it leaves a way to penalize a 
public official even if this change in code happens. 
TESTIMONY: Rose Gehring, Idaho County Clerk gave a history as to the reason for this bill . 
Paul Palmer, In opposition, Idaho County resident. Stated Ms. Gehring was charged with 
a misdemeanor not a felony as Representative Hornbeck has been reporting . He feels 
she (the clerk) didn't do her job and repealing this section of code would take away the 
public's ability to get her out of office if need be. 
Representative Newcomb moved to send H801 to the floor with a do pass 













Bryce Taylor, BL ' ~~' 4U Chief for Dept. of Lands presented·:" . ~ RS regarding iand leases. 
Adds 4 parcels to the list that may be leased and adds 6 more for renewal of leases. 
Representative Stone moved to print RS8195. Motion Carried. Representative Stoicheff 
voted no. 
Representative Deal opened with a statement to update since hearing last week. The 
financial questions have been addressed. This legislation would make a big step toward 
getting the State Insurance Fund organized. 
Representative Ellsworth asked Representative Deal if there is a report on findings for 
this entity. Representative Deal: No official report, we have stacks of working papers but 
we don't have any of it here today. 
Representative Stone moved to send H0744 to general orders. Representative Alltus 
changed the amendments to delete one sentence and Representative Stone corrected 
her motion to include that change. Debate: Representative Ellsworth: I have done a lot 
of research on this subject since we heard this last week. No real reports are in print to 
review regarding this issue. She produced an audit report, but it is primarily financial and 
does not include a performance review. Other states have reports and she reviewed 
those and had them in committee. Reading from Page 3 of H0774 she expressed her 
concerns about how broad based the organization of the new management arrangement 
is. Also on Page 2, line 27 the board shall receive $50 for serving on the board. 
Members of the legislature cannot receive compensation while sitting on a board or 
commission. Representative Newcomb clarified, the Governor can appoint you, you just 
can't receive the set compensation. Representative Ellsworth: The code is in conflict and 
there is no way to scrutinized this fund. Representative Newcomb asked about the audit 
that is done. Representative Ellsworth had a copy of the audit and pointed out that it 
doesn't address the compliance issue. There really doesn't seem to be any problem that 
surfaces in this audit to warrant this reorganization effort. I'd like to see us do an HCR to 
create an interim committee. Can I do that here? Chairman Crane: No. Representative 
Jones directed his question to Representative Deal regarding any opposition to the 
amendments. Representative Deal: No. Representative Deal closed by stating that this is 
not a major change in direction. This is to hire a manager with experience. Someone who 
would stay. As a political appointment this position is unable to attract candidates who 
have insurance experience and who are career oriented. They know they are only going 
to be here for 4 years. This also allows for the oversight needed. An interim committee 
might be a good idea and for now we also need this bill to get somebody hired. 
MOTION: Representative Ellsworth moved to hold H774 in committee. Debate: Representative 
Ellsworth: It's not a interim committee I want it's a legislative audit, in advance. A 
performance report. Representative Newcomb spoke up in oppOSition stating it wouldn't 
even be addressed until May and the fund doesn't have a manager. This may not be 
perfect but it's a step in the right direction. Representative Ellsworth: Can we put an 
emergency clause in an HCR? Representative Kunz expressed concern stating he was 
impressed with the work and information from Representative Deal and Mr. Alcorn but 
didn't feel educated enough in this area to know what to do here. Representative Deal 
The fund is going through a difficult time. Nobody has been managing it. Nobody will 
come in, knowing they would only have a job for 8-9 months. They will go to a more 
secure job. Representative Alltus: This has good and not so good policy. But even the 
handouts as recent as the ones presented this morning still say, "owned by the State" on 
them. This is not owned by the State. Even though I made changes to these 
amendments I need to support the substitute motion. Representative Kunz: Who decides 
what agency and when an agency is subject to review by a performance evaluation? 
Representative Newcomb: A legislator can make a request for review. A background is 
done and then it's decided if one will be done. Representative Ellsworth: What are the 
salaries we're talking about here. Representative Deal didn't know. Representative 
Stoicheff asked if anyolle knew Starr Kelso. Representative Alltus stated that he used to 
State Affairs Committee 
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work for the law firm who did work for the fund. 
Chairman Crane called for a vote on the sUbstitute motion to hold in committee. Motion 
Failed 10-11. Motion to send to General Orders passed with Representatives Alltus, 
McKague, Denney, Ellsworth, Hornbeck, Stoicheff, Wheeler, Kunz and Stevenson voting 
against it. 
Committee was recessed for 10 minutes. 
Reconvene': 10: 15 AM. 
51446 
MOTION: 
Representative Kjellander explained the amendments brought forth by the sub 
committee. They took out some penalties for retailers and created a phase-in for the 
elimination of vending machines by the year 2000. Caps were placed on penalties and 
relief for training programs offered. The first offense isn't necessarily penalized based on 
the training in place. 
Representative Stone moved to send to general orders with amendments attached and 
moved to approve the SOP fiscal impact change. Representative Tippets asked for an 
engrossed copy of the bill for the floor debate. Representative Stoicheff asked if the 
retailers are happy. Representative Deal responded to that question by explaining that 
there are still areas of great concern for the retailers. Seller assisted sales is still in there 
and the 2 inspections per year is still there. Representative Stone withdrew her motion 
based on the new information. Representative Tippets re issued the motion as stated . 
Representative Hornbeck: Asked Representative Newcomb to yield : You said they can 
only get one citation per sting, is that in here and if so can you show me where . Caryn 
Esplin yielded but did not answer the question. Representative Hornbeck: That doesn't 
tell me where in this bill it says that. Representative Stone asked Representative 
Kjellander if he felt this would cause some small businesses to go under. He said he 
didn't know but that it was a concern of the sub committee. Chairman Crane called for a 
vote and the Motion Carried. Amendments: Tippets, seconder: Deal. Representatives 
Hornbeck and McKague are recorded as voting No. 
Meeting adjourned: 10:35 AM. 
Ron G. Crane, Chairman 
00007:1 
000:155 
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AGENDA 
SENATE COMMERCE & HUMAN RESOURCES 
12:00 p.m. - 1 :30 p.m. 
ROOM 426 
Thursday, March 19, 1998 






Relating to Specialty Electricians, To Provide For Issuance of Sen. Cameron 
. Licenses To Specialty Electricians By The Administrator of The 
Division of Building Safety. 
Relating To The State Insurance Fund, To Provide That The Sen. Cameron 
State Insurance Fund Is An Independent Body Corporate Rep. Deal 
Politic, To Provide For Appointment Of The Board Of Directors Mike Brassey 
Of The State Insurance Fund. Jim Alcorn 
Relating To General Contracts and Public Works Contracts, Rep. Gagner 
To Prohibit Clauses In Contracts Which Condition Payment for 
Performance on Payment by a Third Party & Provide Timing 
For Payment Due. 
Relating To Listing of Subcontractors on Bid of General 
Contractor on Public Works 















Sharon Ullman addressed the committee in opposition to the bill and stated her 
concern was the structure of a manager appointed by a committee which is not 
appointed by the Governor. As Ms. Ullman continued with her testimony, Senator 
Cameron cautioned Ms. Ullman to address only the bill which was before the committee. 
Phil Barber, representing Idaho Council of the American Insurance Association, 
addressed the committee in support of H 774. Mr. Barber stated that this bill preserves 
the original 1917 fundamental purpose and for the first time a regulatory oversight of an 
established process and established set of rules, regulations and statutes that govern its 
behavior. No Longer will insurance or claimants come to harass the governor or their 
legislators but now they have a public process of bringing complaints against the state 
fund where they can be administrated. Discussion followed. 
Dawn Justice, of Idaho Association of Commerce & Industry, addressed the 
committee and stated IACI strongly supports H 774. 
The motion was made by Senator Riggs to send H 774 to the Senate Floor with a DO 
PASS recommendation with intent language. Seconded by Senator Deide and carried 
by voice vote. Senator McLaughlin will be the sponsor. 
Representative Gagner presented H 535 and stated that this legislation clarifies that 
payment for work performed does not depend on payment from the owner to the 
general contractor, contract. Subcontractors and suppliers are to be paid as work is 
completed. Prevents late payment to subcontractors and suppliers. 
Merrily Munther, Attorney of Penland Munther Broadman, addressed the committee 
and distributed a copy of her testimony, (exhibit a). Discussion and questions followed. 
Jerry Deckard, representing Associated General Contractors of Idaho, addressed 
the committee in opposition to H 535. Mr. Deckard stated that he believed the proposed 
amendments would reduce competition and urged for the committee ~o hold H 535. 
Dennis Robinson, President of a Commercial General Contractors, an association 
firm, builds and manages construction projects for the public and private sector. Mr. 
Robinson stated he apposed H 535 and that it was an attempt to legislate terms and 
relationships between contractors, sub-contractors and suppliers. 
Karleane Allen, representing Idaho Building Contractors Association, addressed 
the committee and spoke in opposition to H 535. Discussion followed and Senator King 
asked how costs would be increased if H 535 was passed. 
Jeff Cates, NECA, addressed the committee in support of H 535. 
In response to discussion, Representative Gagner stated that the "pay when paid" 
clause is not good and subcontractors cannot get paid. Representative Gagner also 
stated that by passing H 535 it would improve the industry. 
The motion was made by Senator King to send H 535 to the Senate Floor with a DO 
PASS recommendation. Due to a lack of second H 535 will be held in committee. 
Representative Gagner presented H 534 and stated that this legislation provides for a 
contract between the general contractor and subcontractor. It also assures coordination 
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has been accomplished prior to the bid and eliminates "bid shopping" after the low 
responsive bid has been determined. 
Jerry Deckard, representing Associated General Contractors of Idaho, addressed 
the committee in opposition to H 534 and stated that on line 21 of the bill , what 
constitutes permission and how can that permission constitute an agreement. Mr. 
Deckard also expressed concern about what happens when an named electrical 
specialty contractor refuses to perform after the bid is awarded. Discussion followed. 
Merrily Munther, Attorney for Penland Munther Broadman, distributed a written copy 
of her testimony (exhibit b). Discussion followed on bid shopping and building and 
zoning codes. 
The motion was made by Senator King to send H 534 to the Senate Floor with a DO 
PASS recommendation. Due to the lack of a second H 534 will be held in committee. 
Senator Cameron expressed his thanks to everyone for their diligence and hard work. 
Senator Andreason also expressed appreciation to everyone and enjoyed being on the 
Commerce and Human Resources Committee this year. 
ADJOURN Senator Cameron announced the committee adjourned at 2:05 and would convene 
subject to call of the chairman. 
1ioI..-..... __ . . 
'd:J./&tV ~.! 
.._ ... )_. . ... . ......... . , 
" 1 /~ /~ 
4IL"';L~~ 
I {/ Paula Roam, Secretary Dean L. Cameron, Chairman 
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THE IDAHO STATE INSURANCE 
FUND, JAMES M. ALCORN, its Manager, 
and WILLIAM DEAL, WAYNE MEYER, 
MARGUERITE McLAUGHLIN, 
GERALD GEDDES, MILFORD 
TERRELL, JUDI DANIELSON, JOHN 
GOEDDE, ELAINE MARTIN, and MARK 
SNODGRASS in their capacity as member 
of the Board of Directors of the State 
Insurance Fund, 
Defendants. 
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COMES NOW defendant, Idaho State Insurance Fund (hereinafter "SIP"), by and 
through its counsel of record, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., and hereby responds to 
Plaintiffs Third Set of Requests: Interrogatories No.: 15-18 to Defendant Idaho State Insurance 
Fund, propounded by plaintiffs on September 14, 2006, as follows. 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. IS: If you deny Request for Admission No. 150, please 
state, exactly how you have determined that the cost of issuing a policy to policy holder who 
pays a premium of $2,500.00 or less exceeds the paid premium. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Please see Answer to Interrogatory 
No.2 in the Idaho State Insurance Fund's Answers to Plaintiff's First of Interrogatories dated 
October 11, 2006. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: If you deny Request for Admission No.15I, please 
state, exactly, how you have determined that the cost of administering a policy to a policy holder 
who pays a premium of $2,500.00 or less exceeds the paid premium. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Please see Answer to Interrogatory 
No.2 in the Idaho State Insurance Fund's Answers to Plaintiff's First of Interrogatories dated 
October 11,2006. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: With respect to any decision to pay dividends made 
in fiscal year 2000 or at any time thereafter please state, with respect to each such decision, the 
following information: 
a. the dividend period; 
b. the formula on which dividends to policyholders was based; 
c. the total amount of all dividends paid to policyholders; 
d. the total number of policy holders who had been policy holders for a period or 
[sic] six months or more prior to the end of the dividend period. 
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e. the total number of premium dollars paid or owed by policy holders for coverage 
provided to them by the Fund during the dividend period; 
d. [sic] the number of policyholders who did not receive a dividend solely because their 
policy premium was $2,500 or less and for this entire group of policy holders the 
percent of the total premium dollars paid or owed by these policy holders for 
coverage provided to them by the Fund during the dividend period; 
e. [sic] the number of policyholders who did receive a dividend and for this entire group 
of policy holdero the percent of the total premium dollars paid or owed by these 
policy holders for coverage provided to them by the Fund during the dividend 
period. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 17: The SIP objects to this Interrogatory 
on the grounds that the interrogatory is overbroad and unduly burdensome. The SIP further 
objects to the extent this Interrogatory is vague, ambiguous, and misleading as to the information 
sought given the following: The Fund operates on a calendar year basis whereas dividends are 
based upon a policy year based upon the inception date of the policy which must occur within a 
one year period extending from July 1 of one year to June 30 of the following year. As such, it is 
difficult to ascertain whether the responses hereto are accurate since the database which contains 
the information operates in rea] time, and therefore, information and data within the system are 
updated on an ongoing basis. However, unless otherwise noted, all figures set forth below are as 
indicated by the Idaho State Insurance Fund database as of October 16, 2006 and could reflect 
changes in charged premium due to audits and/or changes in reported losses occurring 
subsequent to the date of the dividend. 
As a result, there is the possibility that some of the information supplied in response to 
this Interrogatory may not accurately reflect the information and/or data in the database prior to, 
at, or after the dividends were declared. Subject to and without waiving these objections, the 
following information is supplied in answer to Interrogatory No. 17: 
For Dividends declared in 2000: 
a. Policies with inception dates between July 1,1998 and June 30,1999 
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b. See response to Interrogatory 3(b) 
c. Approximately Thirty-Two Million Four Hundred Seventy Thousand One 
Hundred Sixty-Six Dollars ($32,470,166), is the amount of dividend paid in 2000 
as reflected on line 14A in the Annual Statement of the Idaho State Insurance 
Fund for the year ended December 31, 2000, Underwriting and Investment 
Exhibit. 
d. Approximately Twenty-Five Thousand Four Hundred Ninety-Eight (25,498) 
e. Approximately Ninety-Seven Million Six Hundred Seventy-Two Thousand 
Two Hundred Fifty-Six Dollars ($97,672,256). 
d. (sic) Zero (0) policies 
e. (sic) Approximately Twenty-Three Thousand Eight Hundred Ninety-One 
(23,891) policies comprising approximately 82% of the total premium dollars 
charged for the respective dividend period. 
For Dividends declared in 2001: 
a. Policies with inception dates between July 1,1999 and June 30,2000 
b. See response to Interrogatory 3(b) 
c. Approximately Twenty.-Four Million Seven-Hundred Forty Thousand Three 
Hundred Seventy-One Dollars ($24,740,371), is the amount of dividend paid in 
2001 as reflected on line 16 of the Underwriting and Investment Exhibit to the 
Annual Statement of the Idaho State Insurance Fund for the year ended December 
31,2001. 
d. Approximately Twenty-Six Thousand Six Hundred Sixteen (26,616) policies 
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e. Approximately One Hundred Two Million Six Hundred Ninety Thousand Two 
Hundred Seventy-Four Dollars ($102,690,274). 
d. (sic) Zero (0) policies 
e. (sic) Approximately Twenty-Four Thousand Eight Hundred Twenty-Six 
(24,826) policies comprising approximately 81 % of the total premium dollars 
charged for the respective dividend period. 
For Dividends declared in 2002: 
a. Policies with inception dates between July 1, 2000 and June 30, 2001 
b. See response to Interrogatory 3(b) 
c. Approximately Four Mi11ion Five Hundred Fifty-Two DoBars ($4,000,552), is 
the amount of dividend paid in 2002 as reflected on line 17 of the Underwriting 
and Investment Exhibit to the Annual Statement of the Idaho State Insurance 
Fund for the year ended December 31, 2002. 
d. Approximately Twenty-Seven Thousand Six Hundred Thirty (27,630) policies 
e. Approximately One Hundred Fourteen Million Five Hundred Four Thousand 
Four Hundred Eighty-Seven Dollars ($114,504,487). 
d. (sic) Approximately Nineteen Thousand Five Hundred Thirty-One (19,531) 
policies comprising approximately 12% of the total premium dollars charged for 
the respective dividend period. 
e. (sic) Approximately Five Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy (5,970) policies 
comprising approximately 52% of the total premium dollars charged for the 
respective dividend period. 
For Dividends declared in 2003: 
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a. Policies with inception dates between, July 1,2001, and June 30, 2002 
b. See response to Interrogatory 3(b) 
c. Approximately Five Million Thirty-Five Thousand Five Hundred Ninety-Two 
Dollars ($5,035,592), is the amount of dividend paid in 2003 as reflected on line 
17 of the Underwriting and Investment Exhibit to the Annual Statement of the 
Idaho State Insurance Fund for the year ended December 31, 2003. 
d. Approximately Twenty-Nine Thousand One Hundred Twenty (29,120) policies 
e. Approximately One Hundred Twenty-Eight Million Five Hundred Twenty-
Nine Thousand One Hundred Seventy-Four Thousand Dollars ($128,529,174). 
d. (sic) Approximately Twenty Thousand Three Hundred Twenty-Two (20,322) 
policies comprising approximately 11 % of the total premium dollars charged for 
the respective dividend period. 
e. (sic) Approximately Six Thousand Four Hundred Ninety-One (6,491) policies 
comprising approximately 60% of the total premium dollars charg~d for the 
respective dividend period. 
For Dividends declared in 2004: 
a. Policies with inception dates between July 1, 2002 and June 30, 2003 
b. See response to Interrogatory 3(b) 
c. Approximately Five Million Nine Hundred Ninety-Two Thousand Three 
Hundred Ninety-Two Dollars ($5,992,392), is the amount of dividend paid in 
2004 as reflected on line 17 of the Underwriting and Investment Exhibit to the 
Annual Statement of the Idaho State Insurance Fund for the year ended December 
31,2004. 
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d. Approximately Thirty-One Thousand Three Hundred Thirty Six (31,336) 
policies 
e. Approximately One Hundred Fifty-One Million One Hundred Forty-Two 
Thousand Three Hundred Sixty-Six Dollars ($151,142,366). 
d. (sic) Approximately Twenty-One Thousand Four Hundred Ninety-Five 
(21,495) policies comprising approximately 10% of the total premium dollars 
charged for the respective dividend period. 
e. (sic) Approximately Seven Thousand Four Hundred Fifty-Five (7,455) policies 
comprising approximately 57% of the total premium dollars charged for the 
respective dividend period. 
For Dividends declared in 2005: 
a. Policies with inception dates between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004 
b. See response to Interrogatory 3(b) 
c. Approximately Eight Million Ninety-Nine Thousand Nine Hundred Forty 
Dollars ($8,099,940), is the amount of dividend paid in 2005 as reflected on line 
17 of the Statement of Income to the Annual Statement of the Idaho State 
Insurance Fund for the year ended December 31,2000. 
d. Approximately Thirty-Four Thousand Four Hundred Seventy-Two (34,472) 
policies 
e. Approximately One Hundred Eighty-One Million Eight Hundred Thirty-Six 
Thousand Three Hundred Seventy-Four Dollars ($181,836,374). 
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d. (sic) Approximately Twenty Three Thousand One Hundred Fifty Nine (23159) 
policies comprising approximately 9% of the total premium dollars charged for 
the respective dividend period. 
e. (sic) Approximately Eight Thousand Seven Hundred Twenty-One (8,721) 
policies comprising approximately 72% of the total premium dollars charged for 
the respective dividend period. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: If you contend that either account balances 
attributable to either particular classes of employment or particular industries were considered, 
utilized, referred to or relied upon in determining whether to pay a dividend or how much 
dividend to pay, then please explain the precise process used and all the factors considered in 
determining whether to pay a dividend or how much to pay. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Please see Answer to Interrogatory 
No.2 in the Idaho State Insurance Fund's Answers to Plaintiff's First of Interrogatories dated 
October 11, 2006. 
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DATED this ~y of October, 2006. 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By~~~~~~~ __________________ _ 
Rich 
Keely E. Duke - Of the Finn 
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho State Insurance 
Fund and James M. Alcorn, Manager of the State 
Insurance Fund 
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County of Ada ) 
_V-_C_~ffi_e_5_M_._A_\_C_O_r_f\ __ , being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
That I am the M (\n C\~e( of the Idaho State Insurance Fund, one of 
the defendants in the above-entitled ctIOn, and that I have read the foregoing document and to 
the best of my knowledge and information available to me at this time, believe the same to be 
true. 
Notary Public for:--.t./q.,.;;rcl.-'Co.~h=O _______ _ 
Residing at 73DISe. 
My Commission expires: --C./!-1 --'Y:::.....-..:::O-'1'--____ _ 
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• .' STATE INSURANCE FUND 
1215 W. STATE STREET. P.O. apXr0720. BorslO, IDAHO 8372p.0044 
PHONE (2OS) 332·2100 • (800) 334·2370 
, MEMORANDUM 
Date: December 7. 2000, 
From: James M. Alcorn, Man 
Subject: Dividend Fonnula for ... ,.",.,.",," with Inception Dates of July 1, 1998 to June 30, 1999 
Loss Adjustment Expense 18% for all' policies 
~miumSize 
<1,999.99 
2,000 to 7,499.99 
7,500 to 14,999.99 
15,000 to 22,499.99 
22,500 to 29,999.99 
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DIVIDEND FORMULA. DECL.AREO 2001 
Premium .... UnderwrIting Expense - (losses X Loss Adj. Exp):= 
Underwriting gaIn X Return percentage = DIVIDEND 
1.0S5 Adj Expense ;:: 18% ~ All poll des 
UND OW MAX MAX loss 
PREMIUM SIlr; E:XP . RET % bMOEND 0/0 RATIO 
$ 0 - 2,000 50% 
$ 2,000 -' 7,500 30% 
$ 7,500 ,- 15,QOO 25% 
$ 15,000 - 22,500 21% 
$ .22.,500 - 30,000 19% 
$ 
$ 
30/000 - 40,000 16% 
401000 - up .14% 
Ex~mple: 
60,000 Premium 
-8AOO Und Expense -14% 
51,600 
·7,080 Losses (6,000 X 1.18) 
44,520 UndelWrltlng gaIn 
X .70 Return percentage 
31,164 Dividend == 5+.9% 
35% 17,5% 42.5% 
45% 31.5% 59.4% 
.. 
50% 37..5% 63.6% 
55% 43.5% 66.9% 
60% 48.6% 68.7% 
65% 54.6% 71.2% 
70% 60.2.% Q 72:9% 
Example~ 
15,000 PremIum 
.. 3,750 , Und Expense - 25% 
11,250 
~1,770 Losses (1,500 X 1.18) 
9,480 UndelWrltlng gaIn 
X .50 Return percen~ge 
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. PHONE {2OB)332·2100. {8OO)334-2S70 
MEMORANDUM 
December 5, 2001 . ~ 
James M. AICOln, Manag~ 
Subject: Dividend Fonnula for Policies with Inception Dates of July I, 1999 to June 30, 2000 
Loss Adjustment Ex:pense 18% for all policies 
Premium Size 
<1.999.99 
2,000 to 7,499.99 
7,500 to 14,999.99 
15,000 to 22,499.99 
22,500 to 29,999.99 
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If you're going to find a percentage, you've 
got to have a numerator and a denominator, or X over Y. 
And my question to you is when you calculate 
these percentages, what is in the numerator and what is 
in the denominator? 
A. Well, I think you were discussing this before. 
You work through the formula, you come up with an amount 
of money that is left that is available from the dividend 
from that policy, then you apply that percentage to it. 
Q. But you haven't told me how you got to the 
percentage. 
A. You take the policy, subtract off the retention 
percentage, subtract off the losses, 118 percent. What 
is left over you apply the return percentage to. 
Q. All right. But how did you derive the return 
16 percentage? In order to find a percent there has to be a 









A. Basically, again, what we were talking about is 
you look at the amount of money that you have available 
to dividend. So the percentages that come up here are 
basically the percentages that work out to be able to 
return that total amount of money that you want to return 
back to the policyholders. 
Q. It may be late and I may be really thick, but 
I'm not understanding your answer. And I don't mean to 




Board of DirectorS of the State Insurance Fund 
Minutes of November 21, 2002 Special Meeting 
Board Members Present: 
Bill Deal, Chainnan, Agents Representative 
Representative Wayne Meyer, Vice Chairman, Legislative Representative 
Senator John Goedde, Legislative Representative 
Gerald Geddes, Employees Representative 
Milford Terrell, Employer Representative 
In addition to the Board members, the following individuals attended all, or a portion of, the 
meeting: 
James M. Alcorn - Manager, State Insurance Fund 
George Parham - Chief Legal Counsel, State Insurance Fund 
Debbie Hiatt - Secretary, State Insurance Fund 
Peter Marshall- Attorney, Marshall. Batt and Fisher 
Doug Dorn - Investment Consultant 
Becky Gratsinger - R. V. Kuhns & Associates, Inc. 
Josh Kevan - R. V. Kuhns & Associates, Inc. 
Pursuant to the posted notice of the meeting and agenda, Chainnan Deal called the Special 
Meeting of the Board of Directors of the State Insurance Fund to order at 9:00 a.m. The absence 
of Milford Terrell was noted. 
Mr. Alcorn welcomed Doug Darn and introduced Becky Gratsinger and Josh Kevan from R.V. 
Kuhn & Associates, Inc. (RVK). Mr. Alcorn explained the new business relationship with RVK 
as investment consultants to provide conSUlting opinions and recommendations on investments 
made by the Endowment Board. -
Mr. Terrell joined the meeting at 9:05 a.m. 
Ms. Gratsinger provided a brief resume of her qualifications, and the history RVK. Mr. Kevan 
introduced himself and reviewed his qualifications. There being no specific questions by the 
Board, Chairman Deal thanked the representatives ofRVK. Ms. Gratsinger, Mr. Kevan andMr. 
Dom left the meeting at 9: 13 a.m. 
Chairman Deal explained the purpose of the special meeting was to discuss the 2003 dividend. 
Mr. Alcorn provided the following information on the Fund for the Board to consider when 
discussing a proposed dividend: 
• There is currently $132-133 million worth of premium. 
• The Fund has approximately 30,000 policies. 
• There is approximately $74 million in surplus. 
• Investment income is down $9.9 million from the start of the year, but it changes on a 
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• The State Insurance Fund is extremely solvent. 
Page 2 
• Reinsurance coverage was changed from catastrophic and individual coverage, to 
catastrophic coverage only, which provides a greater liability than in the past. The largest 
concentration of state employees is in the "towers" where the Health and Welfare 
employees are housed. 
• The Fund is not a member of the Guarantee Association so the Fund needs to be more 
conservati ve. 
• The Fund gave large dividends over the past years based on money accumulated during 
the 90's. 
• He would like to keep the fund at a 2-1 premium to surplus ratio. 
• The Fund is showing a $4.7 million profit to date. 
Mr. Alcorn stated that he could be very conservative and not issue a dividend. He realizes 
policyholders have come to expect a dividend, but a strong case could be made for no dividend. 
Mr. Terrell reviewed the $74 million surplus and $5 million in investments, and asked the 
Manger to review the down side of 2000 and 2001. Mr. Alcorn responded that before dividends, 
there was $18 million worth of profit in 2001, and $6.8 million in year 2000. 
Mr. Terrell asked the amount of dividends paid the last two years. Mr. Alcorn responded the 
Fund paid out $24.7 million in 2001 and $32.4 in 2000. 
Mr. Alcorn feels the Board should look at whether a dividend should be given to the smaller 
policies, and stated now may be the time to consider changing the procedures. The down side to 
not offering a dividend to the smaller policies ($2000 and below) is that 20,000 of the 30,000 
policyholders have $2000 or less in premium. The under $2000 policyholders account for $12 
million worth of the premium. The-other $120 million premium is received from the 10,000 
poliCies that are over $2000. 
Senator Goedde indicated he has been a proponent of a policy fee for a long time and suggested 
that perhaps a policy fee could be taken off any dividend paid, which would eliminate the 
smaller policies from actually getting a dividend. Mr. Terrell agreed with Senator Goedde and 
asked what the cost of paperwork is to set up for a new policy. He agrees with an up-front fee, 
but no dividend. He indicated that is the cost of business and that no money 'is made on smaller 
accounts, but on the larger accounts. Mr. Alcorn concurred, but said we need to discuss both the 
pros and cons. 
Mr. Alcorn stated that policyholders are used to getting dividends so he knows he'll "take heat", 
for having a lower dividend or no dividend at all. He also said that some policyholders feel, in 
error, that they are getting tax money back. 
Mr. Alcorn noted that the Fund writes business that other companies will not write, and tries to 
accommodate those accounts rather than having them assigned to the Assigned Risk Pool. 
Policyholders in the Risk Pool lose the 15% deviation and have 30% additional premium, so the 
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Fund is saving those policyholders 45%. Mr. Terrell said other companies are also cutting back 
and feels the Fund has gone the extra ~le to provide service to those policyholders. 
Mr. Terrell encouraged the Board to talk about eliminating dividends to the smaller policies, but 
pay dividends only to the larger policies. He also wanted to note, for the record, that his 
company is hot insured with the State Insurance Fund, so his recommendation is not self-served. 
Mr. Geddes inquired about the investment income; Mr. Alcorn responded $4.7 million. The 
combined loss ratio is 103-104%, which means for every $1 in premium, the costs and operating 
expenses are $1.03. Mr. Alcorn said he wants to stay at a 100% combined loss ratio and make 
up the difference on investments. 
Mr. Geddes questioned the change in deviation. Mr. Alcorn reminded the Board that at the last 
meeting, it was decided to deviate 7% next year. 
Mr. Geddes asked if Mr. Alcorn anticipates investment income to be the same as this year; Mr. 
Alcorn said he hopes it will be better, but it is hard to forecast as it changes on a day-to-day 
basis. Mr. Alcorn explained the Fund invests conservatively and has a lot invested in bonds. 
Representative Meyer asked if the Fund could legally charge a fee as Senator Goedde suggested 
earlier. Mr. Alcorn responded that the Fund could not and that any fees would have to be set by 
the Department of Insurance and NCC!. 
Chairman Deal stated the Board needs to realize the marketplace is different this year. He feels 
that after visiting with some other Jarger agencies, the approach to draw a line at a level where no 
dividends are paid is acceptable. He said if the Fund is taking accounts no other insurance 
company will take, the losses will increase due to those smaller companies being added to the 
Fund's base. He further stated the medical inflation of 17-19% needs to also be considered. 
Chairman Deal said his recommendation would be no di vidend on smaller poliCies ($2,000 or 
$2,500) and work with a formula where loss ratio is taken into consideration so only companies 
who earn a dividend should receive one. Mr. Alcorn agreed. 
Mr. Terrell recommended that the Board instruct Mr. Alcorn to consider no dividend for policies 
of $2,500 or less, and to look at a total dividend around $4 million and keep $1 million in 
retained earnings. Senator Goedde said the Board also needs to consider a reduced deviation 
next year so more money can go to surplus. 
Representative Meyer agrees with Mr. Terrell's recommendation. 
Mr. Geddes also feels it is all right, and would like $4-5 million paid out to only poliCies making 
a profit for the Fund. 
/. " Senator Goedde concurred with the other Board members. 
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Chairman Deal reiterated the consensus of the Board that policies of $2,500 or less in premium 
would receive no dividend, and the Fund would issue a total dividend around $4 million. 
Chairman Deal thanked the Board for their input and discussions. There being no other business 
before the Board, the meeting was, adjourned at 10:05 a.m. . 
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